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ABSTRACT 

Given that many print advertisements may not be processed in focal attention, the 

effects of processing unattended advertisements are of significant importance to 

marketers. Unattended advertisements refer to advertisements which are preattentively 

processed but which do not subsequently gain access to attentional resources. While 

previous research examining unattended processing provides important evidence for an 

increase in attitude independent of conscious recognition, further investigation is needed 

to determine whether unattended stimuli affect other measures of advertising effectiveness. 

This dissertation examines the extent to which preattentively processing an 

unattended advertisement increases the likelihood that the advertised product is included 

within a consumer's consideration set. Additionally, this effect is examined to determine if 

the effect of this type of processing is dependent upon (1) whether the advertised product 

is depicted pictorially versus verbally, (2) whether the buying situation is familiar, and (3) 

whether product alternatives are or are not externally available during the choice decision. 

Further, this dissertation utilizes a more rigorous methodology than has been used in 

previous research examining unattended processing. 

Two studies have been conducted to address the issues cited above. Study 1 is 

designed to provide independent evidence of unattended processing. This study utilizes a 

2 X 2 fully crossed between subjects factorial design with 2 modality conditions 

(verbal/pictorial) and 2 target products (desk/carrot). Study 2 is designed to examine the 

effects of unattended processing on the consideration set measures. This study utilizes a 

2 X 2 X 2 X 2 mixed factorial design with 2 modality conditions (verbal/pictorial), 2 

buying situations (ad hoc/established) and 2 target products (desk/carrot) as the between 

subjects factors and 2 buying conditions (memory-based/stimulus-based) as the within 
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subject factor. 

Results are relatively inconclusive, but provide clear directions for future research. 

In terms of Study 1, it is believed that the specific measures used to provide independent 

evidence for unattended processing were not valid. Mixed results were found in the most 

ideal conditions in Study 2. The computerized methodology proposed in this study 

appears to have some merit, however additional research is needed to more accurately 

determine the validity of this methodology. 



PREATTENTIVE PROCESSING: THE EFFECTS OF UNATTENDED 
INFORMATION ON CONSIDERATION SETS 

Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 
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Mechanisms which increase the likelihood of evoking a particular brand or product 

when making a purchase decision are of vital importance to marketers. Advertising is one 

such mechanism. Advertising facilitates brand and product awareness, recognition and 

memory-based recall. Many advertisements, however, are not consciously attended to, 

and hence, after exposure may not be recognized as having previously been seen 

(Janiszewski 1988). Although there may not be any conscious recollection of having seen 

the advertisement, research indicates that under certain conditions information from the ad 

is encoded (Shapiro and MacInnis 1992) and further that dus encoding can enhance 

preferencejudgmen"ts (Janiszewski 1988; Shapiro and MacInnis 1992). This should be of 

major interest to marketers since many measures of advertising effectiveness (e.g., Starch 

scores) rely on conscious recognition. Therefore, it is quite possible that these measures 

do not capture the full impact that advertisements provide. 

Research examining such a phenomenon falls under the heading of preattentive 

processing of unattended material. Preattentive processing refers to information not in 

focal attention, but which receives cognitive processing (Kihlstrom 1984) (more on this 

later). While previous research on preattentive processing of unattended material is useful 

in describing (1) factors which facilitate preattentive processing (Janiszewski 1988, 1990), 

(2) the subsequent change in attitude toward the preattentively processed stimulus 

(Janiszewski 1988; Shapiro and MacInnis 1992), and (3) the mechanism underlying the 
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change in attitude (Shapiro and MacInnis 1992), work is needed to more fully understand 

the effects of preattentive processing on measures of advertising effectiveness. 

First, while research has shown an increased positive evaluation of an ad processed 

pre attentively, research has yet to examine the effects of preattentive processing on factors 

closer to the actual purchase decision, such as the formation of consideration sets. 

Because inclusion in a consumer's consideration set is a necessary condition for a product 

or brand choice, it is important to understand how membership in a consideration set is 

determined, and how marketing efforts such as advertising can influence this process. 

Second, while previous research has examined the conditions which facilitate and interfere 

with the preattentive processing of pictorial and verbal information (Janiszewski 1988), 

the impact of preattentively processing pictorial versus verbal information regarding a 

brand on its membership in a consideration set has not been shown. Third, while previous 

research has examined the effects on stimulus-based judgments (i.e., judgments regarding 

an externally available stimulus) such as attitude change, research has yet to examine the 

impact of pre attentive processing on memory-based judgments (i.e., judgments regarding a 

stimulus accessed from memory) which is the context in which many consideration set 

decisions are made. 

Methodological concerns are also evident in previous studies investigating 

preattentive processing. Previous studies have not adequately controlled for eye 

movements (Janiszewski 1988; Shapiro and MacInnis 1992) making it unclear as to 

whether Subjects actually attended to the advertisements thought to be unattended. The 

use of a methodology which more carefully controls eye movements and which provides 

independent evidence for the existence of preattentive processing would be an important 

addition to previous efforts examining preattentive processing in a marketing context. 

The purpose of this study is to address the above issues. Specifically, this study 
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will extend the research in preattentive processing (1) by examining the likelihood that a 

product depicted in a pre attentively processed ad will be included as a member of a 

consideration set (2) when the consideration set decision is either stimulus or memory 

based and (3) the ad represents either pictorial or verbal information while (4) utilizing a 

more stringent methodology. 

The remainder of this thesis is divided into six chapters (Chapters 2-7). The 

following chapter provides a theoretical basis by discussing the key constructs and 

reviewing relevant processing literature. The next chapter develops hypotheses based on 

theory described in chapter 2. The fourth chapter describes an experiment designed to test 

the hypotheses developed in chapter 3. The fifth chapter presents the results of the main 

experiment and the sixth chapter discusses the results. The final chapter provides a 

conclusion and direction for future research. 



Chapter 2 

A REVIEW OF THE MARKETING AND PSYCHOLOGY LITERATURE 

The purpose of this chapter is to review the relevant marketing and psychology 

literatures needed to develop this study. In so doing, the primary constructs of interest 

will be defined, and their linkages articulated. Additionally, this chapter explicitly 

distinguishes the stream of research upon which this study is based from other similar 

streams of research. 

STREAMS OF RESEARCH 
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Figure 1 depicts the major constructs of interest in this study and where this study'S 

literature fits with previous research in information processing. While subsequent sections 

will more clearly define the primary constructs, the goal of this section is to clearly 

establish and position the preattentive processing literature within the domain of 

information processing. 

A majority of marketing effort investigating information processing, and 

advertising effects in particular, has concentrated on conscious processing. This literature 

investigates the processing of information when subjects' primary task during the encoding 

episode is to view information of interest (e.g., advertisements or brand symbols). The 

information is presented in such a fashion that subjects are consciously aware of what the 

information is. Conscious awareness implies that a link is made between the mental 

representation of the experience and some mental representation of the self as the agent or 

experiencer of that event (Kihlstrom 1990). In other words, to be consciously aware of 

something implies that one has the ability to acknowledge that they are experiencing the 



Figure 1 

Distinguishing Streams of Research in Information Processing 

Bases of Control Determining 
Whether Processed Entity Does Processed Entity 

Stream of Research Attentional Focus Achieves Awareness Achieve Awareness? 

Conscious Processing Primary Task Subject Yes 

Preconscious Processing Primary Task Advertiser No 

Preattentive Processing 
of Unattended Information Secondary Information Subject No 

...-
00 
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event, be it a thought, memory, action or percept. Research in this area has investigated 

the effects of processing different types of information on memory (e.g., Childers, Heckler 

and Houston 1986; Costley and Brucks 1992; Heckler and Childers 1992; Keller 1987), 

beliefs (e.g., Lutz 1975, 1977; Mitchell and Olson 1981) and attitude (e.g., Edell and 

Staelin 1983; Mackenzie, Lutz and Belch 1986; Mitchell 1986; MittaI1990). 

Another area of marketing research examining subliminal advertising (see Moore 

1988; Synodinos 1988) as well the study of perception in the psychology literature (see 

Marcel 1983a,b) focuses on preconscious processing. This literature invclves research 

which presents information at such a fast rate that the information can not be consciously 

perceived, even though the person focuses on the spot where the information is being 

presented (Le., on the primary task). Thus the person is not aware of what the information 

IS. 

In fact, the word "subliminal" means "below the limen, or below the absolute 

threshold" (Reber 1985, p.745). The absolute threshold is that point at which the energy 

level is just sufficient for 50% of subjects to detect the presence of a stimulus (Reber 

1985). A famous case of this form of advertising involved flashing the message "Drink 

Coca-Cola" on a movie theater screen for 1130 of a second while a movie was playing. 

This subliminal message purportedly increased the level of Coca-Cola's sales by 57.7% 

(Bacharach 1959)1. Note, in this instance, due to the fast presentation speed movie goers 

could not consciously perceive the message even if they attempted to do so. Hence, the 

processing is called preconscious. A main characteristic of this research is that the denied 

access to consciousness is controlled by the advertisers themselves (e.g., presenting the 

information at speeds below the threshold of awareness). 

1 Subsequent research has failed to replicate this result and has provided evidence that 
subliminal advertising may not be as influential as was once thought. 
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The preattentive processing literature also investigates situations in which 

information is denied access to consciousness. Unlike the research associated with 

preconscious processing, however, this access is denied due to subject factors, such as 

involvement with another task, and not to advertisement factors, such as insufficient 

exposure duration. Therefore, unlike the subliminal message for Coca-Cola, the 

information of interest in this research stream is not presented at such a fast speed that a 

person can not consciously perceive the information if they attempt to do so. Instead, this 

literature examines those situations when a person is occupied with a primary task and the 

information ofinterest is presented as secondary information to which the subject does not 

pay attention. This stream of research, however, is similar to that examining preconscious 

processing in that after exposure, a person is not consciously aware of having been 

exposed to the information. 

An example in which this situation may arise is when one flips through a magazine 

looking for a particular article (primary task) and, in the process, overlooks many 

advertisements (secondary information). Given the enormity of advertising clutter (Britt, 

Adams and Miller 1972; Webb and Ray 1979), it is highly likely that many advertisements 

are "overlooked" in this manner. Despite the fact that many ads may be "viewed" in this 

manner, there has been relatively little attention paid to preattentive processing in the 

marketing and psychology literature. What literature does exist, however, provides 

evidence that information from advertisements which are "overlooked" can be processed, 

albeit on a nonconscious, preattentive level (Janiszewski 1988; Shapiro and MacInnis 

1992). In order to understand how information that is "overlooked" can be processed, it is 

important to establish the meaning and linkages between attention, consciousness and 

preattentive processing. 
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PERCEPTION 

As depicted in Figure 1, preattentive processing refers to the processing of 

infonnation related to a secondary task. As the name implies, preattentive processing 

precedes both attention and consciousness. Because attention is the determining factor of 

whether infonnation is considered to be primary or secondary (more on this later), an 

understanding of attention is needed before preattentive processing can be discussed. 

Figure 2 depicts the relationship between these major constructs. 

Attention 

Visual attention has been discussed in tenns of three primary dimensions, intensity, 

capacity and selection (Kahneman 1973). A zoom lens analogy has been developed to 

better explicate these dimensions (Eriksen and Yeh 1985). According to the zoom lens 

theory, the number of units ofinfonnation that can be processed at anyone time is 

essentially constant. The attentional field is dynamic since it can focus in on a small 

number of objects or pan out to cover a large number of objects. Because the number of 

units processed is relatively constant, the more focussed the lens, the more visual 

infonnation or detail one obtains about the objects. This is what is meant by the intensity 

dimension. The more intensely one attends to an object, the more concentrated the 

attentional capacity becomes. The capacity dimension refers to the fact that although the 

size of the area of concentration can vary, one can not concentrate the attentional 

resources to separate areas in the visual field simultaneously (Braun and Sagi 1990; 

Eriksen and Yeh 1985). The capacity dimension thus reflects the fact that attention is 

selective. Visual attention, then, can be thought of as a process of selectively allocating 

the resources or capacity from environmental visual stimuli to the various inputs 

(Kahneman 1973). 
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Which items we become consciously aware of is detennined by which ones we 

attend to (Marcel 1983b). Hence, to attend to information implies that one is consciously 

aware of the information. Additionally, it is usually assumed that visual information one is 

Figure 2 
Consciousness Attention and Preattentive Processing 

Person 

Attentive 
Processing 

Primary Task 
Information 

Utilizes Attentive 
Resources 

Processed 

Conscious 
Awareness 

Attended 

Conscious 
Awareness 

Preattentive 
Processing 

Secondary 
Information 

Utilizes Preattentive 
Resources 

Processed 

Unattended 

Not 
Consciously 

Aware 

No 
Processing 

Other Information 

Not Processed 
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attending to is located within a person's foveal field of view (i.e., within 2 degrees of 

fixation) as opposed to a person's peripheral field of view (i.e., beyond 10 degrees of 

fixation). In fact, the reason for eye movements is " ... to bring a part of the visual scene 

into foveal vision for detailed analysis. II (Rayner 1984 p.71). It is important to note, 

however, that not all objects in focal view are attended (Rock and Gutman 1981; Rock, 

Schauer and Halper 1976). For example, one could stare directly at an object while 

attending to another task, such as intently listening to a conversation. In this case the 

object might not be attended to and therefore one would not be consciously aware of the 

object. 

From this discussion it can be concluded that primary task information is 

information which is predominantly in foveal view, receives attentional capacity and can be 

commented upon. Secondary information is information which may not receive 

attentional capacity and thus could not be commented upon. Additionally, visual 

information of this type is usually associated with being located in ones' peripheral field of 

vision, but as explained above, need not be. 

Preattentive Processing 

Many theories of attention propose that some sort of filtering process is used to 

screen out irrelevant secondary information and allow relevant secondary information 

access to attentional resources (e.g., Broadbent 1958; Treisman 1960; Dixon 1981). 

Preattentive processing refers to this filtering process. Specifically, preattentive processing 

refers to information not in focal attention, but which receives some cognitive processing 

(Kihlstrom 1984). In this paper information that is preattentively processed, but does not 

subsequently gain access to attentional resources, is termed unattended information. This 

process of preattentively processing stimuli is thought to have adaptive significance 
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because if we are capable of monitoring the environment, even nonconsciously, we have 

the capacity to switch attention from the primary information to the secondary information 

so that secondary information becomes primary information (i.e., receives full attentional 

resources (Dixon 1981)). 

The above discussion of attention and preattentive processing should not lead one 

to believe that all information in one's environment is processed in either a conscious or 

nonconscious manner. As Figure 2 indicates, considerable information simply is not 

processed at all. The fact that information is not processed on a conscious level, therefore 

does not require that it is processed on a preattentive level. Whether or not preattentive 

processing occurs is likely to depend on several factors such as hemispheric compatibility 

(to be discussed later) and placement and size of the stimulus to be preattentively 

processed. In terms of the latter, because peripheral vision is degraded (Anstis 1974; 

Westheimer 1982), as a visual stimulus moves further away from foveal view, the size of 

the stimulus needs to increase in order for it to be perceptible. 

CONSEOUENCES OF PRE ATTENTIVE PROCESSING 

Priming 

Regardless of whether an object is attended or unattended, processing activates a 

memory representation of the processed material. This activation increases the 

accessibility of the processed information in memory (Collins and Loftus 1975). Increased 

accessibility refers to the increased likelihood that activated stimuli will be retrieved from 

memory. As will be discussed below, this retrieval process can occur on either a 

conscious or nonconscious level. 

Activation, and hence increased accessibility, is known as priming. The effect of 



priming differs depending upon whether stimuli are primed attentively or preattentively. 

With attentive processing, information is primed and then achieves conscious awareness. 

With preattentive processing, information is primed but never achieves conscious 

awareness. 
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Because preattentive processing precedes conscious experience, the increased 

accessibility of the processed information in memory (i.e., priming) will not affect explicit 

memory (Janiszewski 1988; Rock, Schauer and Halper 1976; Rock and Gutman 1981; 

Shapiro and MacInnis 1992). Explicit memory refers to the intentional conscious 

recollection (i.e., retrieval) of previously presented material (Schacter 1987). Priming of 

unattended stimuli can, however, affect implicit memory (Shapiro and MacInnis 1992). 

Implicit memory refers to the unintentional recollection (i.e., retrieval) of previously 

presented material which is revealed by a facilitation in task performance without 

conscious recollection of the study episode (Grafand Schacter 1985). 

For example, a study by Shapiro and MacInnis (1992) indicates that preattentively 

processing a visual stimulus (a geometric shape composed of dots connected by lines) can 

improve performance on an implicit memory task relying on shape perception (connect the 

dots) while having very little effect on an explicit memory task (recognition). Thus, the 

results of this study indicate that attention is not necessary for priming to occur. While the 

explicit memory task relied on one's ability to consciously recollect the shape of the 

unattended object that was present during the preattentive processing task, the implicit 

memory task made no reference to the prior exposure episode and thus did not rely on 

one's awareness of having been previously exposed to the unattended object. 

In conflict with the above mentioned study, others have suggested that objects can 

not be primed in memory without attention (Rock, Schauer and Halper 1976; Rock and 

Gutman 1981; Treisman, Sykes and Gelade 1977, Treisman and Gelade 1980). Two 
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studies conducted by Rock and colleagues (Rock, Schauer and Halper 1976; Rock and 

Gutman 1981) indicate that one can not recognize the shape of an object that is 

unattended even though it is in foveal view. They view this as evidence that object 

priming can not occur on a preattentive level. Rock and colleagues' basic procedure was 

to have subjects attend to only one of two objects that were presented simultaneously one 

on top of the other. Results indicated that while recognition levels were fairly high for the 

attended objects, they were no better than chance for the unattended objects. Given these 

results the authors concluded that attention is necessary for form perception, and not 

merely for memory of form. Attention, as viewed by these authors, is thought to describe 

the spatial relations between features. Without spatial relations described, form can not be 

perceived. 

One problem with this conclusion, however, is that the only memory measure used 

was an explicit memory measure (recognition). It is therefore not surprising that there was 

no explicit memory for the stimulus. As previously discussed, if a stimulus is actually 

unattended, then there should be no explicit memory for the stimulus. In other words, the 

recognition measure used in the above cited studies is nothing more than a manipulation 

check to indicate that the stimulus which was to be unattended, was actually unattended. 

A much more appropriate dependent measure would have been an implicit memory 

measure, for again these measures are able to reflect memory traces that can not be 

consciously accessed. 

In fact, an important area of inquiry in the domain of preattentive priming goes 

beyond simple direct priming of the stimulus, and investigates whether preattentive 

processing can prime a stimulus' meaning. The primary focus of this area of inquiry is 

whether meaning of a primed stimulus is extracted during or after the selective process 

associated with preattentive processing. 



Extraction of Meaning 

Some previous theories examining the selective nature of preattentive processing 

claim that the selection process is based solely on the physical characteristics of stimuli 

(e.g., intensity, pitch, location) rather than their meaning (Broadbent 1958). Analysis of 

meaning was thought to come after the stimuli passed through the filter (i.e., after they 

were preattentively processed). Treisman's (1960) attenuation theory of selective 

attention, however, claims that meaning can be analyzed during the filtering process, but 

that meaning is attenuated. Although the meaning of secondary information was thought 

to be incomplete, given sufficient sensory and contextual cues the meaning could be 

determined at a preattentive level. 
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A 1960 dichotic listening experiment by Treisman exemplifies this theory. Subjects 

listened to a different message in each ear and were told to focus on only one of the 

messages. The attended ear heard the phrase: " ... sitting at a mahogany/three 

possibilities .. "; the unattended ear heard" .. .let us look at these/table with her head ... ". 

When the subjects were asked to shadow (restate out loud) what was being heard in the 

attended ear, a subject might have said: " ... sitting at a mahogany table possibilities ... " 

This experiment demonstrates that when the secondary message was contextually probable 

(table following mahogany) then the subjects occasionally repeated items from the 

message they were meant to ignore. This lends credence to the idea that secondary 

messages are analyzed for their meaning and that given sufficient sensory and contextual 

information, the recognition threshold (the ease with which a word or message can be 

identified) of unattended words and messages can be lowered enabling their existence to 

be consciously identified. 

More recent research from psychology provides evidence that meaning can be 

extracted without attention, independent of other contextual and sensory cues (see Dixon 

----- - ----•.. -. -- - ... - --- .-
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1981, Marcel 1983a). Precisely how much meaning can be extracted from an unattended 

stimulus, however, may be moderated by the modality of the preattentively processed 

stimulus. For example, several studies in the automatic processing literature suggest that 

semantic information becomes available more quickly for pictures than words. 

Conversely, articulatory infonnation (i.e., the name of the object) becomes available more 

quickly for words than for pictures (Carr, McCauley and Sperber 1982; Durso and 

Johnson 1979; Lupker 1979; Nelson, Reed and McEvoy 1977; Smith and Magee 1980). 

Because automatic processing consumes little to no attentional resources (Hasher and 

Zacks 1984; Kihlstrom 1990), it is quite likely that the findings from these studies are 

transferable to studies of unattended perception. If this is so, then one might expect better 

performance on a task requiring semantic priming of the unattended stimulus when this 

stimulus is depicted pictorially versus verbally. This idea is considered in greater detail 

later in the paper. 

Interference 

Modality of unattended stimuli has also been found to affect the processing of 

attended stimuli. Research focusing on the effects on attended stimuli investigate 

interference caused by preattentively processing an unattended stimulus on comprehension 

and memory for the attended stimulus (Janiszewski 1990). 

The specific nature of the interference effect caused by preattentive processing of 

unattended stimuli is affected by the modality of the unattended stimulus and by the type 

of information required in response to questions asked of the attended stimulus. The 

processing of pictorial versus verbal unattended stimuli is thought to differentially affect 

the hemispheric processing resources. The left and right hemispheres of the brain are 

thought to have specialized processing ability with the right hemisphere being more 



holistically based and the left hemisphere being more analytically based (Allen 1983; 

Beaumont 1982). For this reason, the processing of pictorial information (a primarily 

holistic process) is thought to occupy relatively more right hemisphere processing 

resources versus left hemisphere processing resources. Conversely, the processing of 

verbal information (a primarily analytical process) is thought to occupy relatively more 

left hemisphere processing resources versus right hemisphere processing resources. 
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Hence, when preattentively processing a pictorial advertisement while reading a magazine 

article, right hemisphere resources are depleted causing interference with the processing of 

right hemisphere related aspects of the attended task, such as a person's ability to 

remember sequences of events in the article (Janiszewski 1990). Similarly, when 

preattentively processing a verbal advertisement while reading an article, left hemisphere 

resources compete with left hemisphere related aspects of the attended task, such as a 

person's ability to remember specific quotations from the article (Janiszewski 1990). 

While modality effects on interference of the primary task are interesting in a 

marketing context, modality effects on secondary task information are equally important. 

Previous research in this area has focussed on the effects of modality of secondary task 

information on consumer's evaluative judgments. 

Evaluative Judgments 

Preattentively processing information not only affects memory and comprehension 

of the attended task, but it may also affect evaluative judgments regarding the unattended 

stimulus (Janiszewski 1988; Shapiro and MacInnis 1992). This idea was first examined in 

marketing by Janiszewski (1988). The focus of his study was two fold: (1) to examine 

under what conditions pictorial and verbal information are most likely to be preattentively 

processed and (2) to show that processing of such information enhanced consumers' 
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evaluation of the preattentively processed material. Knowledge that the right (left) 

hemisphere of the brain is more adept at processing pictorial (verbal) information and the 

fact that stimuli observed in the left (right) visual field are initially sent to the right (left) 

hemisphere to be processed, allowed Janiszewski to make predictions as to when visual 

stimuli would be preattentively processed. Preattentive processing was hypothesized to be 

facilitated when the type (verbal or pictorial) of information was compatible with the 

processing style of the hemisphere in which the information was initially sent. Specifically, 

while focused on a primary task which occupied the left (right) hemisphere, it was thought 

that subjects would be more likely to preattentively process a pictorial (verbal) ad when it 

was placed in the subjects' left (right) peripheral region and thus initially sent to the right 

(left) hemisphere. Preattentive processing was in turn predicted to enhance evaluation of 

the unattended information. 

The results supported the hypotheses. Pictorial advertisements were evaluated 

more favorably when they were placed in the subjects' left versus right visual field. 

Conversely, verbal advertisements were evaluated more favorably when they were placed 

in the subjects' right versus left visual field. This study did not however, show 

independent evidence of preattentive processing. The change in attitude was used both as 

an indicator of preattentive processing and as an outcome variable. Independent evidence 

for such processing is necessary to clearly demonstrate the preattentive processing-affect 

relationship. Additionally, no explanation was provided as to why a stimulus should be 

evaluated more highly simply because it was preattentively processed. The study by 

Shapiro and MacInnis (1992) was designed to address both these issues. 

The study by Shapiro and MacInnis (1992) attempted to replicate and extend the 

Janiszewski study. First, an implicit memory measure, discussed previously, was used as 

an independent indicator of pre attentive processing. Second, three mechanisms (mere 
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exposure, classical conditioning and mood) which could potentially account for the affect 

effect were examined. Previous research has shown all three mechanisms to affect 

evaluation without conscious consideration. The results indicate that the one condition 

which exhibited an increased evaluation of the target stimulus also displayed priming on 

the implicit memory measure. Interestingly, however, an increase in evaluation was only 

found in the three exposure primed condition and not the one exposure primed condition. 

This suggests that the strength of the implicit memory trace may be an important variable 

moderating the relationship between preattentive processing and affective response. 

Additionally, the results supported mere exposure as being the mechanism underlying the 

affect-effect. 

The Janiszewski (1988) and Shapiro and MacInnis (1992) studies exemplifY how 

preattentively processing unattended information can affect subsequent stimulus-based 

judgments (i.e., attitude toward the unattended stimulus). A common theory explaining 

this phenomenon asserts that processing of the stimulus primes the stimulus representation 

in memory. This priming causes the stimulus representation to be more accessible in 

memory. Thus when later presented with the stimulus, the increased accessibility causes 

the stimulus to appear familiar, which in turn, produces enhanced affect (Mandler, 

Nakamura, Shebo and Zandt 1987). Jacoby (1983) calls such a process "perceptual 

fluency" - enhanced perceptual identification. 

Summary of Previous Processing Research 

In summary, this discussion has outlined a framework of perception, and in the 

process, has described how information from unattended advertisements (i.e., 

preattentively processed but receiving no further attentional resources) can be processed 
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on a nonconscious level. Critical findings of this process are that 1) preattentive 

processing causes an activation of the stimulus representation in memory known as 

priming, 2) this information can be analyzed preattentively for its meaning, 3) this analysis 

may be moderated by the modality of the information, 4) unattended information can 

interfere with comprehension and memory for attended information, and 5) unattended 

information can affect stimulus-based judgments independent of conscious awareness. 

While a majority of research in psychology has focused on the perceptual aspects 

of unattended information, marketing effort has just begun to examine the consequences 

of this type of processing on marketing related constructs (Janiszewski 1988, 1990; 

Shapiro and MacInnis 1992). Additionally, while this research has focused solely on 

stimulus-based judgments (Le., judgments regarding an externally available stimulus which 

was previously processed), the effects on memory-based judgments (i.e., judgments 

regarding a previously processed stimulus which has to be accessed from memory) have 

been overlooked. Because preattentive processing primes the stimulus representation in 

memory, it makes sense that this type of processing can affect memory-based judgments in 

addition to stimulus-based judgments. One purpose for this study is to investigate this 

issue. 

CONSIDERATION SET FORMATION 

In a marketing context, the process offorming consideration sets represents a 

domain in which both stimulus-based and memory-based judgments are vitally important. 

A memory-based buying condition occurs any time the formation of a consideration set 

relies on recalling alternatives from memory, such as when one is at home and trying to 

decide what restaurant to go to. A stimulus-based buying condition occurs any time the 

alternatives are externally available, such as when shopping in a grocery store. 
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In most consumer choice situations, the set of brands or products from which a 

consumer draws to make his/her final choice is much smaller than the total number of 

brands or products available in the marketplace (Hauser and Wemerfelt 1990). The term 

consideration set is used to represent those brands or products that are accessible during 

the choice decision and which the consumer would actually consider purchasing (Reilly 

and Parkinson 1985; Roberts and Lattin 1991; Wright and Barbour 1977). 

Consideration set formation has been studied in both a memory-based buying 

condition (Alba and Chattopadhyay 1985; Nedungadi 1990) and a stimulus-based buying 

condition (Reilly and Parkinson 1985; Parkinson and Reilly 1979). Both buying 

conditions occur frequently, and thus both are important factors to examine. The set of 

brands or products from which a consumer could potentially draw in a memory-based 

buying condition is broken into two categories: the knowledge set and the retrieval set 

(Alba and Chattopadhyay 1985). The knowledge set represents those brands or products 

known to the consumer. The retrieval set, a subset of the knowledge set, represents those 

brands or products which are accessible during the choice decision (Alba and 

Chattopadhyay 1985; Nedungadi 1990). 

Not only can the buying condition affect consideration set formation, but the 

purpose for the purchase, termed the buying situation, has been found to affect the 

retrieval set (Ratneshwar and Shocker 1991; Srivastava, Alpert and Shocker 1984). For 

example, Ratneshwar and Shocker (1991) presented subjects with two different buying 

situations for the snack food category: "A snack you might eat when you don't have time 

for a regular breakfast" and "A snack you might eat at a Friday evening party with a friend 

while drinking beer or other beverages". None of the five most often stated snack foods 

mentioned when probed with the former buying situation were the same as those 

mentioned when probed with the latter buying situation. Additionally, in both buying 



situations only two of the five most often stated snack foods were common to those 

mentioned when probed with an overall snack food category. This exemplifies the idea 

that different products are evoked when different product buying situations are provided 

at retrieval. 

The buying situation acts as a retrieval cue when making consideration set 

decisions (Barsalou 1983; Ratneshwar and Shocker 1991). The strength of the retrieval 

cue depends on the strength of the association between the buying situation cue and the 

brand/product alternatives (Barsalou 1983, 1985; Ratneshwar and Shocker 1991). 
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Studies examining the strength of the association between product alternatives and buying 

situation have focused on two different types of buying situations, established and ad hoc. 

Ad hoc buying situations are those which are unfamiliar and for which alternative-to

category label and category label-to-alternative associations are not well established in 

memory (Barsalou 1983, 1985). An example of an ad hoc buying situation might be 

furniture you would buy for a friend whose house was just destroyed in a fire. It is likely 

that the relative unfamiliarity of this situation means that consumers do not have examples 

of possible product alternatives already stored in memory that can be chosen to meet the 

demands of this particular buying situation. Established buying situations are those which 

are familiar and therefore alternative-to-category label and category label-to-alternative 

associations are well established in memory (Ratneshwar and Shocker 1990; see also 

Barsalou 1983). An example of an established buying situation might be a product you 

would buy to furnish your bedroom. The relative familiarity of this situation means that 

consumers do have examples of possible product alternatives already stored in memory 

that can be chosen to meet the demands of this particular buying situation. 
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Summary of Consideration Sets 

An important construct which has not been examined, but could be greatly affected 

by unattended information, is consideration set formation. This formation process relies 

heavily on accessibility during memory-based buying conditions and on stimulus 

judgments during stimulus-based buying conditions. As noted previously in this section, 

the effect of primed unattended advertisements on stimulus-based evaluative judgments 

has been documented (Janiszewski 1988; Shapiro and MacInnis 1992). The question 

remains, however, whether a primed unattended advertisement can also affect stimulus

based consideration set judgments. Furthermore, extending previous research 

investigating the effects of processing unattended information, it would be interesting to 

examine whether a primed unattended advertisement can affect memory-based judgments, 

specifically memory-based consideration set judgments, as well. Additionally, when 

investigating these issues it would be important to consider how encoding factors (Le., 

modality of the unattended information) and retrieval factors (Le., type of buying 

situation) may influence these priming effects. 

The following chapter integrates the unattended processing literature and the 

consideration set formation literature that was discussed in the present chapter. In so 

doing, a conceptual model is described from which five hypotheses are developed which 

extend both theoretical and pragmatic aspects of the consideration set formation process. 
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Chapter 3 

HYPOTHESES 

The previous chapter discussed in detail several factors relevant to the study of 

unattended information. Figure 3 depicts the proposed relationships between these 

constructs and those associated with consideration set formation. Recall that the focus of 

this study is on unattended information, i.e., secondary task information which is 

preattentively processed (and thus primed in memory) but which receives no further 

attentional resources. This priming of unattended information is predicted to affect the 

formation process of both stimulus-based and memory-based consideration sets. 

Therefore, as will be made clear in the pages which follow, this study extends previous 

research which has shown that priming of attended information affects consideration set 

formation. 

The conceptual model depicts three factors which could potentially affect the 

priming-consideration set formation relationship: one encoding factor, modality of the 

product depicted within the unattended advertisement; and two retrieval factors, buying 

situation and buying condition. As discussed earlier, modality is thought to affect the 

extent to which preattentively processed material is encoded in a meaningful way. If 

inclusion of a product in a consideration set is more likely when the primed product 

alternative is meaningfully encoded, and if modality affects meaning, modality could have 

differential effects on the likelihood of including a product depicted in an unattended ad 

within a consideration set. The buying situation factor examines the impact unattended 

advertisements have on consideration set formation under conditions of strongly versus 

weakly held associations between the buying situation and other non-primed consideration 
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set alternatives. An established buying situation was described as having relatively 

stronger associations in memory between the buying situation and consideration set 

alternatives versus an ad hoc buying situation. The buying condition investigates the 

likelihood of including a product depicted in an unattended ad in a consideration set given 

a memory-based versus stimulus-based buying context. 

In the pages which follow, hypotheses for modality and buying situation are 

developed. Before these hypotheses are discussed, however, the simple main effect of 

unattended advertising information on consideration set formation needs to be developed 

for both memory-based and stimulus-based buying conditions. 

UNATTENDED ADVERTISING INFORMATION AND CONSIDERATION SET 

FORMATION 

Based on previous discussion it has been proposed that priming mediates the link 

between exposure to secondary task information and any subsequent effects, both for 

memory-based and stimulus-based purchase contexts. For this reason, it follows that 

before hypotheses are developed regarding the effects of processing an unattended ad on 

consideration set formation, it first must be established that the product depicted in an 

unattended advertisement is primed in memory. Based on previous research indicating 

that unattended ads can be primed in memory (Janiszewski 1988), it is hypothesized that 

the product depicted in an unattended ad is also primed in memory, and further that this 

priming leaves an implicit memory trace for the unattended ad (Shapiro and MacInnis 

1992). Additionally, since the ad is unattended, there should be no conscious recollection 

of having previously seen the ad (i.e., there should be no explicit memory trace for the 

unattended ad). 



Therefore it is hypothesized that: 

HI: Processing an unattended ad will prime the product depicted within 
the ad and thus create an implicit memory trace for the product even 
though recognition of the ad will be at levels no greater than that 
expected by chance. 

Memory-Based 
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Previous research from marketing and psychology provides indirect evidence that 

unattended information can affect the formation of consideration sets in a memory-based 

buying condition. Nedungadi (1990) primed subjects with a brand name by having 

subjects respond to the truthfulness of sentences such as "McDonald's has adequate 

seating capacity" immediately before listing brands they would consider purchasing in 

various product classes (e.g., Fast-food outlets). The results indicate that priming 

increases the likelihood of including the primed brand in a memory-based consideration 

set. Note however that the evidence is indirect since information presented in Nedungadi's 

study was attended, not unattended. 

Evidence from psychology provides similar results (Graf, Shimamura and Squire 

1985; Hamann 1990; Srinivas and Roediger 1990). These studies indicate that priming is 

sufficient to increase the likelihood of including a category exemplar (e.g., velvet for the 

category cloth) in a subsequent exemplar generation task. Although not strictly a 

consideration set task, a buying situation is nothing more than a category label and an 

exemplar is nothing more than an alternative (i.e., products you might choose (exemplars) 

when you are furnishing your bedroom (category label)). For this reason, findings from 

category exemplar generation experiments can provide some insight into questions 

regarding consideration set formation. 

Hamann (1990) presented subjects with a list of5 a-typical exemplars from each of 
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6 categories (Le., 30 words) in random order. Each word was presented for 3 seconds. At 

test, subjects were given a list of9 category labels (6 given earlier and 3 distractors) and 

were asked to generate the first 8 members which came to mind (note that this task is an 

implicit memory task since it does not instruct subjects to think back to the study episode 

and generate exemplars to which they were previously exposed). Priming was measured 

by taking the number of exemplars that appeared in the generation task that matched those 

seen during study for each category, and comparing the experimental group and baseline 

group (those who were not previously exposed to the target exemplars) on this measure. 

Their results indicate that previous exposure increases the likelihood of including a studied 

exemplar in a subsequent exemplar generation task. 

As with the Nedungadi (1990) study however, the Hamann (1990) study described 

above as well as other similar category exemplar generation studies by Graf, Shimamura 

and Squire (1985) and Srinivas and Roediger (1990) provides only indirect evidence that 

preattentive processing of unattended information can affect the formation of 

consideration sets since they involve conscious attentive encoding of the prime. This 

dissertation extends this research by examining whether the same effect is found when the 

prime (Le., a product) is not attended to and instead is encoded preattentively. 

Although no previous exemplar priming research that this author can find examines 

the effects of encoding unattended information, a study by Graf et al. (1985) does indicate 

that the above mentioned priming effect is not contingent on conscious recollection of the 

study episode. The subjects used in the Graf et al. (1985) study were amnesic patients. 

Amnesiacs have been used in many implicit memory studies due to the fact that they have 

virtually no explicit recollection of recent events, but still retain normal levels of priming in 

implicit memory tests (see Schacter 1987). These subjects were presented with a list of a

typical exemplars orally for several different categories during study. At test, subjects 
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were given an implicit memory category exemplar generation test and a free recall test. 

The implicit memory category exemplar generation test involved having the experimenter 

state the category labels one at a time. Subjects were asked to produce eight exemplars for 

each category. No reference was made to the prior study episode. The free recall test 

asked subjects to think back to the study episode and to recall the words they heard in the 

study list. Results indicate that a significantly greater percentage of the studied exemplars 

were produced in the implicit memory category exemplar generation test among 

experimental amnesiacs (12.3%) versus a baseline figure for amnesiacs (5.3%). 

Additionally, only 1% of these exemplars were recalled in the free recall task. Similar 

results were found in an unpublished Masters Thesis by Hamann (see Hamann 1990). 

These results indicate that prior exposure to a product name can increase the likelihood of 

mentioning that product when probed with the category label, and further that this is not 

dependent on one's ability to recall having been exposed to the product during the study 

episode. 

When taken together, the evidence discussed above indicates that priming is 

sufficient for a product to be included in a consideration set, and further, as evidenced by 

the Graf et al (1985) study, this effect is not dependent upon one's ability to recall the 

priming episode. Chapter 2 discussed in detail the notion that preattentive processing 

primes unattended information. Further, because the information is unattended, there is 

no conscious recollection of having been exposed to the information. Hence, although 

priming is obtained from conscious encoding in the studies mentioned in this section, it is 

hypothesized that preattentive processing can also lead to similar results regarding 

inclusion in a consideration set. This result, however, does hinge on the fact that the 

product depicted in the unattended advertisement is primed in memory. 



It is therefore hypothesized that: 

H2: Given support of HI, processing an unattended ad depicting a product 
will increase the likelihood of including the product in a memory-based 
consideration set even though recognition of the ad will be at levels no 
greater than that expected by chance. 

Stimulus-Based 
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While the above hypothesis deals with the effect of preattentive processing on 

consideration set formation when the buying condition is memory-based (Le., when the 

product alternatives have to be accessed from memory), preattentive processing may also 

affect consideration set formation in stimulus-based buying conditions as well (i.e., when 

the product alternatives are externally available). As previously discussed, studies have 

shown that when presented with a stimulus that has previously been preattentively 

processed, subjects evaluate the stimulus more highly than subjects who had not processed 

the stimulus (Janiszewski 1988; Shapiro and MacInnis 1992). This same effect is found 

when subjects are presented with a stimulus which was previously subliminally processed 

(e.g., Bomstein, Leone and Galley 1987; Kunst-Wilson and Zajonc 1980). Kunst-Wilson 

and Zajonc (1980) found that when presented with 10 pairs of octagons - one new and 

one from the exposed set - preference judgments showed a significant advantage for the 

previously exposed (2 milliseconds) octagons (60%) while recognition was no greater than 

chance (47%). As discussed previously, the increased preference has been tied to the 

priming episode which increases the accessibility of the stimulus in memory and leads to 

increased feelings offamiliarity (Mandler et al 1987). 

Hoyer and Brown's 1990 study suggests that familiarity alone may enhance 

inclusion of a product in a consideration set. They found that after sampling all 

alternatives, subjects were more likely to pick the brand they were aware of versus 
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unknown brands that were found in pretests to be of higher quality. This finding suggests 

that under certain conditions, awareness of (or familiarity with) a brand may be more 

important than other characteristics of the alternatives, such as quality. If this is so, then 

an increased feeling of familiarity toward one alternative (Le., the primed alternative) may 

also be an important determinant in a stimulus-based consideration set decision among a 

set of known alternatives. 

Evidence from the subliminal perception literature also suggests that in a stimulus

based context, familiarity affects not only affective judgments (i.e., evaluations of a 

stimulus) but also other judgments about the stimulus (Mandler et al 1987). A study by 

Mandler et al (1987) suggests that prior exposure activates a stimulus representation, and 

that this activation can influence any judgment about the stimulus that is stimulus relevant. 

The procedure was similar to that used by Kunst-Wilson and Zajonc (1980). Ten 

octagons were presented for 2 ms each. Following presentation, subjects were presented 

with 10 octagon pairs - one from each pair was new and one was from the exposed set. 

Subjects made either preference judgments, judgments of brightness or judgments of 

darkness. Results indicate that judgments of preference, brightness and darkness were all 

equivalent and significantly greater than chance (61. 7%, 60%, 60.1 % respectively). 

Additionally, recognition levels were no greater than that expected by chance (46.7%). 

Because judgments of brightness, as well as the opposite judgments of darkness, occurred 

with the same likelihood as preference judgments, it is concluded that the activation of a 

stimulus representation can support any number of stimulus judgments. 

Additional support for the above ideas comes from a study by Bonnano and 

Stilling (1986). Subjects in this study made both forced familiarity and preference 

judgments among new and old (previously exposed) stimuli. Results indicate that 

familiarity judgments regarding the old stimuli were made as often as preference 
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judgments (.63 and .66 respectively) in the absence of recognition. Therefore, as 

evidenced by the Mandler et al (1987) study and the Bonnano and Stilling (1986) study, 

when presented with a stimulus that had been previously subliminally presented, any sort 

of stimulus relevant judgmental task is facilitated even though subjects are not aware of 

previously having seen the stimulus. 

When combined, evidence from these studies suggest that priming of a product 

depicted in an unattended ad can lead to an increased likelihood of including the product 

in a consideration set. The Mandler et al (1987) study indicates that subliminal priming 

can lead to an increase in familiarity, preference, or any other stimulus relevant judgment. 

This phenomenon may also be transferable to consideration set judgments. Hoyer and 

Brown (1990) found that awareness of (or familiarity with) a brand was an important 

determinant in a stimulus brand choice decision. It is likely then, that when making a 

stimulus-based consideration set decision, which often involves inclusion of multiple 

known alternatives, an increased familiarity with one alternative may increase the 

likelihood of including that alternative in a consideration set. Again, however, these 

effects are dependent upon the product information being primed in memory. Therefore it 

is hypothesized that: 

H3: Given support for HI, processing an unattended ad depicting a 
product will increase the likelihood of including the product in a 
stimulus-based consideration set even though recognition of the ad 
will be at levels no greater than that expected by chance. 

MODALITY OF THE UNATTENDED STIMULUS 

Encoding factors may also affect the likelihood of including a product depicted in 

an unattended ad in a consideration set. Evidence from two different domains of study 

both suggest that a product depicted pictorially in an unattended ad is more likely to be 



included in a consideration set versus a product which is depicted verbally in an 

unattended ad. 
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The first line of evidence suggests that peripherally placed secondary information is 

more likely to be primed in memory if it is pictorial versus verbal in nature. Because the 

perceptual span is greater for pictures than words, critical features of pictures can be 

encoded more easily than from words when placed in the periphery (Rayner 1984). This is 

attributable to the fact that more lateral masking occurs with words versus pictures 

(Rayner 1984). Lateral masking refers to one peripherally placed object (e.g., the first 

letter of a word) interfering with the perception of another peripheral object horizontally 

aligned with the first (e.g., the second letter ofa word). According to this line of 

reasoning then, a product depicted in a peripherally placed ad is more likely to be 

pre attentively processed if it is depicted pictorially versus verbally. Thus, exposure to an 

ad as secondary task information is more likely to influence the consideration set 

formation process if the product depicted in the ad is presented pictorially versus verbally. 

This line of reasoning is denoted by path "a" in Figure 3 by an arrow going from the 

modality of the product depiction and directly affecting whether or not the product is 

preattentive processed. 

The second line of evidence comes to the same conclusion, but for a different 

reason. This line of evidence suggests that (1) the meaning of unattended pictorial 

information may be more easily encoded than the meaning of unattended verbal 

information, and (2) that encoding information in a meaningful way may facilitate inclusion 

in a subsequent consideration set decision. 

In terms of (1), evidence from the automatic processing literature suggests that 

meaning is extracted automatically from pictures, while the extraction of meaning from 

words requires more extensive processing (e.g., Lupker 1979~ Smith and Magee 1980). 
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Because automatic processing does not rely on attentional resources (Hasher and Zacks 

1984; KihIstrom 1990), it is very similar to what occurs preattentively. Hence, one could 

conclude that compared to preattentively processed words, preattentively processed 

pictures are more likely to be processed semantically. 

In terms of (2), it has been suggested that semantic processing of category 

exemplars facilitates inclusion in a subsequent category exemplar generation task (Hamann 

1990). Hamann (1990) had subjects encode category exemplars by perfonning either a 

semantic (rate words on a liking scale) or non-semantic (decide whether successive study 

list words have any vowels in common) related task. While both encoding conditions 

facilitated performance on an exemplar generation task, studied (i.e., primed) exemplars in 

the semantic versus the non-semantic encoding condition were more likely to be included 

in the subsequent exemplar generation task. Assuming this finding is equally applicable to 

consideration set questions (recall previous discussion explaining the similarities between 

the two), it would be hypothesized that semantic encoding should also facilitate inclusion 

in a consideration set. Thus, combined with the evidence suggested by (1) above, it would 

be hypothesized that a product depicted in an unattended ad would be more likely to be 

included in a consideration set if the product was depicted pictorially versus verbally. This 

line of reasoning is depicted in Figure 3 by path "b" with an arrow going from the modality 

of the product depiction and affecting the nature of the prime. 

Given that the same conclusion is reached in two different domains of study, for 

two different reasons, it is hypothesized that2: 

2 Due to a lack of any supporting evidence, no hypotheses are developed at this time 
regarding any differential effects of modality on stimulus-based versus memory-based 
consideration sets. 



H4: The likelihood of including a product depicted in a unattended ad in a 
memory-based or stimulus-based consideration set will be greater 
when the product is depicted pictorially versus verbally. 
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It is important to note that both paths of reason which lead to H4 do make 

different predictions about when secondary task information is likely to be processed, and 

thus it is possible to determine which of these two lines of reasoning is correct. Recall 

that HI states that priming should lead to an implicit memory trace for the product 

depicted within the ad. Therefore, iflateral masking (i.e., path "a" in Figure 3) accounts 

for H4 then one would expect greater levels of implicit memory for pictorial versus verbal 

product depictions. However, if the nature of the encoding (i.e., path "b" in Figure 3) 

accounts for H4 then one would not expect to find greater levels of implicit memory in 

the pictorial versus verbal condition. In fact, evidence exists which suggests that under 

this condition, performance on certain verbal implicit memory tests would be relatively 

better than performance on similar pictorial implicit memory tests (see Blaxton 1989; 

Roediger 1990). Thus, given that H4 is supported, if an equal or greater level of implicit 

memory is found in the verbal versus pictorial condition, then this would provide evidence 

for path "b" in Figure 3. Conversely, if a greater level of implicit memory is found in the 

pictorial versus verbal condition, then this would provide evidence for path "a" in Figure 

3. 

RETRIEVAL FACTORS 

The above discussion has centered on the encoding, but retrieval is equally 

important. While the encoding process focuses on factors of the stimulus (i.e., the 

unattended ad), it is proposed here that consideration set formation is also affected by 

factors associated with the retrieval environment, in this case the purchase situation. 

Situation has been found to be a very important variable in determining what alternatives 

will be included in a consideration set (e.g., Barsalou 1983; Belk 1975; Ratneshwar and 
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Shocker 1991; Srivastava, Alpert and Shocker 1984). 

In this study attention is focused on the impact of primed unattended product 

information on consideration set formation when other non-primed alternatives are either 

readily (established buying contexts) or not readily (ad hoc buying contexts) accessible in 

memory. As previously stated, an established buying situation has a well developed 

network of product alternatives that are associated with the particular usage situation. In 

contrast, an ad hoc buying situation does not have a pre-existing network of product 

alternatives associated with it. Therefore, when consumers face an established buying 

situation at retrieval, a primed product alternative would have to alter an already existing 

memory structure if it is to influence consideration set decisions. However, when 

consumers are presented with an ad hoc buying situation at retrieval a primed product 

alternative would influence the consideration set decision during the initial formation 

process, and not alter any existing memory structure. 

Just as it is easier to influence attitude formation rather than alter existing attitudes, 

it may also be easier to influence consideration set decisions during the initial formation 

process rather than alter an already existing set of product alternatives associated with a 

particular usage situation. To support this view, it has been suggested that ad hoc buying 

situations are more affected by advertising than are established buying situations (see Alba 

and Hutchinson 1987; Alba, Hutchinson and Lynch 1991). In the same vein, it is felt that 

an ad hoc buying situation would be much more susceptible to priming effects (in a sense, 

much more open to suggestion) than would an established buying situation. For this 

reason, it is hypothesized that: 

H5: The likelihood of including a product depicted in an unattended ad in a 
memory-based or stimulus-based consideration set will be greater 
when an ad hoc versus an established buying situation is provided at 
test. 



SUMMARY 

Using evidence from the perception and consideration set literature, this chapter 

has developed hypotheses regarding the potential effects of unattended product 

information on consideration set decisions. These hypotheses examine specific buying 

conditions (stimulus vs. memory-based), the modality of the product depiction (pictorial 

vs. verbal) and purpose for the purchase (an ad hoc vs. established buying situation). 

These hypotheses are to be tested in an experiment described in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

This chapter describes an experiment designed to test the hypotheses developed in 

chapter 3. In the sections which follow, pretests designed to develop the processing 

stimuli will be described. Next, the discussion will focus on some important issues that 

were addressed prior to designing the actual experiment. In so doing, a pilot study 

developed to address these issues will be described. This discussion will focus on 

experimental procedures, dependent measures and analysis. Finally, the actual experiment 

will be described. 

ST~USDEVELOPMENT 

Processing Stimuli. Two types of processing stimuli had to be developed for this 

study: the advertisements to be preattentively processed and the attended task. 

Additionally, because choice of the products to be depicted in the ads depended upon the 

buying situations to be used, both products and buying situations were examined in the 

same pretest. 

Products and Buying Situations. The target stimuli chosen to be depicted in the 

unattended ads in the main experiment had to meet several criteria. First, based on 

theoretical and procedural grounds, the target stimuli to be depicted in the unattended ads 

are to be products and not specific brands. If the targets of interest were brand names, it 

is unclear as to whether the brand name of market share leaders or low share holders 

should be chosen. Since the dependent variable of interest is an increased likelihood of 

inclusion in a consideration set, ceiling effects may be a problem if brand names of market 
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share leaders are used. Iflow share holder brands are used, lack of familiarity with the 

brand name may cause problems if the brand name is not even in a subject's awareness set. 

Additionally, many brand names are not concrete (e.g., Avis, IBM, Nike) and therefore 

difficult to depict pictorially. The use of products rather than brands alleviates these 

problems since products familiar to everyone, yet a-typical in certain circumstances, can be 

readily found. Furthermore, products can be depicted pictorially or verbally. Finally, the 

use of products rather than brands is in spirit with previous research investigating 

situational effects on consideration sets as they have also focused on the product class 

level (e.g., Barsalou 1983, 1985; Ratneshwar and Shocker 1991). 

In selecting the specific products to be used, several additional criteria had to be 

met. The products used in the ad hoc buying situation needed to be the same products 

used in the established buying situation conditions. This eliminates the possibility of a 

product factor accounting for any difference that might be found between the ad hoc and 

established buying situation conditions. In a similar vein, to rule out the possibility of 

typicality accounting for any differences between the ad hoc and established buying 

situation conditions, the number of memory generated instantiations needed to be equated 

between the two different usage situation conditions. Frequency of instantiation has been 

identified as one measure of buying situation typicality (Barsalou 1983, 1985). Finally, it 

was necessary that the product be capable of pictorial and verbal depiction. 

Care also had to be taken to determine the buying situations that were to be used 

in the main experiment. Since this is one of the first studies in marketing to manipulate ad 

hoc vs. established buying situations, it was necessary to verify that buying situations 

represented in this research were truly ad hoc vs. established. To do this, several 

measures were taken. 

The first measure was a reaction time measure. As previously discussed, the 
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distinction between an established and an ad hoc buying situation is simply that the former 

has pre-existing exemplar associations in memory and the latter does not. It therefore 

follows that when asked to mention products one would buy in a particular buying 

situation, one should be faster in their response if the buying situation is established versus 

ad hoc. Specifically, one simply has to retrieve an existing product exemplar from memory 

when presented with an established buying situation whereas one has to assess the needs 

dictated by the buying situation and then generate an appropriate product to meet those 

needs when presented with an ad hoc buying situation. Hence, reaction time is one 

measure used to distinguish established buying situations from ad hoc buying situations. 

Three other self report measures were also used. These three self report measures 

were used as an indirect means to determine product exemplar accessibility for specific 

buying situations. It was thought that the more familiar subjects were with the usage 

situation, the more accessible product exemplars would be in memory. The first two of 

these measures were on a 9 point, bipolar scale with 1 meaning "Not at All Familiar" and 9 

meaning "Very Familiar": How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing 

products for this situation?; How familiar are you with purchasing products for this 

circumstance? The last measure was a 9 point, bipolar measure with 1 meaning "Never" 

and 9 meaning "Very Frequently": How frequently have you seen or heard of products 

that have been bought for this particular circumstance? These three measures were 

reverse scaled for analysis purposes. 

Self report accessibility was measured by a composite index (alpha = .93) 

calculated by taking the average of the three self report measures. Once reversed scaled, a 

low composite index indicates that the buying situation is more established in nature and a 

high composite index indicates that the buying situation is more ad hoc in nature. 

A pretest was conducted to identify products and buying situations appropriate for 
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the main experiment. The pretest involved having 18 subjects report products they would 

consider buying in each of fifteen buying situations, 8 which were thought to be ad hoc 

buying situations (e.g., A kitchen related product you would buy if temporarily living in 

an apartment for 2 months overseas), and 7 which were thought to be established (e.g., A 

kitchen related product you would buy to use to cook breakfast) (see Appendix 1). 

Subjects were tested individually. Upon entering the room subjects were told that the 

purpose of the study was to determine what products they would consider purchasing in 

different buying situations. To assure that the responses subjects were giving were 

products in their consideration set, and not merely products in their awareness set, 

subjects were specifically told to only list those products they would personally consider 

purchasing. When giving their responses, subjects were told they should state only 

product names and not specific brand names. They were also told that they would be given 

up to one minute to respond to each ofthe fifteen buying situations. One practice trial 

was given to insure that subjects understood the task. Each buying situation was stated 

orally by the experimenter and subjects responded in a similar manner. In order to reduce 

fatigue effects, half the subjects received the 15 buying situations in one order and half 

received the 15 buying situations in the reverse order. Responses were tape recorded (see 

Appendix 2). Subjects then completed the three self report measures designed to measure 

product exemplar accessibility for each of the fifteen buying situations (see Appendix 3). 

Later the taped responses were used to measure reaction time. Reaction time was taken 

from the time the buying situation was stated until the time the subject started to give their 

first response. 

Based on the pretest results, two food related buying situations were chosen: 

"Food you would buy to eat for a snack one hour before dinner", and "Food you would 

buy to eat an hour before going parachute jumping". Both the reaction time measure and 



the self report composite index measure indicate that the former is relatively more 

established in nature than the later, and hence the later is more ad hoc in nature than the 

former (see Table 1). The reaction times were 3.29 seconds for the established buying 

situation and 6.21 seconds for the ad hoc buying situation (F=7.02, p<.OI). The self 

report composite index was 2.06 for the established and 7.13 for the ad hoc buying 

situation (F=3.33, p<.02). 
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Additionally, two'furniture related usage situations were chosen: "A product you 

would buy to furnish your bedroom", and "Furniture you would buy for a friend whose 

house was destroyed in a fire". The former is to be used as the established buying situation 

and the later as the ad hoc buying situation. The reaction times were 2.97 seconds for the 

established buying situation and 4.74 seconds for the ad hoc buying situation (F=2.69, 

p<.05). The self report composite index was 1.72 for the established and 6.43 for the ad 

hoc buying situation (F=5.79, p<.OI; see Table 1). 

Target products were then chosen for each of the buying situations based on the 

criteria that were previously discussed. The product chosen for the food related buying 

situations was a CARROT, with 2 subjects out of 18 (11.1%) mentioning this product 

when probed with both the established buying situation and the ad hoc buying situation, 

The target product chosen for the furniture related buying situations was a DESK, with 5 

subjects out of 18 (27.8%) mentioning this product when probed with the established 

buying situation and 4 subjects out of 18 (22.2%) mentioning this product when probed 

with the ad hoc buying situation (see Appendix 4). 

The Unattended Advertisements. Four advertisements were developed - one verbal 

and one pictorial for each of the two target products. The pictorial depictions were 

adapted from Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980). To ensure that the pictorial 

representations of the CARROT and DESK elicited the correct verbal label, 30 subjects 



Buying Situations 
Initially Thought to be 
Established 
A product you would 
buy to furnish your 
bedroom. 

Food you would buy to 
eat for a snack one hour 
before dinner. 

A product you would 
buy to furnish your 
family room. 

Food you would buy to 
eat if you were on a 
diet. 

Table 1 
Mean Response for the Established vs. Ad Hoc Buying Situation Measures 

used in the Initial Pretest 

Buying Situations Mean Reaction Mean Reaction Mean Self 
Initially Thought to be Time in Seconds Time in Seconds p Report Index * 
Ad Hoc - Established - -Ad Hoc- - Established -
Furniture you would 
buy for a friend whose 2.97 4.74 .04 l.72 
house was destroyed in 
a fire. 
Food you would buy to 
eat an hour before 3.29 6.21 .005 2.06 
going parachute 
jumping. 
A product you would 
buy to furnish a 
Hollywood set for a 3.82 10.44 .002 2.02 
television series about 
Ross Perot's childhood. 
Food you would buy to 
serve to men from Mars 4.02 4.66 .395 2.22 
if they landed in your 
bacJ<:yard. 

Mean Self 
Report Index * p 

-Ad Hoc-

6.43 .000 

7.13 .000 

8.37 .000 

7.98 .000 

* The self report index is a composite index of three, 9 point, bipolar scales assessing degree offamiliarity (alpha = .93). The lower the score the 
more familiar subjects are with the buying situation. 
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Buying Situations 
Initially Thought to be 
Established 
A product you would 
buy to use in your 
office. 

A non-food kitchen 
related product you 
would buy if you were 
living in an apartment. 

A non-food kitchen 
related product you 
would buy to use to 
cook breakfast. 

A non-food kitchen 
related product you 
would buy to use to 
cook breakfast. 

Table 1 - Continued 
Mean Response for the Established VS. Ad Hoc Buying Situation Measures 

used in the Initial Pretest 

Buying Situations Mean Reaction Mean Reaction Mean Self 
Initially Thought to be Time in Seconds Time in Seconds p Report Index * 
Ad Hoc - Established - -Ad Hoc- - Established -
A product you would 
buy if working for the 
Peace Corps in a small 3.10 5.09 .024 3.22 
African village to start 
a school. 
A non-food kitchen 
related product you 
would buy if 5.10 4.85 .781 2.09 
temporarily living in an 
apartment for 2 months 
overseas. 
A non-food kitchen 
related product you 
would buy for a friend 4.24 5.45 .133 1.86 
whose house was 
destroyed in a fire. 
A non-food kitchen 
related product you 
would buy to bring with 
you to an island in the 4.24 6.56 .040 1.86 
South Pacific while 
serving with the Peace 
Corps. 

Mean Self 
Report Index * p 

- Ad Hoc-

7.04 .000 

5.48 .000 

6.20 .000 

7.56 .000 

* The self report index is a composite index of three, 9 point, bipolar scales assessing degree offamiliarity (alpha = .93). The lower the score the 
more familiar subjects are with the buying situation. 

i 
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were shown pictures of the products and ask to name them. There was 100% agreement 

on the verbal label for both products. For each of the two products, the pictorial 

representations were designed to be as close in size to their verbal labels as possible. The 

product depictions (both pictorial and verbal) fill approximately one half of the advertising 

frame. To make the ads as realistic as possible, fictitious brand names are used. 

Additionally, two lines of copy are provided at the bottom of the advertisements. To 

avoid possible priming effects caused by the fictitious brand name or copy, both are 

written in small print to reduce the possibility of encoding the information when the ad is 

placed in subjects' periphery. Further, the copy says nothing about possible product uses 

(see Figure 4). 

The Attended Task. The attended task is designed to address three important 

issues that have been discussed in previous research investigating the effects of 

preattentive processing of advertising information: hemispheric lateralization, perceptual 

drift and location of attention. 

Hemispheric differences were discussed in detail in chapter 2. The conclusion 

from that discussion was that preattentive processing of verbal (pictorial) information is 

facilitated if the right (left) hemisphere's processing resources are being occupied by the 

attended task and the verbal (pictorial) information is placed in the right (left) visual field 

and thus initially sent to the left (right) hemisphere for processing. While the study of 

hemispheric differences is interesting, it is not the goal of this research. For this reason, 

one criterion that must be met in designing the attended task is that the attended task 

occupy both hemispheres of the brain as equally as possible. 

Perceptual drift has also been a problem of past research. Perceptual drift refers to 

the notion that when reading an article, people's eyes tend to drift past the writing on the 

right hand side of the line more so than drift past the writing on the left hand side of the 



Figure 4 

The Target Ads 

By Select 

Timeless and built to 
last. Valued furniture. 

By Nature 

Organically grown for 
delicious, safe eating. 

DESK 
By Select 

Timeless and built to 
last. Valued furniture. 

CARROT 
By Nature 

Organically grown for 
delicious, safe eating. 
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line (see Janiszewski 1988). This then could account for any differences found when an 

advertisement is placed to the left versus right of the attended article. Thus, a second 

criterion is that the attended task avoids the problem of perceptual drift. 
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A third criterion that must be met by the attended task is that it must provide a 

means to detennine the location of subjects' attention while they are being exposed to the 

unattended ad. If it is to be proposed that the ad is indeed unattended, then a measure is 

needed to detennine whether subjects attended to the ad or not. Previous research has 

relied on low levels of recognition in a subsequent recognition task to provide evidence 

that subjects did not attend to the target ad during the processing task (Janiszewski 1988; 

Shapiro and MacInnis 1992). A major problem with this measure, however, is that it is 

unclear if low recognition levels suggest inattention or simply forgetting. An additional 

measure is needed. One contribution of this study is the development of a procedure which 

provides a measure indicating what subjects attend to while performing the processing 

task. 

A computer-based processing task was designed to meet all these criteria. A 

picture of the computer screen can be seen in Figure 5. The computer screen is divided 

into three columns by two thin lines running vertically down the computer screen. The 

attended task is displayed in the middle column. 

To occupy both hemispheres of the brain as equally as possible, the attended task 

involves both reading comprehension (a left hemisphere task) and hand eye coordination 

(a right hemisphere task). For this reason, the subjects' task is two fold. One of the 

subjects' tasks is to comprehend as much of the article displayed in the middle column as 

they can while the article is scrolling line by line up the computer screen. At the same time 

subjects' other task is to move a cursor to the left or right so that it passes through the 

spaces between the words of the article in the middle column as the article scrolls up the 



Figure 5 
Processing Instrument 

r-- Cursor on the Attended Line 

alleged adventure aboard A few.., months later A BOY AND THE SPACE RAC~ 

© 
(continued on page 12) Sellers and his wife Reviewed by James Kauf 

By Select 

Timeless and built to 
last. Valued furniture. 

ROCKY WATERS IN 

'MAINSTREAM' 

took their dogs to the Thomas Mallon's second 

park. It was there that novel, "Aurora 7, " is 

Sellers di!!covered zulu!! at once an oddly fra-

true talent. "My wife gmented period piece 

and I were playing fris- that presents bits of 

bee while the dogs rest- culture arcana for cur 

ed. Then, one time when re-inspection and an 

I threw the frisbee to attempt to depict an 

By Karen M. Thomas my wife I saw Zulu ll-year-old boy, Gregory 

Plans to place more spe- streaking by and leaping Noonan, who is obsessed 
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computer screen. This cursor is fixated vertically at the top of the computer screen in the 

middle column. Hence forth, the line in which the cursor is vertically fixated will be 

referred to as the attended line. The cursor can move to the left and right on the attended 

line within the boundaries of the middle column. A "beep" noise is sounded each time the 

cursor passes through a word rather than through a space between two words. 

The product depicted in the target ad is in direct line with the attended line in 

subject's periphery for approximately 2 seconds as the ad scrolls up the computer screen 

and out of sight. The target ads appear either in the column to the left or to the right of 

the attended task (counter balanced). The additional articles displayed above and below 

the target ads, to the side of the attended task, are present to make the instrument more 

comparable to an actual magazine. 

To avoid the problem of perceptual drift which is inherent in normal left to right 

reading, subjects do not read the article in the middle column in a normal left to right 

fashion. Instead, subjects move their eyes in both a left to right and a right to left fashion 

while moving the cursor to the left and right to avoid hitting the words as the article 

scrolls up the computer screen. 

This cursor moving function of the attended task can also provide some measure 

indicating the location of subjects' attention while the target ads pass by in the subjects' 

periphery. Specifically, the attended task can provide some evidence if a subject shifted 

his/her attention to the target ad during the processing task. It is thought that subjects 

would be more likely to shift their attention to the "unattended" side ofthe computer 

screen when an advertisement depicting a product passes by the attended line in the 

subjects' periphery than when an article in small print passes by the attended line in the 

subjects' periphery. Therefore, if the number of errors (i.e., number of times the cursor 

moved through a word rather than between words) is equivalent when a target ad passes 
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the attended line to when an article of comparable size to that of the target ad passes the 

attended line, one can assume that the subject did not shift their attention to the target ad. 

For each of the experimental conditions, the number of errors made when the target ads 

passed the attended line will be compared to the number of errors made when an equal 

length of text immediately following the target ad passed the attended line. 

PILOT STUDY 

Once the experimental stimuli were developed, additional questions needed to be 

answered before the main experiment could be conducted. Specifically, a pilot study 

needed to be conducted to 1) determine the appropriate number of exposures to the target 

ads, 2) judge whether the two buying condition factors (memory-based versus stimulus

based) could be made a within subject factor and 3) determine the appropriate size of the 

product depiction. These objectives will first be discussed. Then the design, procedure 

and results of the pilot study will be described. 

Objectives. One objective of this pilot study is to determine the appropriate 

number of exposures to the two target ads. Shapiro and MacInnis (1992) manipulated 

number of exposures (1,3) to a stimulus which was preattentively processed. Both 

exposure levels displayed equal levels of priming on a dot completion implicit memory 

measure. However, affect change only occurred in the 3 versus 1 exposure condition. 

This suggests that strength of the implicit memory trace may moderate affect change, with 

strength increasing as number of exposures increases. If this is true, then 3 exposures 

might also be necessary to cause a change in the consideration set measures. The 

drawback of 3 versus 1 exposure though, is as the number of exposures to a target ad 

increases, the possibility that subjects will shift their attention to the target ad at some 

point during the processing task also increases. One goal of this pilot test is to ascertain 
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which exposure level is most appropriate. 

The second objective of this pilot test is to study whether the two buying 

conditions (memory-basedlstimulus-based) can be made a within subject factor. 

Specifically, it is unclear as to whether the completion of a memory-based consideration 

set measure would affect the completion of a subsequent stimulus-based consideration set 

measure. If it is found that the memory-based measure does affect performance on the 

stimulus-based measure, then this will have to be made a between subjects factor in the 

actual experiment. 

The third objective is to determine the appropriate size of the product depiction 

within the target ads. Recall that objects need to be larger as they move into the periphery 

in order for them to be processed. If the depictions are too large, however, they might 

attract attention. Therefore, two different sizes will be investigated in order to ascertain 

the size which allows the product to be processed while at the same time does not draw 

attention. 

Design. The goal of this pilot study is not to test the hypotheses developed in 

chapter 3, but rather to address the three issues described above. For this reason, only the 

most ideal conditions will be used: pictorial depictions, placed to the left of the attended 

task and provided with an ad hoc buying situation at retrieval. Pictorial depictions are 

predicted to have more of an impact on the consideration set measures than are verbal 

depictions. Placement of a target ad in a subject's left peripheral region initially sends the 

ad to the right hemisphere for processing. Pictorial depictions are most compatible with 

the processing style used by the right hemisphere. An ad hoc buying situation is 

hypothesized to be more susceptible to preattentive priming than is an established buying 

situation. Therefore the design is a 2 exposure level (one; three) X 2 depiction size (1 114 

inches high by 3 inches long; 1 inch high by 2 112 inches long) between subjects factors X 
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2 consideration set measure (checklist measure following the memory measure; checklist 

measure alone) X 2 product type (DESK; CARROT) within subject factors. The design 

can be seen in Table 2. 

Subjects. Thirty eight undergraduate marketing students participated for class 

credit. Subjects were randomly assigned to each treatment group allowing at least 9 

subjects per treatment when aggregating across product type. Experimental sessions 

ranged in size from 2 to 5 sUbjects. Each session lasted 30 minutes. 

Procedure. A guide to the experimental procedure is depicted in Figure 6. 

Subjects were informed that the purpose of the study was to determine the degree to 

which a secondary task (guiding the computer cursor through the attended article) 

interferes with reading comprehension and memory of magazine articles. Subjects were 

either told that they would be exposed to one article in a computerized magazine or 

Product IlMeasure 1 
Product 2IMeasure 2 
Product 2IMeasure 1 
Product IlMeasure 2 

Table 2 
Pilot Study Design 

1 

Small 
depiction 
exposure 

Subject 1 
Subject 1 
Subject 2 
Subject 2 

Large 
depiction 

3 exposure 
Subject 3 
Subject 3 
Subject 4 
Subject 4 

Product 1 = Carrot 
Product 2 = Desk 

1 

Large 
depiction 
exposure 

Subject 5 
Subject 5 
Subject 6 
Subject 6 

Small 
depiction 

3 exposure 
Subject 7 
Subject 7 
Subject 8 
Subject 8 

Measure 1 = Checklist consideration set measure only 
Measure2 = Memory-based consideration set measure 

preceeding checlist measure 

Total sample size = 38 
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Figure 6 
Pilot Study Procedure 

FICTITIOUS PURPOSE EXPLAINED 

PRACTICE SESSION WITH PROCESSING TASK 

PROCESSING TASK 

5 !vfiNUTE DISTRACTOR TASK 

CONSIDERATION SET MEASURES 

TEST AWARENESS QUESTIONS 

AD RECOGNITION TASK 

exposed to three articles. The target ad for the CARROT and the target ad for the DESK 

appeared on the left side of the attended screen once per article. Additionally, subjects 

were told that the article(s) they were to concentrate on were in the middle of the 

computer screen. The computerized game was then explained on a blackboard. Before 

the actual pilot test began, each subject practiced moving the cursor through the words of 

a short example article. Any questions were answered at this time. 

After the processing task was complete, subjects performed a five minute 

distractor task. This task involved questions designed to measure style of processing as 
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well as test subjects' memory for the attended article(s) (see Appendix 5 pgs. 172-174). 

Subjects were then told that their services were needed to help with another study which 

has to do with purchasing activities. The two ad hoc buying situations determined in the 

pretest were given: "A food you would buy to eat an hour before going parachute 

jumping", "Furniture you would buy for a friend whose house was destroyed in a fire". 

Half the subjects were given a memory-based consideration measure for the former ad hoc 

buying situation associated with the CARROT. The remaining subjects were given the 

memory-based consideration set measure for the later ad hoc buying situation associated 

with the DESK. After the memory measures were complete, all of the subjects were given 

a stimulus-based consideration set measure for both ad hoc buying situations. To ensure 

that performance on the consideration set questions was not attributable to explicit 

memory (i.e., subjects intentionally trying to recall and respond with products "seen" in the 

previous preattentive processing task), subjects were asked several questions (see 

Appendix 5 pg.183) which assessed their hypotheses about the purpose of the 

consideration set task, and their awareness of the relationship between the computerized 

magazine game and the consideration set task (Bower and Schacter 1990). Subjects then 

completed the recognition measures for both target ads. Finally, subjects completed 

measures of gender, age and handedness and then were debriefed (see Appendix 5 pgs. 

186-187). 

Dependent Measures. Consideration set measures representing a memory-based 

buying condition as well as a stimulus-based buying condition were needed. Additionally, 

because the same consideration set measures were desired for both the pilot study and the 

main experiment, the manipulated conditions in the main experiment needed to be taken 

into account when developing some of the measures for the pilot study, specifically when 

designing the stimulus-based consideration set measure. 
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The memory-based consideration set measure provides subjects with a specific 

buying situation and then requires them to write down eight products they would consider 

purchasing for the given buying situation (see Appendix 5 pg. 176). Eight product 

alternatives were chosen as the appropriate number of alternatives required of subjects to 

write down for each buying situation for three reasons. First, in order to avoid ceiling 

effects a large enough number was desired in order to assure that atypical product 

alternatives were mentioned. Second, the results of the initial pretest conducted to 

determine the target products and buying situations suggested an appropriate number of 

product alternatives to be required in the memory-based consideration set measure. 

Specifically, the target products DESK and CARROT were both always mentioned by the 

time the eighth product alternative was stated by subjects in the initial pretest. And third, 

eight has been the number used in previous research examining memory-based 

consideration sets (Barsalou 1983). Additionally, as with the initial pretest, subjects were 

given one minute to complete each memory-based consideration set measure. 

The stimulus-based consideration set measure used in this pilot study was designed 

with the main experiment in mind. The measure consists of a checklist task which requires 

subjects to mark products contained on the list that they would consider purchasing for a 

given buying situation (Reilly and Parkinson 1985; Parkinson and Reilly 1979). When 

designing the measure both situation types, ad hoc and established, and both product 

depiction types, verbal and pictorial, used in the main experiment needed to be taken into 

consideration. The specific issues that needed to be addressed were 1) given the food or 

furniture related buying situation, should the same stimulus-based consideration set 

measure be used for each of their respective ad hoc and established buying situations or 

should two separate measures be developed for each - one for their respective ad hoc 

buying situation and one for their respective established buying situation, 2) how many 
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product alternatives should be present, 3) what specific product alternatives should be 

present, and 4) how should the products be depicted in the checklist measures across the 

two modality conditions. 

In terms of the first issue, it was determined that one stimulus-based consideration 

set measure be used for both the ad hoc and established food related buying situations and 

one stimulus-based consideration set measure be used for both the ad hoc and established 

furniture related buying situations. This conclusion was based on results from the initial 

pretest. Results of the initial pretest suggest that there is a fair amount of overlap between 

the product alternatives considered in the ad hoc and established buying situations (see 

Appendix 4). Sixty two percent (62%) of those products mentioned in the food related 

established buying situation were also mentioned in the food related ad hoc buying 

situation. Conversely, 65% of those products mentioned in the food related ad hoc buying 

situation were also mentioned in the food related established buying situation. Similarly, 

61 % of those products mentioned in the furniture related established buying situation were 

also mentioned in the furniture related ad hoc buying situation. Seventy percent(70%) of 

those products mentioned in the furniture related ad hoc buying situation were also 

mentioned in the furniture related established buying situation. This large degree of 

overlap suggests that one stimulus-based checklist measure could be developed for use 

with both the ad hoc and established buying situations for the food related buying 

situations. Similarly, one stimulus-based measure could be developed for both furniture 

related buying situations. Additionally, providing the same retrieval context (i.e., the same 

stimulus-based checklist measure) across the ad hoc and established buying situations 

would rule out difference across checklist measures as accounting for any differences that 

might be found between the two types of buying situations. 

In terms of the second issue, the number of alternatives to provide in the 
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checklists, the set sizes of each of the buying situations determined in the initial pretest 

was calculated. Set size refers to the breadth of alternatives that are mentioned in 

conjunction with a particular usage situation. Set size was calculated by tallying the 

number of different responses mentioned by at least two subjects in the initial pretest for 

each of the four buying situations to be used in the main experiment (Meyers-Levy 1989). 

The set sizes were 20 for both of the ad hoc buying situations and 21 and 23 respectively 

for the furniture related and food related established buying situations. To be consistent 

across checklist measures, 20 products were used for both checklist measures. 

To determine what specific products should be provided in the stimulus-based 

checklist measures, results from the initial pretest were again examined. Specifically, the 

number of times a particular product was mentioned for a given buying situation was 

noted. The checklist measures were developed so that a single checklist measure 

represented as equally as possible a balance of less frequently mentioned, fairly frequently 

mentioned, and very frequently mentioned products from both the ad hoc and established 

buying situations. This was done for both the food related and furniture related buying 

situations. 

In terms of the fourth issue, a single checklist measure was used across both 

modality conditions with each product depicted both pictorially and verbally. Previous 

research has found that the effectiveness of a retrieval cue is affected to the degree to 

which the stimulus at retrieval matches the stimulus at encoding. Such a phenomenon is 

term encoding specificity (Tulving and Thomson 1971). Therefore, because the target 

products are to be depicted either pictorially and verbally during the preattentive encoded 

task of the main experiment (i.e., while going through the computerized magazine), they 

should also be depicted similarly, either pictorially or verbally, during the retrieval task 

(i.e., the stimulus-based consideration set task). Further, because some of the products 
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that need to be included in the consideration checklist are not easily depicted pictorially 

(e.g., water), a verbal label is needed in the pictorial condition to assure that all product 

alternatives are identifiable. Therefore, to avoid any differences in the amount and type of 

information present in the stimulus-based checklist measure across the two modality 

conditions, a single checklist measure was developed with each product alternative being 

depicted pictorially along with its verbal label. Both the pictorial drawing and the verbal 

label were made to match the product depiction seen in the processing task in terms of 

design and font respectively. 

Hence, a total of two stimulus-based consideration set checklists were developed, 

one for the food related buying situation and one for the furniture related buying situation. 

Each of these checklists contained 2 pages with 10 product choices on each page (i.e., a 

total of20 product alternatives). Order of the pages was counter balanced. Each product 

alternative was depicted pictorially with a verbal label underneath. The pictorial depiction 

and verbal label were of equal size. Further, to be consistent with the memory-based 

measure, and to avoid a subject checking all the alternatives on the list, the instructions for 

the stimulus-based consideration set measure asked subjects to check exactly eight 

product alternatives when completing each checklist (see Appendix 5 pgs. 179-184). 

Covariates. Because the processing task incorporates both reading ability and 

hand-eye coordination, it was thought that individual differences might affect subjects' 

performances on the processing task. Several measures were taken to be used as 

covariates in order to eliminate some of the noise that theses individual differences might 

cause in the error rate data. Because the processing task is very similar to a video game, 

three measures of video experience were taken. The first of these measures was assessed 

on a 7 point, bipolar scale with 1 meaning "Never Play" and 7 meaning "Play on a daily 

basis": How often do you play video games? The other two measures were open-ended: 
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Have you ever played video games on a daily basis?, and if answering yes to this question, 

how many years ago? Additionally, style of processing (Childers, Houston and Heckler 

1985), handedness, age and gender measures were also collected (see Appendix 5). 

Baseline Figures. An important measure of interest for both the memory-based and 

stimulus-based consideration set measures is a comparison between the percentage of 

subjects in the experimental group who mention the target products and the percentage of 

subjects in a baseline group (i.e., a separate group who do not complete the processing 

task prior to completing the consideration set measures) who mention the target products. 

Priming of the target products would be indicated by a higher percentage mentioning the 

target products in the experimental vs. baseline group. 

Baseline figures were obtained from 42 marketing students. Subjects were given 

the ad hoc memory-based consideration set measure for either the CARROT or the DESK 

followed by the ad hoc stimulus-based consideration set measures for both the DESK and 

CARROT. Thus each subject completed one memory-based measure (n=42) and two 

stimulus-based measures (n=84). Baseline figures were collected in this manner to mimic 

how the consideration checklist measures were to be collected in the pilot study. The 

results indicate that the baselines in the memory-based ad hoc consideration set measures 

are 20% for DESK and 4.5% for CARROT. The baseline figures obtained for the 

stimulus-based ad hoc consideration set measures are 19.1% for DESK and 16.7% for 

CARROT. 

Manipulation Check Measures Two measures are used to provide evidence that 

the target advertisements were not attended to during the processing task. Recall that the 

focus of this dissertation is on unattended information, that is, information which receives 

no conscious attentive resources but which is processed on a nonconscious, preattentive 

level. Thus to provide evidence for unattended information two criteria must be met: 1) 
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no attentive resources can be used when processing the ad information, and 2) the ad 

information must be processed on a nonconscious, and thus in this case, preattentive level. 

The manipulation check measures to be described next are designed to provide evidence 

for the first criterion, that subjects did not attend to the target ads. The effect on the 

consideration set measures provides evidence for the second criterion, that the 

advertisements were processed.3 

The first measure designed to provide evidence that the target ads received no 

attentive resources is a recognition measure. Subjects should not be able to recognize the 

target ads from the processing task if they did not pay attention to them. Therefore this 

pilot study utilized a forced choice recognition measure for both the Desk and Carrot ad. 

Each measure was composed ofa target ad pictorially depicting a desk (carrot) and three 

distractor ads. Distractor ads pictorially depicted products that were included in the 

stimulus-based consideration set measure for the furniture related and food related buying 

situations (Le., ads depicting a chair, couch and dresser were used as distractors for the 

desk ad and ads depicting an apple, potato and candy bar were used as distractors for the 

carrot ad). For each recognition task, subjects were told that one of the four ads was 

present in the processing task. Their task was to choose the correct ad. Subjects were 

required/forced to choose one of the ads even if they were uncertain as to which ad was 

the one they were previously exposed to. Additionally, subjects were asked to indicate 

their degree of confidence that they chose the correct ad on a 1 to 9 point scale with 1 

meaning IINot at all Confident II and 9 meaning liVery Confident ll (see Appendix 5 pgs. 

184-185). 

A forced choice situation was used in order to provide a baseline figure for 

3 Although the consideration set measures act as both outcome variables and indicator 
variables in this instance, a separate indicator measure is used in the main experiment. 



comparison purposes. Specifically, recognition levels for the target ad can be compared 

against a 25% baseline figure which is the percentage that would be expected by chance 

alone since each recognition task was a forced choice between the target ad and three 

distractor ads. A percentage for the target ad significantly greater than 25% would 

indicate that subjects did indeed recognize the ad and thus suggest that the ad was 

attended to during the processing task. A percentage for the target ad not significantly 

different than 25% would indicate that subjects did not recognize the target ad. This 

finding would suggest that the target ad was not attended to during the processing task. 
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As previously stated, however, recognition measures alone are insufficient 

indicators of attention to target ads. It is quite possible that a lack of recognition can be 

attributed to forgetting and not to the fact the no attentive resources were devoted to 

processing the target ads. Therefore an additional measure is needed that can provide "on

line" evidence that the target ads were not attended to. 

This second manipulation check measure is a comparison between the number of 

errors made while the target ads were passing the attended line of the processing task and 

the number of errors made while an equal length of text immediately following the target 

ads were passing the attended line of the processing task. As previously discussed, the 

theory behind this measure is that subjects would be much more likely to shift their 

attention away from the middle column and to their periphery of the attended task if an 

advertisement was passing in the periphery versus if small print from another article was 

passing in the periphery. If it is found that the number of errors made in both situations is 

the same, then it would suggest that subjects did not shift their attention to the target ads 

when they passed by the attended line. Thus this finding would indicate that the target ads 

were not attended to. 
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PILOT STUDY ANALYSIS 

Manipulation check. Two measures were used to indicate whether the target ads 

were or were not attended to during the processing task. The first of these measures was 

collected "on-linell (i.e., as the subjects performed the processing task which contained the 

target ads). Each time a subject made an error when performing the processing task (i.e., 

any time a subject allowed the cursor on the attended line to hit a word as the text scrolled 

up the computer screen) the computerized magazine program stored the line number 

where the error occurred. Each target ad occupied five lines of text of the attended task 

and therefore a maximum of 5 errors could occur when each target ad passed the attended 

line. An examination of the error rate data for the five lines of the attended task which 

(1) immediately preceded the target ad, (2) coincided with the target ad, and (3) 

immediately followed the target ad can provide evidence as to whether subjects shifted 

their attention to the target ad as it passed the attended line in the subjects' periphery. 

Hereafter these three sections of the attended task will referred to as the Before, During 

and Aft~r sections respectively (see Figure 7). Additionally, because multiple error rate 

data exists for each section (each subject was exposed to two or six target ads depending 

upon the exposure condition), the error rate data for the Before, During and After sections 

were averaged across all relevant sections (e.g., The mean number of errors made in the 

During section is an average of the errors made in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th 

During sections). 

The mean number of errors out of a possible of 5 in each of the three sections is 

1.54 in the Before section, 1.53 in the During section and 1.33 in the After section. Paired 

contrasts indicate that none of these means are significantly different from one another (all 

p's> .09). This result suggests that subjects did not shift their attention to the target ads 
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as they passed in the periphery. Additionally, an Anova4 was run with the number of 

errors made in the During sections as the dependent variable and the two size conditions 

and exposure level conditions as the independent variables. Results indicate a significant 

main effect for exposure level (F=6.96, p < .02) and no effect for size (F=.II, p> .70) 

(see Table 3). 

Table 3 
Anova for Number of Errors Made in the During Sections of the Processing Task 

in the Pilot Study 

MS DF E n 
Main Effects 
Size .098 1 .11 .741 

Exposure level 6.095 1 6.96 .013 

2-Way Interactions 
Size X Exposure level .935 1 1.07 .310 

Error .876 31 

The main effect for exposure level can be attributed to a learning effect with 

subjects making fewer errors in the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th During sections versus the 1st 

During section [contrasts comparing the 1 st During section with the 4th and 6th During 

sections are significant (both p'S < .05) with more errors being made in the 1st During 

section versus the 4th and 6th During sections and contrasts comparing the 1 st During 

section with the 3rd and 5th During sections provide directional support for the learning 

effect theory (both p'S < .14)]. However, it could be argued that the greater number of 

4 None of the covariates were significant and therefore only the simple Anova is reported 
here. 
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errors made in the 1 st During section was due to the novelty of an ad appearing in the 

processing task causing a shift in attention away from the attended task to the target ad, 

and not simply inexperience with the processing task. If this was the case, and subjects 

shifted their attention to the first target ad, one would predict the number of errors to be 

greater in the 1st During section versus the 1st Before and After sections. To investigate 

this, contrasts were run on the 1st During section (mean number of error = 1.70), 1st 

Before section (mean number of errors = 1. 90) and 1 st After section (mean number of 

errors = 1.85) and all piS> .50. Thus, taking all the error rate data into account, the 

analyses provide evidence that subjects did not shift their attention to the target ads while 

performing the processing task in any of the manipulated conditions. 

Further evidence that the target ads were not attended to during the processing 

task is provided by recognition measures. Recognition levels were not significantly 

different from the 25% that would be expected by chance alone which suggests that 

subjects did not attend to the target ads during the processing task. After completing the 

processing task, 28.9% of the subjects claimed they recognized the carrot ad and 23.7% 

claimed they recognized the desk ad. Chi-square tests indicate that neither of these are 

significantly different from that which would be expected by chance (chi-square = 1.16 

and .53 respectively). Additionally, recognition levels were not found to differ across 

either the size or exposure conditions (p > .2 for both the carrot and desk ad for both 

conditions). 

The degree of confidence subjects had in their recognition response was also 

examined. Confidence ratings were assessed on a 9 point scale with 1 meaning "Not at all 

Confident" and 9 meaning "Very Confident". There was no difference in confidence 

ratings between those subjects who claimed to recognize the target product versus 

subjects who claimed to recognize one of the distractor products. The mean confidence 
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rating was 2.91 for the Carrot ad compared to 2.32 averaged across the other three 

distractor ads (F = 2.10, P > .10). The mean confidence rating was 1.11 for the Desk ad 

versus 2.27 averaged across the other three distractor ads (F=2.27, p > .10). Additionally, 

no differences were found in confidence ratings across the size or exposure level 

conditions for those who claimed to recognize the Desk ad (F= 0, p = 1 for size; F=.67, p 

>.44 for exposure) or Carrot ad (F=.09, p>.77 for size; F=.16, p> .69 for exposure). 

Consideration Set Measures. Recall that the primary objectives of this pilot study 

were to determine (1) the appropriate product depiction size, (2) the number of target ad 

exposures, and (3) whether the two types of consideration set measures, memory-based 

and stimulus-based, could be made a within subject factor. The following analyses were 

conducted to address these three issues. 

The guide in Appendix 6 (pg. 188) was followed to determine if the data from the 

two different target products (i.e., carrot and desk) could be pooled together for the 

memory-based consideration set analysis. From hence forth, Appendix 6 should be 

referred to as a guide for determining when and how pooling tests are conducted for those 

analyses containing experimental and baseline figures. The data from the memory-based 

consideration set measure suggest that a pooling test could not be conducted because the 

data do not meet the normality assumptions (n x p < 5 for the Desk and Carrot data for 

both size and exposure level conditions). Thus, results for the memory-based measure will 

be reported separately for the two target products. 

A nonparametric test for comparison of two proportions was conducted to test 

whether the size of the product depiction affected the likelihood that the target product 

was mentioned in the memory-based consideration set measure (see Figures 8a,b). 

Although not significant, the results offer directional support for using the larger versus 

smaller depiction size. In terms of the furntiture related buying situation, 36.4% 
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mentioned a Desk in the large depiction condition (n=II) versus 25.0% in the small 

depiction condition (n=8) (chi-square = .28, P = ns). In terms of the food related buying 

situation, 25.0% mentioned Carrot in the large depiction size condition (n=8) versus 0% in 

the small depiction size condition (n=II) (chi-square = 3.07, P < .08). Reasons for 

nonsignificant results may be the relatively small sample size as well as the use of a 

dichotomous dependent measure, which results in a relatively conservative test. 

The stimulus-based consideration set measure was collected in a manner which 

allows for the use of a continuous versus dichotomous dependent variable. Since each 

subject completed two stimulus-based measures (one associated with each of the target 

products - DESK and CARROT), the stimulus-based consideration set measure could be 

assessed on a 0-2 point scale where a subject could have indicated neither, 1, or both of 

the target products across the two stimulus-based measures. Because the measure is 

assessed in this fashion, pooling tests examining the differences between two proportions 

are not necessary. The results indicate that the larger depiction size was more influential 

than the smaller depiction size (F=3.8, p < .06). The mean number oftarget products 

mentioned in the large depiction size condition was .68 as compared to .32 in the small 

depiction size condition (see Figure 9). Because results were consistent across both types 

of consideration set measures, the larger of the two depiction sizes was chosen for use in 

the main experiment. 

Identical memory-based and stimulus-based consideration set measures used to 

examine size differences were utilized to determine the number of target ad exposures that 

should be used in the main experiment. Both types of consideration set measures provided 

directional support that one versus three ad exposure(s) leads to a higher likelihood of 

including the depicted product in a consideration set (see Figures IOa,b and 11). In terms 

of the memory-based measure, 40.0% of the subjects in the 1 exposure furniture related 
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buying situation condition (n=10) mentioned a Desk compared to 22.2% of the subjects in 

the three exposure condition (n=9) (chi-square = .69, P = ns). Additionally, 12.5% of the 

subjects in the one exposure food related buying situation condition (n=8) mentioned 

Carrot compared to 9.1% in the three exposure condition (n=ll) (chi-square = .06, P = 

ns). Similarly, in the stimulus-based measure, the mean number of target products 

mentioned was higher in the one (mean = .56) versus three (mean = .45) ad exposure 

condition (F = .28, P = ns). While the result that effects are greater with fewer ad 

exposures is very interesting, discovering the reasons behind this result is beyond the 

scope of this study and is therefore left for future research. For the purposes of this 

research, however, this result leads to the choice of using a single ad exposure in the main 

experiment. 

The third objective of this pilot study was to determine if the two types of 

consideration set measures (Le., the memory-based and stimulus-based measures) could be 

made a within subject factor. For this analysis, the measure of interest is a comparison 

between the two checklist measure conditions - when preceded by a memory measure 

versus when not preceded by a memory measure (see Table 2). This comparison was 

made for all twenty products used in the stimulus-based measure for each of the two 

buying situations (a total offorty comparisons). Only three comparisons were significant, 

neither of which were associated with the target products (see Table 4). Therefore, since 

the critical comparisons of interest (Le., those associated with the target products) were 

not significant (both piS> .1) and because three out of forty comparisons could be 

expected to be found significant by chance alone, it is concluded that the memory-based 

measure does not affect the subsequent completion of the stimulus-based measure. Thus 

the type of consideration set measure was made a within subject factor in the main 

experiment. 



Table 4 
The Effect of the Memory-Based Consideration Set Measure on 

the Stimulus-Based Consideration Set Measure 

Percent Checking each Furniture Item in the Stimulus-Based Consideration Set Measure 

Item Memory-Stimulus* Stimulus** Chi-Sguare 12 
Desk 36.8% 21.1% 1.15 .282 

Stereo 10.5% 15.8% 0.23 .631 

Rug 10.5% 26.3% 1.57 .209 

Bed 84.2% 68.4% 1.31 .252 

Dresser 47.4% 63.2% 0.96 .328 

Comforter 42.1% 57.9% 0.95 .330 

Curtains 5.3% 31.6% 4.38 .036 

Lamp 73.7% 78.9% 0.15 .703 

Couch 78.9% 57.9% 1.94 .163 

Bookshelf 10.5% 31.6% 2.53 .111 

Clock 47.4% 47.4% 0.00 1.000 

Phone 52.6% 57.9% 0.11 .744 

Chair 68.4% 31.6% 5.16 .023 

Night Stand 10.5% 26.3% 1.57 .209 

Table 84.2% 57.9% 3.19 .074 

Television 42.1% 26.3% 1.05 .305 

Picture 10.5% 26.3% 1.58 .209 

Mirror 31.6% 21.1% 0.54 .461 

Entertainment Center 15.8% 15.8% 0.00 1.000 

Pillow 42.1% 42.1% 0.00 1.000 

* Completed the Furniture Related Memory-Based Consideration Set Measure Prior to 
Completing the Furniture Related Stimulus-Based Consideration Set Measure. (n= 19) 

**Did Not Complete the Furniture Related Memory-Based Consideration Set Measure Prior to 
Completing the Furniture Related Stimulus-Based Consideration Set Measure. (n= 19) 
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Table 4 Continued 
The Effect of the Memory-Based Consideration Set Measure on 

the Stimulus-Based Consideration Set Measure 

Percent Checking each Food Item in the Stimulus-Based Consideration Set Measure 

Item Memory-Stimulus· Stimulus·· Chi-Sguare 12 
Carrot 15.8% 26.3% 0.63 .426 

Pretzel 36.8% 57.9% 1.69 .194 

Chips 42.1% 26.3% 1.05 .305 

Potato 10.5% 26.3% 1.58 .209 

Popcorn 26.3% 15.8% 0.63 .426 

Sandwich 57.9% 52.6% 0.12 .744 

Soda 57.9% 42.1% 0.95 .330 

Granola Bar 68.4% 52.6% 0.99 .319 

Water 73.7% 73.7% 0.00 1.000 

Cracker 47.4% 52.6% 0.11 .746 

Pancakes 10.5% 5.3% 0.36 .547 

Candy Bar 36.8% 31.6% 0..11 .732 

Bread 21.1% 52.6% 4.07 .044 

Apple 73.7% 47.4% 2.75 .097 

Bagel 73.7% 63.2% 0.49 .485 

Banana 63.2% 68.4% 0.12 .732 

Cereal 21.1% 31.6% 0.54 .461 

Cheese 15.8% 10.5% 0.23 .631 

Orange 47.4% 47.4% 0.00 1.000 

Celery 5.3% 10.5% 0.36 .547 

* Completed the Food Related Memory-Based Consideration Set Measure Prior to Completing 
the Food Related Stimulus-Based Consideration Set Measure. (n=19) 

**Did Not Complete the Food Related Memory-Based Consideration Set Measure Prior to 
Completing the Food Related Stimulus-Based Consideration Set Measure. (n= 19) 
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To summarize, results from this pilot study indicate that the main experiment 

should (1) utilize the larger product depiction, while (2) providing one exposure to the 

target ad, and (3) have subjects complete both the memory-based and stimulus-based 

consideration set measures. While these findings fulfill the primary objectives of the pilot 

study, data from this study can also be used to begin testing some of the hypotheses which 

were developed in Chapter 3. 

Hypothesis 2 (3) states that processing an unattended ad depicting a product will 

increase the likelihood of including the product in a memory-based (stimulus-based) 

consideration set even though recognition of the ad will be at levels no greater than that 

expected by chance. These hypotheses can be tested in the context of an ad hoc buying 

situation when exposed to an ad which depicts a product in a pictorial fashion and is 

placed in the left visual field. To test these hypotheses only those in the large depiction 

size conditions were analyzed since no effects were found for those in the small depiction 

size conditions. Pooling tests indicate that data can not be aggregated across the two 

target products for the memory-based consideration set measures (n x p < 5 for both the 

Desk and Carrot data), but can for the stimulus-based consideration sets (p > .8) Thus, 

three nonparametric tests of two proportions were conducted between the experimental 

groups and the appropriate baseline figures which were previously calculated for each of 

the two types of consideration set measures (see previous discussion about calculating 

baseline figures on page 71). Results provide directional support for H2 (chi-square = 

0.99, P = ns for the Desk condition; chi-square = 2.73, P < .10 for the Carrot condition) 

and statistically significant support for H3 (chi-square = 3.96, P < .05) (see Figures 12a,b 

and 13). It is believed that the relatively small sample size for the memory-based buying 

condition (n=11 in the Desk condition and 8 in the Carrot condition) may account for only 

finding directional support for H2. 



Figures 12 a,b 
The Effect of Unattended Processing on the Memory-Based 

Consideration Set·: Pilot Study 

36.4% 
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PERCENT 20.0% X 2=0.99 
PERCENT 25.0% 

X 2= 2.73 MENTIONING MENTIONING 
PRODUCT PRODUCT 

p=ns 

4.5% 

BASE EXPER BASE EXPER 
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(a) DESK (b) CARROT 

Figure 13 
The Effect of Unattended Processing on the Stimulus-Based 

Consideration Set*: Pilot Study 

PERCENT 
MENTIONING 

PRODUCT 
17.9% 

BASE 
(n=84) 

34.2% 

EXPER 
(n=38) 

2 
X = 3.96 

p< .05 

p< .10 

* These results are for ads placed in the left visual field with pictorial product depictions 
and given an ad hoc buying situation at ret rival. Additionally, the small product size 
condition was not included in this analysis. 



EXPERIMENT 

The stimulus materials and procedures used in the main experiment were very 

similar to those used in the pilot study. For this reason, only those factors which differ 

from those used in the pilot study will be described here. 
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Design. This main experiment actually entails two studies. As Figure 3 indicates, 

exposure to unattended advertising information is hypothesized to lead to the priming of 

the product depicted in the ad (HI). This priming is then hypothesized to affect 'the 

likelihood that the product depicted in the unattended ad is included in a person's 

consideration set (H2,3). Thus priming of the product depicted in the unattended ad is 

thought to mediate the link between exposure to the ad and the effects on the 

consideration set measures. Hence two distinct measures are needed, one to indicate that 

the product depicted in the unattended ad is primed in memory and one to measure the 

effects of this priming on consideration set formation. 

As was briefly discussed in chapters 2 and 3, and as will be discussed in detail in 

the measurement section of this chapter, implicit memory measures can be used as priming 

indicator variables. Ideally, to determine the mediating role of priming on the 

consideration set measures, the same subject would complete both the priming indicator 

measure and the consideration set measures. However, completing the implicit memory 

measures would affect performance on the consideration set measures and visa versa. For 

this reason, the same subject can not complete both measures. Therefore, two studies are 

needed, one which examines the priming issue (H 1) and one which examines the 

consideration set issues (H2-HS)s. 

5 One limitation of utilizing two studies in this fashion is that only a correlational 
relationship, and not a mediating relationship, between the priming indicator variable and 
the consideration set measures can be determined. 
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The first study is designed solely to test HI, that being that the products (i.e., 

desk/carrot) depicted within the target unattended ads are primed in memory. This study 

utilizes a 2 X 2 fully crossed between subjects factorial design with two modality 

conditions (verbaVpictorial) and two target products (desk/carrot). The second study is 

designed to test hypotheses 2-5. This study utilizes a 2 X 2 X 2 X 2 mixed factorial 

design with two modality conditions (verbaVpictorial), two buying situations (ad 

hoc/established) and two target products (desk/carrot) the between subjects factors and 

two buying conditions (memory-basedlstimulus-based) the within subject factor. 

Placement of the target ads (left or right of the attended task) was counter balanced across 

subjects for both studies. 

Subjects. A total of two hundred sixty (112 for Study 1 and 148 for Study 2) 

undergraduate marketing and psychology students participated for class credit. Study 

number was randomly assigned to each of the experimental sessions. Within each 

experimental session, subjects were randomly assigned to each treatment group 

associated with the particular study to be run. Experimental sessions were run in groups of 

2 to 9 subjects. The experimental sessions took approximately 30 minutes for Study 1 and 

45 minutes for Study 2. 

Processing Instrument. The same computerized processing task used for the one 

exposure/large depiction size condition in the pilot study was used for both studies in the 

main experiment. There were, however, some changes made to accommodate the 

requirements of the main experiment. First, a total of8 versions of the processing task 

were developed to reflect the experimental manipulations [2 modality conditions 

(pictoriaVverbal) X 2 target products (desk/carrot) X 2 counter balancing placement 

conditions (left/right)]. 

Additionally, two distractor ads were incorporated into the processing task. The 
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purpose for these distractor ads was to allow subjects to become accustomed to the idea 

that ads may appear in the columns next to the attended task. It was thought that 

including the distractor ads would decrease the likelihood that subjects would find the 

target ad to be unusual, and thus decrease the chance that subjects would attend to the 

target ad as it passed by in the periphery. One of these distractor ads appeared in the 

practice portion of the processing task and one appeared in the experimental portion of the 

processing task prior to the targ~t ad6. 

The criterion used to choose the products to be depicted in the distractor ads was 

that these ads should not prime the products depicted in the target ads. If the distractor 

ads primed the target products, then it would be unclear as to whether any effects found 

were attributable to the priming caused by the distractor ads or the priming caused by 

exposure to the target ads. For this reason, products that were unrelated to the furniture 

and the food category were needed. An ad for shoes and an ad for a boat met this 

criterion. A pictorial and verbal version of each of the two distractor ads were developed. 

Both distractor ads always matched the condition of the target ad in terms of modality 

(pictorial/verbal). Additionally, the distractor ad appearing in the experimental portion of 

the processing task always matched the target ad in terms of placement (left/right), while 

the distractor ad in the practice portion was always placed in the opposite placement 

position from the target ad (the reasoning for this will be explained later). 

Dependent Measures. The dependent measures used in Study 2 of the main 

experiment (i.e., the memory-based and stimulus-based consideration set measures) are 

identical to those used in the pilot study with one exception; the stimulus-based 

consideration set measure used in the main experiment was expanded to include a 

6 The ad which appeared in the practice portion of the processing task also served as an 
anchor for the recognition measure. This will be discussed in detail in the measurement 
section. 
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preference variable. Specifically, after completing the stimulus-based measure, subjects 

are asked to order the eight products they checked from 1 to 8, with 1 meaning that the 

product is their first choice and 8 meaning that the product is their last choice (see pg. 249 

of Appendix 8a). A similar measure was not used for the memory-based consideration set 

measure because it would delay and/or affect completion ofthe stimulus-based measure. 

However, order (i.e., 1-8) in which the target product was written down in the memory

based measure was recorded. 

The dependent measures used in Study 1 of the main experiment (Le., the priming 

indicator measures), however, need clarification. The priming indicator measures used in 

Study 1 are implicit memory measures. Implicit memory is evidenced by a facilitation 

(known as a repetition or priming effect) of task perfonnance without conscious 

recollection of the study episode (Grafand Schacter 1985). Hence, implicit memory tests 

differ from the more commonly used explicit memory tests (e.g., cued recall and 

recognition) in that implicit memory instructions do not refer the subject back to the 

previous study episode (Schacter 1987). Because implicit memory relies on knowledge 

gained without retrieval of the episode in which it was encoded, it is thought to rely on 

semantic (world) knowledge. In contrast, explicit memory refers to the recollection of a 

particular event - in other words when and in what context the infonnation was encoded -

and therefore is said to tap episodic knowledge (Schacter 1987; Blaxton 1989). 

For example, if the word DESK is processed preattentively, this infonnation is 

likely to be primed in memory, and hence made accessible, even though the individual may 

not tie the primed infonnation with the preattentive processing task. A common test for 

implicit memory is a stem completion test. This test instructs subjects to complete a word 

stem (e.g., DES ) with the first word that comes to mind without referring 

them back to the processing task. It is thought that preattentively processing the word 
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DESK would prime that word/concept in memory and therefore increase the likelihood 

that the stem would be completed to form the word DESK versus some other word. 

Priming is evidenced when a significantly greater percentage of subjects in the 

experimental group complete the stem to form the word DESK versus the percentage of 

subjects in the baseline group who were not exposed to the word DESK in the 

preattentive processing task. Additionally, in this study, because the word DESK is to be 

processed in an unattended fashion, priming would be evident without conscious 

recognition (i.e., performance on an implicit memory test would be good while 

performance on an explicit memory test would be poor). 

This study used this stem completion implicit memory measure as well as a similar 

picture fragment implicit memory measure (Snodgrass and Corwin 1988) to indicate 

whether the product depicted in the unattended ad had been primed in memory (i.e., to 

test HI). The picture fragment completions used were those used by Snodgrass and 

Corwin (1988) which were found to have a 35% baseline completion rate in their study. 

Both types of implicit memory measures consisted of the target stimuli and three 

distractors. The four distractors were obtained from Snodgrass and Corwin (1988). The 

stimuli for DESK and CARROT always appeared first and second (counter balanced), 

with the four distractors following them (see Appendix 7a pgs. 192-197 and Appendix 7b 

pgs.216-221). 

Baseline Figures. Baseline figures were needed in order to examine whether 

processing an unattended ad (1) primes the product depicted in the ad in memory (HI) 

and (2) increases the likelihood of including the product in a memory-based (H2) and 

stimulus-based (H3) consideration set. These baseline figures were collected in a different 

fashion than they were in the pilot study. Subjects providing baseline figures in the pilot 

study did not go through the processing task prior to completing the dependent measures. 
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Therefore, it could be argued that any differences found between the baseline group and 

the experimental group could be due to some inherent characteristic of the processing task 

itself and not to exposure to the target ad. 

To alleviate this problem, each subject in the main experiment (both Studies 1 and 

2) provided both experimental figures and baseline figures after completing the pr,?cessing 

task. In order to understand how this was accomplished, recall that the target product 

(i.e., desk and carrot) is a between subjects factor and therefore anyone subject was only 

exposed to one of the two target ads during the processing task. After performing the 

processing task, subjects completed the appropriate dependent measures for both target 

products. For example, in Study 1 subjects completed implicit memory measures for both 

DESK and CARROT. In Study 2, subjects completed consideration set measures for both 

the furniture related and food related buying situations. Thus, if a subject was exposed to 

DESK during the processing task, they provided experimental figures for DESK and 

baseline figures for CARROT for the same dependent measure. A similar scenario could 

be described for the CARROT product. Order in which the baseline and experimental 

measures were collected was counter balanced across subjects. Again, the advantage of 

collecting baseline figures in this manner is that it eliminates any characteristic of the 

processing task as an explanation for any differences found between the experimental and 

baseline groups. 

Covariates. With the exception of the variable measuring video game playing 

experience, the same covariates used in the plot study were used in the main experiment. 

Recall that the video game experience measure in the pilot study was assessed on a 7 point 

scale. This scale did not allow for a lot of variation across subjects (standard deviation = 

1.03) which could account for its lack of significance in the pilot study (see footnote 3). 

To alleviate this problem, the main study used two measures to assess video game playing 
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experience which allowed for a greater range of responses (How many times did you 

played a video game in the past month?, How many times did you playa video game in the 

past year?). The second ofthese measures was dropped because the two were highly 

correlated (correlation coefficient = .76) and it was thought that the former measure 

would provide more accurate information than the later in terms of memory error (i.e., 

forgetting). 

Manipulation Check Measures. Both a recognition and error rate measure were 

used to provide evidence that subjects did not attend to the target ads during the 

processing task. The error rate measure used in the main experiments was identical to that 

used in the pilot study. However, the main experiment used a slightly different recognition 

measure than was used in the pilot study. Recall that the pilot study used a forced choice 

recognition task in order to provide a baseline measure with which the experimental group 

could be compared. This baseline measure was the 25% level that would be expected by 

chance. One problem with this measure, however, is that it is an aggregate measure and 

not an individual measure. Subjects were forced to choose one of the four ads in each 

recognition task, even if they did not recognize any of the ads. Thus one can not make 

inferences on an individual level as to whether a subject actually recognized the target ad 

or simply indicated that they did because they were forced to choose one. 

This problem was addressed by changing the forced recognition task to a non

forced task. Assuming guessing could be kept to a minimum, collecting recognition 

measures in this fashion allows for analysis to be conducted on an individual level, for it 

could be assumed that subjects would not indicate that they recognized an ad if they in 

fact did not actually recognize it. 

To keep guessing on the recognition task to a minimum, an anchor was needed to 

indicate to subjects what it "means" to recognize an ad. One way to provide an anchor is 



to include an ad in the recognition task which is easily recognized as having been in the 

processing task. For this purpose, the practice portion of the processing task included a 

distractor ad (discussed previously) which remained on the computer screen after the 

practice portion was completed. Subjects were then directed to look at the computer 

screen while further clarification was given prior to starting the experimental portion of 

the processing task. This allowed subjects to consciously process the distractor ad that 

remained on the screen after the practice portion was completed. This consciously 

processed distractor ad was then included as one of the ads in the ad recognition packet. 

Because this distractor ad was consciously processed, it should be readily accessible 

during the recognition task. 
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Using the consciously processed distractor ad did raise one concern, that being 

that this distractor ad might encourage subjects to look in the column in which it was 

placed (left or right of the attended task) while performing the experimental portion of the 

processing task. To decrease the negative consequences if this occurred, the consciously 

processed distractor ad was always placed on the side opposite to that of the experimental 

placement condition (e.g., if a subject was in the left placement condition, then the 

consciously processed distractor ad was placed to the right of the attended task) 

The ad recognition packet contained both target product ads, the consciously and 

nonconsciously processed distractor ads which appeared in the processing task, and three 

additional distractor ads (each on a separate page). Subjects were instructed to indicate 

which, ifany, of the ads they remembered seeing at any time during the computerized 

processing task, either during the practice portion or the experimental portion. The target 

ads always appeared in the third and sixth position within the recognition packet. Half of 

the time the DESK ad appeared in the third position and half the time the CARROT ad 

appeared in the third position. The consciously processed distractor ad from the practice 
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portion of the processing task always appeared in the second position in the ad recognition 

packet. Subjects also completed a 7 point confidence scale (not at all confident/very 

confident) for each ad indicating how confident they were in their recognition answer (see 

Appendix 7a pgs. 199-209 and Appendix 7b pgs. 223-233 for an example of the pictorial 

and verbal recognition packet). 

Another manipulation check of interest is to determine if subjects were aware of 

the relationship between the processing task and the subsequent dependent measurement 

tasks while they were completing the dependent measures. If they were aware of this 

relationship (test aware), then this might have affected how they completed the dependent 

measures. Specifically, they might have explicitly tried to complete the dependent 

measures with something they thought they remembered from the processing task. To 

ascertain whether this did occur, several questions were asked in order to classify subjects 

as being test aware or test unaware .. These questions can be seen in the third to last page 

of Appendices 7a and 7b and fifth to last page of Appendices 8a and 8b. 

Finally, a manipulation check was needed to determine the success of the ad hoc 

versus established buying situations. The three item self report index discussed in the 

initial pretest was used to measure familiarity with the buying situation. Only those 

subjects in Study 2 completed these measures. 

Procedures. The experimental procedures for Studies 1 and 2 can be seen in Figure 

14. Surveys used in the pictorial and verbal conditions in Study 1 can be found in 

Appendices 7a and 7b, respectively. Surveys used in the established/pictorial and ad 

hoc/verbal conditions are shown as examples of the data collection instruments used in 

Study 2 in Appendices 8a and 8b, respectively. 

The processing task was the same for Studies 1 and 2. Specifically, subjects in 

both studies were told that the purpose for the study was to determine how distraction 



Figure 14 
Main Experiment Procedure 
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affected their ability to recall and comprehend magazine articles. Subjects were then given 

the processing task instructions. Subjects then completed the practice and experimental 

portions of the processing task as well as the five minute distractor task which was 

described in the pilot study. 

After the distractor task was completed, subjects involved with Study 1 completed 

a word stem implicit memory task ifthey were exposed to verbal product depictions or a 

picture fragment implicit memory task if they were exposed to pictorial product 

depictions: Subjects in Study 2 completed the consideration set measures. As discussed 

earlier in the baseline figure section, when completing the implicit memory tasks and the 

consideration set tasks subjects received measures for the target product they were 

exposed to (e.g., desk) and for the target product they were not exposed to (e.g., carrot). 

Next, subjects in both studies completed the ad recognition task. Subjects then 

completed test awareness questions designed to ascertain whether they intentionally tried 

to respond with the products "seen" in the computerized magazine game while answering 

the implicit memory and consideration set measures (Bowers and Schacter 1990). 

Subjects in Study 1 then completed questions to be used as covariates (i.e., handedness, 

gender, age, and video game experience) and were then debriefed. 

After completing the test awareness questions, subjects performing Study 2 

completed the three item self report measures discussed in the pretest section for the four 

buying situations. These measures are used as a manipulation check to assure that the 

established and ad hoc buying situations were manipulated correctly. These subjects then 

completed the covariate measures and were debriefed. 



Sillv.lMARY 

This chapter presented (1) a detailed description of how the experimental stimuli 

were developed, (2) the computer based methodology that is to be used, (3) the 

justification, procedural execution and analysis of a pilot study, (4) the study itself and 

finally, (5) a full description of all the dependent measures that are to be analyzed. The 

following chapter presents the analysis and results of this study. 
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Chapter 5 

RESULTS 

The previous chapter described the main experiment that was conducted to test the 

hypotheses that were developed in Chapter 3. This chapter presents the results of this 

experiment. 

MANIPULATION CHECK 

Studies 1 and 2 of the main experiment both require evidence that subjects did not 

shift their attention to the target ads while completing the processing task. Two measures, 

an error rate measure and a recognition measure, are used for this purpose. Additionally, 

in order to eliminate the possibility that subjects attempted to complete the dependent 

measures in Studies 1 and 2 with something they saw or read in the processing task, it 

needs to be shown that subjects were unaware of the relationship between the processing 

task and the completion of the dependent measures. The test awareness questions were 

used for this purpose. Further, evidence is needed to show the success of the established 

versus ad hoc buying situation manipulation that was used in Study 2 of the main 

experiment. The three item self report index described in the previous chapter is used for 

this purpose. The results of these manipulation checks are described next. 

Inattention - Error Rate. The first measure used to provide evidence that the target 

ads were not attended to is an error rate measure collected while subjects performed the 

processing task. Specifically, this measure examines the number of errors subjects made 

during the cursor moving chore of the processing task (i.e., the number of times the cursor 

hit a word as the text scrolled up the computer screen). It was thought that data from both 

Study 1 and Study 2 could be pooled for the error rate analysis because (1) the 
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instructions and procedures up to and including the processing task were identical 

between the two studies, and (2) the study number (lor 2) was randomly assigned to 

experimental sessions. A contrast between the study number and the total number of 

errors made in the processing task confirm this (p >.30). Therefore, all 260 subjects were 

used for this analysis. 

An examination of the total number of errors made while performing the 

processing task can provide some indication of how involving the processing task was, 

and theretore the extent to which it occupied attentive resources. Error rates close to 0% 

would provide evidence that subjects did not need to devote all their attentive resources to 

the assigned processing task. If this is the case, it could be argued that subjects had the 

ability to simultaneously complete the processing task and consciously process the target 

ads. Additionally, error rates near 100% might suggest that the processing task was too 

difficult causing subjects to give-up and thus freeing up attentive resources to consciously 

process the target ads. The mean number of errors made while completing the processing 

task was 18.8 out ofa possible 53. Thus there was a 35.5% error rate. This result 

indicates that the processing task was challenging and yet not so difficult that subjects 

would give-up. Additionally, an Anova conducted on the Total error rate indicates that 

there is a placement effect with more errors being made when the target ad was placed to 

the right versus left of the attended task (see Table 5). The error rate equals 31.1 % 

(16.50/53) in the left placement condition and 39.9% (21.17/53) in the right placement 

condition (see Appendix 9). Again these error rate percentages indicate that the 

processing task was involving, but not too involving. This placement effect will be 

explored in greater detail shortly. 

As with the pilot study, the error rate data will be examined for the five lines of the 

attended task which (1) immediately preceded the target ad (Before section), (2) coincided 



Table 5 
Anova for Number of Errors Made in Total and the Before. During and After Sections of the Processing Task 

Total Error Before During After 

MS DF F p MS DF F p MS DF F p MS DF F p 

Covariate 
Video Game 938.28 1 11.72 0.001 5.89 1 4.14 0.043 8.82 1 4.35 0.Q38 7.81 1 5.49 0.020 

Experience 
Main Effects 

Product 200.43 1 2.50 0.115 0.44 1 0.31 0.578 5.54 1 2.73 0.100 0.28 1 0.19 0.660 
Placement 1356.25 1 16.94 0.000 8.11 1 5.70 0.018 49.33 1 24.33 0.000 17.70 1 12.44 0.000 
Modality 6.67 1 0.08 0.772 0.38 1 0.27 0.603 0.05 I 0.03 0.875 2.43 1 1.71 0.192 

2-Way'Interactions 
Product X Placement 10.40 1 0.13 0.719 0.02 1 0.00 0.918 0.50 1 0.25 0.620 1.61 1 1.13 0.288 
Product X Modality 53.58 1 0.68 0.410 1.64 1 1.15 0.285 0.10 1 0.05 0.825 0.96 I 0.67 0.413 
Placement X 1.12 1 0.01 0.906 2.44 1 1.71 0.192 0.02 1 0.01 0.913 1.71 I 1.20 0.274 

Modality 
3-Way'Interaction 

Product X Placement 0.21 1 0.03 0.959 0.88 1 0.62 0.433 0.06 1 0.03 0.864 2.69 1 1.89 0.170 
X Modality 

Error 80.04 251 1.42 251 2.03 250 1.42 251_ 
---~-- - .. -~ 

...... 
o 
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with the target ad (During section), and (3) immediately followed the target ad (After 

section) (see Figure 7). The mean number of errors out of a possible number of 5 in the 

Before, During and After sections are 2.03, 1.86 and 1.39 respectively. All are statistically 

different from each other (all p's < .05). This finding suggests a learning effect with 

subjects improving their ability to perform the cursor moving task the longer they play the 

game. Because a learning effect and a shift in attention would both predict a higher error 

rate in the During section versus the After section of the attended task, it is difficult to 

determine if one or both of these phenomena are present in this situation. In other words, 

it is unclear if the difference between these two sections of the attended task is due solely 

to a learning effect or to a combination of a learning effect and a shift in attention. 

To investigate this issue further, an Anova was run on the During section of the 

attended task with the number of errors as the dependent variable and modality, 

placement, and target product (desk vs. carrot) as the independent variables. Video game 

experience was the only significant covariate and thus only this covariate was used in the 

Anova (see Table 5). If differences in error rates between the Before, During and After 

sections of the attended task are attributable solely to a learning effect, and not to the 

target ad drawing subjects' attention away from the attended task, then any changes to the 

target ad should not affect subjects' performance on the cursor moving task when the 

target ad passes the attended line (i.e., it should not affect the number of errors made 

while the target ad passes the attended line in the subjects' periphery). Thus no error rate 

differences should be found between the modality, placement and product type conditions 

in the During section of the processing task. Results indicate that this is not the case. 

More errors were made in the During section of the processing task when the 

target ad was placed to the right versus left of the attended task (F=24.33, p<.OOl). Two 

possible explanations can account for this finding. First, subjects in the left placement 



condition may be more skilled in the cursor moving task than subjects in the right 

placement condition. Second, an ad placed in the right peripheral field of view may be 

more likely to cause a shift in attention than an ad placed in the left peripheral field of 

view. Both of these explanations will be explored next. 
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To determine if there were any differences between sQbjects' ability to perform the 

cursor moving task in the left versus right placement condition, analyses were conducted 

to test for differences in any of the covariate measures across the two placement 

conditions. In so doing, style of processing was divided into two scales, a visual 

processing scale (alpha = .75) and a verbal processing scale (alpha = .73) (Chliders et al 

1985). No differences were found between either of these measures across the two 

placement conditions (F=1.94, p> .16; F = .61, p> .44 respectively). Similarly, no 

differences were found between subjects in the two placement conditions in terms of video 

game experience (F = .30, p> .58), handedness (chi-square = .78, p> .67), or gender 

(chi-square = 1.12, p> .29). None of these measures indicate that individual differences 

account for the placement effect. 

Extant theory does suggest a reason for why the placement manipulation itself 

might account for the placement effect. As discussed in Chapter 3, perceptual drift 

suggests that when reading the text in the middle column of the processing task (Le., 

when reading the text in the attended task) one's attention would drift slightly into the 

columns on either side of the attended task where the target ads were placed. Perceptual 

drift would further predict that if one were reading the text in the attended task in a 

normal left to right fashion, one's attention would drift further into the right-hand column 

versus the left-hand column. In fact one goal ofthe cursor moving task was to eliminate 

differences in the amount of drift that might occur in the right-hand versus left-hand 

columns. It was hoped that subjects would be equally likely to move the cursor left to 
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right as they were to move it right to left, and thereby eliminate any placement 

differences. However, it is possible that subjects still maintained a left to right pattern of 

eye movement when completing the processing task. If this occurred, subjects' attention 

would have drifted further into the right-hand column than the left-hand column. This 

would then increase the likelihood that the target ad would catch, and momentarily hold, 

subjects' attention when the target ad was placed in the right-hand versus left-hand 

column. Thus, this could account for the increased error rate in the right versus left 

placement condition in the During section of the attended task. 

If the difference in error rates between the two placement conditions in the During 

section of the attended task is caused by perceptual drift, which in tum causes an 

attentional effect, and not by ability differences between subjects in the two placement 

conditions, then one would not necessarily expect to find differences across the two 

placement conditions when the target ad was not in the subjects' periphery. To investigate 

this, the error rates in the two placement conditions were examined for the Before and 

After sections of the attended task. Results indicate, however, that there is a placement 

effect in both the Before and After sections of the attended task with more errors being 

made in the right versus left placement condition (F=5.70, p<.02 and F=12.44, p<.OOl 

respectively, see Table 5). 

Because a placement effect was found in the Before and After sections of the 

attended task, it is not clear that perceptual drift accounts for this effect. For perceptual 

drift to account for the placement effect, it would have to be argued that (1) perceptual 

drift caused subjects to begin shifting their attention to the target ad just prior to the ad 

aligning itself with the attended line, (2) the ad was able to momentarily hold subjects 

attention, and (3) that it took subjects a second or two to regain their composure after the 

target ad had passed the attended line. This would account for error rates being higher in 
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the right versus left placement condition for the Before, During and After sections of the 

attended task. 

One way to test this attention effect theory is to examine the section of the 

attended task just prior to the Before section and immediately following the After section. 

If this theory is correct, then one would not expect to find a placement difference in either 

of these sections because subjects would not be distracted, or would have regained 

composure after being distracted, by the target ad. Unfortunately, however, the section 

just prior to the Before section coincides with the After section of the distractor ad. 

Therefore, the section just prior to the Before section of the distractor ad will be examined 

instead. Thus, t-tests were conducted between the two placement conditions on the five 

lines of the attended task which immediately preceded the Before section of the distractor 

ad and immediately followed the After section of the target ad. The results support this 

theory. No placement effect was found in the section immediately preceding the Before 

section of the distractor ad (F=.903, p> .30) or the section immediately following the 

After section of the target ad (F=2.79, p> .09). 

Ifthis theory is correct, then one would also expect subjects in the right placement 

condition to be most distracted when the target ad was actually passing the attended line 

of the processing task. Thus one would expect the greatest number of errors to occur in 

the During section in the right placement condition. To test this an Anova was run with 

Section (BeforelDuringlAfter) as a within subject factor and Placement (LeftlRjght) as a 

between subjects factor (see Table 6). The results are graphically depicted in Figure 15. 

The analysis indicates that both main effects and the interaction are all significant 

(placement F=23.83, p < .001; Section F=26.58, p < .001; Placement X Section F= 4.08, 

P < .02). The main effect for Section represents the learning effect which was discussed 

previously. The main effect for Placement represents an attention effect with subjects 



Table 6 
Anova for Number of Errors by Section of Processing Task and Placement 

Between Subjects 
Placement 

Error 

Within Subject 

67.30 

2.82 

1 

261 

23.83 .000 

Section of Processing Task 27.98 

4.29 

1.05 

2 

2 

522 

26.58 

4.08 

.000 

.017 Section X Placement 

Error 

Number 
of Errors 

Figure 15 
Errors Made in the Before, During and After 
Section of the Processing Task by Placement 

e 2.31 During 

":..._-----:;::::;:::.,..e::::.::...---- 2.21 Before 
1.85 ~ 

1.42 
b,c 1.67 After 

1.14 l!La __ 

Left Right 

Means with different letters are significantly different from one another. 
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shifting their attention to the target ad when it was placed to the right of the attended task. 

The interaction between Section and Placement supports this attention effect theory in that 

it demonstrates that subjects paid the least amount of attention to the attended task in the 

right placement condition when the target ad was actually passing the attended line of the 

processing task. Note, although there is no statistical difference between the number of 

errors made in the Before and During sections in the right placement condition, the degree 

of distraction in the During section of the processing task was great enough to eliminate 

any advantage of the learning effect. 

To conclude thus far, data from the error rate measures provide evidence that 

subjects in the right placement condition were more likely to shift their attention to the 

target ad while completing the processing task relative to those subjects in the left 

placement condition. It is unclear, however, whether this perceptual shift created 

conscious awareness of the target ad. It also can not be stated with certainty whether 

subjects in the left placement condition also shift their attention to the target ad while 

performing the processing task. It is still unclear if the main effect for Section in the left 

placement condition is attributable solely to a learning effect or if it is a combination of a 

learning effect and a shift in attention. A study that could be conducted to determine 

whether subjects shifted their attention to the target ad in the left placement condition is to 

have subjects complete the processing task with both the distractor and target ads 

removed. The error rate data obtained in this study could then be used as a baseline figure 

which takes the learning effect into account. 

Inattention - Recognition. Recognition is another measure that can be used to help 

determine whether subjects shifted their attention to the target ad during the processing 

task. If recognition levels in the experimental group are found to be higher than 

recognition levels in the baseline group, then this would provide evidence that subjects 
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shifted their attention to, and consciously processed, the target ads during the processing 

task. 

Before the recognition measure was examined, tests were conducted to detennine 

if the recognition data could be pooled across target product and study number. To 

increase the power of the test, and thus increase the likelihood of finding differences if 

they exist, the analysis examining whether the target product data could be pooled was 

conducted aggregated across the two studies. Thus n = 130 in the Desk ad condition and 

129 in the Carrot ad condition. Twenty-five point four percent (25.4%) ofthose exposed 

to the Desk ad and 18.6% of those exposed to the Carrot ad, indicated they recognized 

having seen the ad in the processing task. A test for the difference of two proportions 

indicates that these recognition levels do not differ from one another (p > .2) and thus this 

data will be pooled across products for the recognition analysis. Similarly, the analysis to 

detennine if recognition levels differ between the two studies was conducted aggregated 

across the two target products. Twenty-two point five percent (22.5%) of those in Study 

1 claimed to recognize the target ad they were exposed to and 21.6% of those in Study 2 

indicated that they recognized the target ad they were exposed to. Again, these 

percentages are not significantly different from one another (p > .8) and therefore the 

recognition data will also be pooled across the two studies. 

The results of the recognition measure indicate that subjects did not recognize the 

target ad from the processing task they completed five to ten minutes earlier (see Table 7). 

The percentage of subjects in the experimental group (22.0%) and baseline group (24.3%) 

who claimed to recognize the target ad were not statistically different (p>.5). The 

experimental group is composed of those subjects who claimed to recognize the target ad 

that they were exposed to in the processing task. The baseline group is composed of 

those subjects who claimed to recognize the target ad that they were not exposed to in the 
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processing task7. The baseline group indicates the level of guessing that occurred in the 

recognition task. Additionally, no differences were found between the experimental and 

baseline groups in the two modality conditions (both p'S> .06) (see Table 7). These 

results suggest that subjects did not shift their attention to the target ads while completing 

the processing task. 

Additional evidence of this comes from the recognition confidence ratings. These 

results suggest that subjects were actually more confident in their recognition answer 

when they claimed to recognize the target ad they were not exposed to (e.g., the Carrot 

ad if they were in the Desk condition) than when they claimed to recognize the target ad 

they were exposed to (e.g., the Carrot ad if they were in the Carrot condition) (t = 2.88, P 

< .01). The former group represents the baseline data and the later group represents the 

experimental data. The mean confidence rating when subjects indicated that they 

recognized the target ad they were not exposed to is 5.10 on a scale of 1 to 7 with 1 

meaning "Not at all Confident" and 7 meaning "Very Confident". This compares to a 

mean confidence rating of 4.35 in reference to how confident subjects were when they 

indicated that they recognized the target ad they were exposed to. Additionally, 

confidence ratings in reference to the target ad subjects were exposed to did not differ 

across the two modality conditions (p > .40). This implies that subjects did not 

consciously processes the targets ad during the processing task in either the pictorial or 

verbal conditions. Additionally, it also suggests some sort of inhibition effect with 

recognition confidence levels being lower for unattended information. 

To examine attentional shift in more detail, recognition levels were also compared 

across the two placement conditions. Recall that the error rate data suggested that 

7Recall that subjects provided data for both the experimental group and baseline group 
because each recognition packet contained both target ads even though each subject was 
only exposed to one of the target ads during the processing task. 
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Table 7 
Percent Claiming to Recognize the Target Ad 

EXQerimental Percent* Baseline Percent** 11 

Exposure 22.0% 24.3% .533 
(n=259) (n=259) 

Left Placement 24.4% 22.1% .663 
(n=131) (n=131) 

Right Placement 19.5% 26.6% .184 
(n=128) (n=128) 

Pictorial 19.7% 29.9% .064 
(n=127) (n=127) 

Verbal 24.2% 18.9% .300 
(n=132) (n=132) 

Left PlacementIPictorial 22.2% 28.6% .415 
(n=63) (n=63) 

Left PlacementN erbal 26.5% 16.2% .152 
(n=68) (n=68) 

Right PlacementlPictorial 17.2% 31.3% .068 
(n=64) (n=64) 

Right PlacementN erbal 21.9% 21.9% 1.000 
(n=64) (n=64) 

* Experimental Percent is the percent of subjects who claimed to recognize the target ad that they were 
exposed to in the processing task. 

** Baseline Percent is the percent of subjects who claimed to recognize the target ad that they were not 
exposed to in the processing task. It in essence indicates the level of guessing. 
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subjects shifted their attention to the target ad when it was placed to the right versus left 

of the attended task. Higher levels of recognition in the right versus left placement 

condition would lend further support to this finding. However, as can be seen in Table 7, 

recognition levels were statistically equivalent across the experimental and baseline groups 

for both placement conditions (p>.6 in the left placement condition and p >.1 in the right 

placement condition). Additionally, the recognition levels in the right versus left 

placement experimental groups are no different from each other (19.5% and 24.4% 

respectively, p> .3). Further, subjects' confidence ratings in reference to those who 

claimed to recognize the target ad they were exposed to were no different from each other 

in the right versus left placement condition (p > .90). Therefore, according to the 

recognition measures, subjects did not shift their attention to the target ads in any of the 

experimental conditions, or if they did, processing was not so extensive as to create a 

conscious encoding of the stimulus. 

The fact that the error rate measure and the recognition measure yield different 

conclusions about whether subjects shifted their attention to the target ads does not 

necessarily mean that one of these measures is not valid. As previously stated, one 

problem with the recognition measure is that null findings can be attributable to forgetting, 

and not inattention. One way to reduce this problem is to decrease the probability of 

forgetting by having subjects perform the recognition task seconds after completing the 

processing task. If recognition measures were taken in this fashion, then it is possible that 

their findings would be in agreement with the findings from the error rate data. 

It is suggested that future research examine these methodological issues in more 

detail. Previous marketing studies in preattentive processing have relied solely on 

recognition as an indicator of inattention (Janiszewski 1988, 1990; Shapiro and MacInnis 

1992). The error rate data obtained in this study, however, casts some doubt on whether 

------------, ---, ..... -- -. 
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recognition is actually a valid indicator of inattention. Before any conclusions can be 

reached, at a minimum it would be necessary to obtain error rate baseline figures as 

previously suggested as well as measures of recognition taken immediately after the 

completion of the processing task. Until such studies are conducted, it can not be stated 

with certainty whether this study, as well as previous studies posited to be examining 

preattentive processing, are in fact investigating the effects of preattentive processing or 

the effects of very minimal levels of conscious processing. 

Test-Awareness. An example ofthe test awareness questions can be seen on page 

210 of Appendix 7a. Subjects were classified as being test aware if either of the following 

two conditions were met: (1) they answered "yes 11 to part one of question 1 and identified 

the true relationship in part two of question 1 and gave response "a" in part three of 

question 1, or (2) they gave response "a" in question 2. Nine subjects in Study 1 and four 

subjects in Study 2 were classified as being test aware. These subjects were eliminated 

from the dependent measurement analyses.8 The nine subjects in Study 1 who were 

classified as test aware were fairly randomly distributed across all conditions except for the 

pictorial (8 subjects) versus verbal (1 subject) condition. The four subjects in Study 2 who 

were classified as test aware were not randomly distributed across the two target product 

conditions, for all four subjects who were classified as being test aware were in the Desk 

condition. However, within the Desk condition, those who were classified as test aware 

were fairly randomly distributed - two were in the verbal/right condition, one was in the 

verballleft condition and one was in the pictoriaVright condition. Despite the result that the 

test aware subjects were not as randomly distributed as one would like, due to the 

relatively small percentage of subjects who were classified as test aware in both Study 1 

SIt was hoped that these subjects could be analyzed separately, but because such a small 
percent were test aware, no such analysis was possible. 
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(8.0%) and Study 2 (2.7%), this finding does not seem to be problematic. 

Buying Situations. To test the success of the ad hoc versus established buying 

situation manipulation in Study 2, the three item self report index offamiliarity (alpha = 

.85) was examined. The means can be seen in Table 8. The established furniture related 

buying situation was rated as being more familiar than the ad hoc furniture related buying 

situation (t = 21.46, P < .001). Similarly, the established food related buying situation was 

rated as being more familiar than the ad hoc food related buying situation (t = 23.50, P < 

.001). Thus the results indicate that this manipulation was a success. 

Table 8 
Manipulation Check for Established versus Ad Hoc Buying Situations 

Index ofFamiliarity* 
Mean 

Furniture Related Buying Situation - Established 

Furniture Related Buying Situation - Ad Hoc 

Food Related Buying Situation - Established 

Food Related Buying Situation - Ad Hoc 2.59c 

Means with different letters are statistically different from one another. 

* The index of familiarity is an average of three, 9 point, bipolar scales (alpha =.85): 
"How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance?"; How frequently 
have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this particular 
circumstance? The index was reverse scored so that greater familiarity leads to a higher 
score. 
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HYPOTHESES 

Priming. Recall that hypotheses 2-5 are contingent on the fact that the product 

depicted in the unattended ad is processed, albeit on a preattentive level, and thus primed 

in memory (see Figure 3). Study 1 was designed to test HI and provide independent 

evidence that the product depicted. in the unattended ad was primed in memory. Formally, 

HI states that the product depicted in the unattended ad will be primed in memory and 

thus create an implicit memory trace for the product even though recognition levels will be 

no greater than that expected by chance. 

In order to test this hypothesis, pooling tests were conducted to determine if data 

could be aggregated across the two types of implicit memory measures (stem completion 

and picture fragment completion) and/or the two target products. To test for implicit 

memory measure differences, and thus, in essence, modality differences, data were 

aggregated across the two target products. The percentages for the picture fragment 

completion measure are 2.08% in the baseline condition and 6.25% in the experimental 

condition. The percentages for the stem completion measure are 16.36% in the baseline 

condition and 20.0% in the experimental condition. According to the guideline presented 

in Appendix 6, a pooling test can not be conducted on this data for they do not meet the 

normality assumptions (i.e., n x p < 5 for the baseline and experimental picture fragment 

measure). Hence, the data will not be pooled across modality conditions. Similar results 

are found when testing for product differences. Therefore, to test HI, data will be 

examined independently for the pictorial/desk, pictorial/carrot, verbal/desk and 

verbal/carrot conditions. 

Nonparametric tests for comparison of two proportions were conducted to test 

HI. Results indicate that those exposed to the target product in the processing task were 

not more likely to complete the implicit memory measures with the appropriate target 
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product. The results can be seen in Table 9. Although the results are in the correct 

direction, neither the picture fragment nor stem completion priming measures even 

approach significance in either the Desk or Carrot condition. Thus HI is not supported. 

Possible explanations as to why HI is not supported will be explored in the discussion 

section. However, since results show appropriate directionality, H2-H5 will be examined 

despite the fact that HI is not statistically supported. 

Table 9 
Results of the Priming Measures 

Experimental Baseline EXRerimental vs Baseline 
GrouR GrouR Chi-Sguare 12 

Picture Fragment Measure 

Desk 8.7% 4.0% 0.451 .502 
(n=23) (n=2S) 

Carrot 4.0% 0.0% 0.939 .332 
(n=2S) (n=23) 

Stem ComRletion Measure 

Desk 34.5% 30.8% 0.086 .769 
(n=29) (n=26) 

Carrot 3.8% 3.4% 0.006 .937 
(n=26) (n=29) 

Consideration Sets. Hypotheses 2 and 3 examine the main effect of unattended 

processing on memory-based (H2) and stimulus-based (H3) consideration sets. Prior to 

testing these hypotheses pooling tests were conducted to determine if data could be 

pooled across the two target products. No differences were found between the target 

products in both the memory-based (p > .36) and stimulus-based (p > .06) measures and 

thus the data were pooled across both products to test H2 and H3. 
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H2 predicted that unattended processing of a target ad would increase the 

likelihood of including the product depicted in the ad in a memory-based consideration set. 

The percent of subjects in the experimental and baseline groups who included the target 

products in the memory-based consideration set are shown in Table 10. Results indicate 

that ad exposure had no effect on the memory-based consideration set measure (chi

square = 0.00, p = 1.0). Thus, exposure to the target ads in the processing task did not 

increase the likelihood of including the products depicted in the ads in a memory-based 

consideration set. These results do not support H2. 

H3 predicted that unattended processing of a target ad would increase the 

likelihood of including the product depicted in the ad in a stimulus-based consideration 

set. Although the results were in the predicted direction, no statistical difference was 

found between the percent of subjects who were (39.2%), versus were not (33.6%), 

exposed to the experimental ads and included the target product in the stimulus-based 

consideration set (chi-square = .97, p> .3; see Table 10). Although the pooling test 

indicated that the data between the two target products could be pooled, when examining 

the target product Desk by itself, a significantly higher percentage of those exposed to the 

Desk ad (53.5%) versus those not exposed to the Desk ad (37.5%) included a desk in 

their stimulus-based consideration set (chi-square = 3.70, P < .06; see Table 10). This 

finding is consistent with H3. However, taken together, these results provide only weak 

support for H3. 

H4 predicted that the likelihood of including a product depicted in an unattended 

ad in a memory-based or stimulus-based consideration set will be greater if the product is 

depicted pictorially versus verbally. Results for the memory-based consideration set will 

be explored first. A pooling test indicates that data can be pooled across both target 

products in the pictorial and verbal conditions for the memory-based consideration set 
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Table 10 
Results of the Consideration Set Measures 

Experimental Baseline Ex~eriment vs Baseline 
Grou~ Grou~ Chi-Sguare ~ 

Memory-Based Measure 
Carrot 19.18% 14.08% 0.672 .412 

(n=73) (n=71) 

Desk 43.66% 47.95% 0.266 .606 
(n=71) (n=73) 

Pooled (Carrot&Desk) 31.25% 31.25% 0.000 1.000 
(n=144) (n=144) 

Stimulus-Based Measure 
Carrot 25.00% 29.58% 0.378 .539 

(n=72) (n=71) 

Desk 53.52% 37.50% 3.701 .054 
(n=71) (n=72) 

Pooled (Carrot&Desk) 39.16% 33.57% 0.968 .323 
(n=143) (n=143) 

Memory-Based / Pictorial 
Carrot 19.44% 13.89% 0.400 .527 

(n=36) (n=36) 

Desk 44.44% 47.22% 0.056 .813 
(n=36) (n=36) 

Pooled (Carrot&Desk) 31.94% 30.56% 0.032 .862 
(n=72) (n=72) 

Memory-Based / Verbal 
Carrot 18.92% 14.28% 0.278 .598 

(n=37) (n=35) 

Desk 42.86% 48.65% 0.243 .622 
(n=35) (n=37) 

Pooled (Carrot&Desk) 30.56% 31.94% 0.032 .862 
(n=72) (n=72) 

Stimulus-Based / Pictorial 
Carrot 33.33% 30.56% 0.064 .800 

(n=36) (n=36) 

Desk 58.33% 38.89% 2.724 .099 
(n=36) (n=36) 

Pooled (Carrot&Desk) 45.83% 34.72% 1.848 0.174 
(n=72) (n=72) 
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Table 10 Continued 
Results of the Consideration Set Measures 

Experimental Baseline EXQeriment vs Baseline 
GrouQ GrouQ Chi-Sguare R 

Stimulus-Based / Verbal 
Carrot 16.67% 28.57% 1.441 .230 

(n=36) (n=35) 

Desk 48.57% 36.11% 1.129 .288 
(n=35) (n=36) 

Pooled (Carrot&Desk) 32.39% 32.9% 0.000 1.000 
(n=71) (n=71) 

Memo(y:-Based / Established 
Carrot 18.92% 22.86% 0.169 .681 

(n=37) (n=35) 

Desk 62.86% 64.86% 0.031 .859 
(n=35) (n=37) 

Pooled (Carrot&Desk) -------- --------

Memo(y:-Based / Ad Hoc 
Carrot 19.44% 5.56% 3.175 .075 

(n=36) (n=36) 

Desk 25.00% 30.56% 0.277 .599 
(n=36) (n=36) 

Pooled (Carrot&Desk) -------- -------- --------

Stimulus-Based / Established 
Carrot 30.56% 42.86% 1.157 .282 

(n=36) (n=35) 

Desk 68.57% 50.00% 2.533 .111 
(n=35) (n=36) 

Pooled (Carrot&Desk) --------

Stimulus-Based / Ad Hoc 
Carrot 19.44% 16.67% 0.094 .759 

(n=36) (n=36) 

Desk 38.89% 25.00% 1.597 .206 
(n=36) (n=36) 

Pooled (Carrot&Desk) -------- --------
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(both p'S> .4). A test of two proportions was conducted with those in the experimental 

group comparing the percentage of subjects mentioning the target products in the 

pictorial (31.94%) versus verbal (30.56%) conditions. Although the results provide 

directional support for the hypothesis, no statistical differences were found in the 

likelihood of stating the target products in the pictorial vs verbal conditions (p > .8). 

Additionally, no differences were found between the percent of subjects mentioning the 

target products in the experimental versus baseline groups in either the pictorial or verbal 

conditions (both chi-squares=.032, both p'S> .86; see Table 10). Therefore, only 

directional support was found for the first part ofH4 which deals with the memory-based 

buying condition. 

Differences between the pictorial and verbal conditions in the stimulus-based 

buying condition were explored to test the second part ofH4. As a result of a pooling 

test, data were aggregated across the two target products for this analysis (p > .1 across 

products for both the pictorial and verbal condition). Therefore, tests of two proportions 

were conducted with those in the experimental group comparing the percentage of 

subjects mentioning the target product in the pictorial versus verbal conditions. The 

difference between the percentage of subjects in the pictorial (45.83%) versus verbal 

(32.39%) condition who checked the target product in the stimulus-based measure 

approaches significance (p < .10). Further, the pictorial condition was the only condition 

which even approaches significance in the stimulus-based consideration set measure in 

terms of the experimental (45.83%) versus baseline (34.72%) groups (chi-square=1.85, p 

< .18; see Table 10). Hence, the second half ofH4 received strong directional support. 

H5 predicted that a product depicted in an unattended ad would be more likely to 

be included in a memory-based or stimulus-based consideration set given an ad hoc versus 

established buying situation. Pooling tests indicate that only data in the memory-
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based/established (p> .9) and stimulus-based/ad hoc (p > .09) conditions can be 

aggregated across the two target products. However, in order to make more equivalent 

comparisons with the other conditions, none of the data were pooled to test HS. 

Additionally, because the baseline percentages are different for the established and ad hoc 

buying situations, the comparison of interest is the incremental difference between the 

experimental and baseline percentages in the ad hoc buying situation versus the 

incremental difference between the experimental and baseline percentages in the 

established buying situation. 

Differences between the experimental and baseline percentages were compared 

across the memory-based ad hoc and established buying situations for both target products 

to test the first half ofHS which examines with the memory-based buying condition. The 

ad hoc/carrot condition is the only condition in which the experimental group percentage 

is larger than the baseline group percentage (see Table 10). Thus, to make conservative 

comparisons, the incremental difference between the experimental percentage and baseline 

percentage was set to zero in the other conditions. Since the ad hoc/carrot condition is 

the only condition in which the experimental percentage is greater than the baseline 

percentage, the only comparison of interest is the incremental difference between the 

experimental group percentage (19.44%) and baseline group percentage (S.S6%) in the ad 

hoc/carrot condition (incremental difference = 13.88%) versus the incremental difference 

in the established/carrot condition which was set to 0 since the experimental group 

percentage (18.92%) is less than the baseline group percentage (22.86%). A test of two 

proportions between the two incremental difference percentages (13.88% vs 0%) indicates 

that the priming effect was more influential in the ad hoc versus established food related 

buying situation (p < .03). However, as stated before, the priming effect had no influence 

on either the ad hoc or established furniture related buying situation as evidenced by the 
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baseline percentages being greater than the experimental percentages. Thus the first half 

ofRS examining the memory-based buying condition is only partially supported. 

Similar analyses were conducted to examine differences that might exist between 

ad hoc and established buying situations given a stimulus-based buying condition (i.e., to 

test the second half ofRS). Consistent with the memory-based buying condition, priming 

had more of an effect in the carrot condition when given an ad hoc (incremental difference 

between experimental and baseline percentages = 2.77%) versus established (incremental 

difference set to 0 since the baseline percentage was greater than the experimental 

percentage) buying situation at retrieval (see Table 10). This difference, however, is not 

significant (p = .31). In opposition to this, the desk condition offers directional support 

which suggests that priming may be more influential when given an established versus ad 

hoc buying situation at retrieval (an incremental difference between experimental and 

baseline conditions of 18.57% versus 13.89% , p> .70). Rence mixed directional support 

was found with the second half ofRS which examines the stimulus-based buying 

condition. 

Although not formally hypothesized, data were collected for the memory-based 

consideration set measure which examines whether exposure to the unattended ad affects 

the order in which the target product was mentioned. Recall that the memory-based 

measure asked subjects to write down eight products (1-8) they would consider buying 

when given a particular buying situation. Priming theory would suggest that exposure to 

unattended information would make the information accessible from memory and thus a 

subject exposed to an unattended ad would be more likely to be state the target product 

sooner than a subject who was not exposed to the unattended ad. To test this, subjects in 

both the experimental and baseline groups who mentioned the target product were 

examined. The measure of interest is the order (1-8) in which the target product was 
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given, with 1 meaning it was the first product alternative mentioned and 8 meaning it was 

the last product alternative mentioned. Before this hypothesis was tested, target product 

differences were examined. To this end, a t-test was run comparing the mean order of 

mentioning across the two target products (t = .73, P > .48). Additionally, a contrast was 

run with those in the experimental group comparing the order of mentioning between the 

Carrot and Desk condition (F= .879, p> .35). Both ofthese results indicate that the order 

of mentioning data can be pooled across both target products. 

To test the ordering hypothesis, a t-test was run comparing the order of 

mentioning between those in the experimental (mean = 5.0) and baseline (mean = 5.44) 

groups who mentioned the target product in the memory-based consideration set (t = .48, 

p> .64). This result does not support the hypothesis that exposure to unattended 

information affects the timing in which the information is retrieved from memory. In order 

to determine if modality or placement affects the ordering variable, an Anova was run with . 
. , 

the ordering data from those subjects in the experimental group who mentioned the target 

product in the memory-based consideration set as the dependent variable and product, 

modality and placement as the independent variables. The results of the Anova are shown 

in Table 11. 

The main effect for placement approaches significance (p = .131) with those in the 

left placement condition stating the target product later than those in the right placement 

condition (mean order number = 5.38 in the left vs 4.45 in the right placement condition). 

Additionally, those in the left placement/pictorial modality condition stated the target 

product later (mean = 6.15) versus those in the left placement/verbal (4.62) and right 

placement verbal (4.80) and pictorial (4.10) conditions. However, this difference only 

approached significance (p = .117). Differences between the left and right placement 

conditions may be linked with the notion that subjects attended to the target ads when 
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they were placed to the right versus left of the attended task (recall the discussion on the 

error rate data). If this is so, then what these results suggest is that the priming effect only 

affects the order of mentioning when the infonnation is attended to (i.e., when they are to 

the right of the attended task). 

Table 11 
Anova for Order of Mentioning Data of Those in the Experimental Group Who 

Mentioned the Target Product in the Memory-Based Consideration Set Measure 

Main Effects 
Product 
Modality 
Placement 

2-Way Interactions 
Product X Modality 
Product X Placement 
Modality X Placement 

3-Way Interaction 
Product X Modality X 
Placement 

Error 

MS 

6.18 
3.23 

12.00 

1.43 
0.18 

12.92 

0.40 
5.04 

DF 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

1 
38 

E 12 

1.27 .275 
0.64 .428 
2.38 .131 

0.28 .598 
0.04 .849 
2.57 .117 

0.08 .778 

A similar type of analysis was conducted with the stimulus-based consideration set 

measure. Recall that after the stimulus-based checklist measure was complete, subjects 

were asked to examine the products they indicated they would consider buying for the 

particular buying situation and to rank them from 1 to 8 with 1 meaning that the product 

would be their first choice and a 8 meaning that the product would be their last choice of 

which product to buy for the given buying situation. The study by Mandler, Nakamura 

and Zandt (1987) which was discussed in Chapter 3 suggests that priming can affect any 

judgment about a stimulus and thus may also affect the order of preference regarding the 

purchasing ofa product when the product is externally available. If this is so, then 

---_ .. "-'-"-' .. -.. . ... -, ... 
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subjects exposed to the unattended ad should show a higher preference (and thus a lower 

ranking) toward the target product than those not exposed to the target ad. There were 

no product differences with the ranking variable between the two target products (F = .36, 

p> .55), and thus the data were pooled across the two products for this analysis. 

A comparison of the ranking variable between those subjects in the experimental 

(mean = 4.83) and baseline (mean = 5.38) groups who checked the target product in the 

stimulus-based consideration set measure only provides directional support for the 

hypothesis (p > .45). As can be seen in Table 12, the main effect of placement only 

approached significance (p > .19). Interestingly, however, the direction of the effect with 

the stimulus-based measure is opposite what was found with the memory-based measure 

with those in the left placement conditioning showing greater preference for the target 

product than those in the right placement condition (mean ranking = 4.79 in the left 

placement condition and 5.45 in the right placement condition). In conclusion, however, 

only directional support was found for this hypothesis. 

Table 12 
Anova for Order of Preference Data of Those in the Experimental Group Who Checked 

the Target Product in the Stimulus-Based Consideration Set Measure 

Main Effects 
Product 
Modality 
Placement 

2-Way Interactions 
Product X Modality 
Product X Placement 
Modality X Placement 

3-Way Interaction 
Product X Modality X 
Placement 

Error 

MS 

2.23 
0.26 
6.63 

0.33 
1.81 
0.01 

8.44 
3.39 

DF 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

1 
55 

E 11 

0.58 .449 
0.67 .797 
1.73 .195 

0.09 .771 
0.47 .495 
0.01 .967 

2.20 .144 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

This chapter discussed the analyses that were conducted to test the five hypotheses 

developed in chapter 3. While the results provide some statistical support, many of the 

hypotheses were only directionally supported. There was mixed statistical support for H3 

(the Desk condition was supported while the Carrot condition was not) and the second 

half ofH5 (the Carrot condition was supported and the Desk condition was not). 

Directional support was found for HI, H4 and the first half ofH5. Hypothesis 2 is the 

only hypothesis in which neither statistical nor directional support was found. 

The next chapter discusses possible explanations for why statistical support was 

not found for many of the hypotheses, and specifically how partial support of some of the 

hypotheses is possible given that HI was only directionally supported. Additionally, 

further analyses are conducted to examine other aspects of the study that were not 

formally hypothesized in chapter 3 but which extant theory suggests may affect processing 

such as attention and hemispheric compatibility. 
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Chapter 6 

DISCUSSION 

The previous Chapter discussed the analyses that were conducted to test the main 

hypotheses developed in Chapter 3. Although the results provide directional support for 

many of the hypotheses, little statistical support was found. However, the statistical 

support for parts of hypotheses 3 and 5, the directional support for hypotheses 3 and 4, 

and the relative success of the pilot study suggests that the effects examined in this thesis 

do theoretically exist. The purpose for this chapter is to provide other possible 

explanations for the weak results, and in so doing conduct further analyses to examine 

other aspects of the experiment. This discussion first focuses on Study 1 and then turns its 

attention to Study 2. 

STUDY 1 

Study 1 was designed to show independent evidence that the products depicted in 

the unattended target ads were primed in memory (i.e., to test HI). The weak directional 

support for this hypothesis merits further exploration and discussion. However, before it is 

concluded that no priming was found with the stem completion and picture fragment 

measures, additional analyses were conducted to determine whether attention affects 

performance on the priming measures. These analyses examine the effect of attention on a 

group and individual level. 
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Study 1 - The Effect of Attention 

Attention on a Group Level. The previous chapter concluded that the results from 

the error rate data suggest that subjects in the right placement condition may have shifted 

their attention away from the processing task (and presumably toward the target ad) while 

the target ad was passing in the subjects' periphery. If the results from the error rate data 

are interpreted in this fashion, then a comparison can be made between attentive and 

un attentive priming. Specifically, performance on the priming measures can be compared 

between those subjects in the right placement condition (attentive priming) and left 

placement condition (unattentive priming). 

The results provide no conclusive evidence that attention has any effect on the 

priming measures. Performance on the picture fragment priming measure provides weak 

directional support for attention leading to higher priming than inattention (the incremental 

difference between the experimental group and baseline group in the right versus left 

placement condition = 8.3% vs. 0% for Carrot and 7.7% vs. 2.7% for Desk; n's varied 

from 10-13 per cell). Opposite directional support was found for the stem completion 

priming measure (the incremental difference between the experimental group and baseline 

group in the right versus left placement condition = 0% vs. 1% for Carrot and -2.9% vs. 

9.9% for Desk; n's varied from 13-15 per cell). These weak results provide no evidence 

that attention affects performance on the priming measures. 

Attention on an Individual Level. The previous paragraph investigated the effects 

of attention on a group level. It would also be interesting to examine shifts in attention on 

an individual level to determine more directly what, if any, effect attention has on the 

priming measures. Both the recognition and error rate data were used for this purpose. 

Logistic regression analyses were run utilizing subjects in the experimental groups. 

Two logistic regression analyses were run for the Desk condition - one with the stem 
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completion priming measure as the dependent variable and one with the picture fragment 

priming measure as the dependent meas~re. Two similar logistic regression analyses were 

run for the Carrot condition. Whether a subject did or did not recognize the target ad the 

subject was exposed to was used as the independent variable in each of the analyses. 

None of the covariates were significant so only the simple logistic regressions are 

reported. The results can be seen in Table 13. 

Table 13 
Logistic Regression with Recognition Regressed Against the Priming Measures 

Dependent Independent 
Variable Variable Coefficient Wald Statistic* 12 !! 

Stem Completion RecognDesk -0.515 1.579 .209 29 
Picture Fragment RecognDesk 4.129 0.015 .902 22 

. Stem Completion Recogn Carrot 3.604 0.009 .922 26 
Picture Fragment Recogn Carrot 3.629 0.006 .939 23 

* The Wald statistic used in logistic regression is interpreted like the F or t values used for 
significance testing of linear regression coefficients. 

Recognition of the target ad is not a good predictor in any of the logistic regression 

equations. If recognition is a valid indicator of attention, then this result suggests that 

attention does not affect performance on the priming measures. 

It should be noted that the recognition measures used in the above analyses include 

both those subjects who randomly guessed that the target ad was or was not one in 

which they were exposed to as well as those subjects who were sure that the target ad 

was or was not one they were exposed to. If recognition is to be used as an indicator of 

attention, then it could be argued that only those who were sure that they were or were 

not exposed to the target ad should be used in the analyses and thus those who randomly 
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guessed that they were or were not exposed to the target ad should be eliminated from the 

analyses. 

The degree to which a subject was sure in their recognition response was measured 

on a 1 to 7 point scale, with 1 meaning "Not at all Confident" and 7 meaning "Very 

Confident". Therefore, the logistic regression analyses were rerun using only those 

subjects who rated their confidence above a 4 on the 7 point confidence score in reference 

to their recognition response to the target ad. Unfortunately none of the subjects who had 

a confidence rating above 4 completed the picture fragment priming measure for Desk or 

Carrot, or the stem completion measure for Carrot, with the appropriate target product. 

Thus, this analysis could only be run for the stem completion measure for those who were 

exposed to the Desk ad. The result of this logistic regression model is consistent with the 

previous results. Recognition is not a good predictor of whether a subject would complete 

the stem completion priming measure correctly (p = .417). 

The error rate measure can also be used to examine shifts of attention on an 

individual level. Recall that the results of the error rate data indicated that there was a 

learning effect with subjects making fewer errors as they proceeded through the 

processing task. Although the error rate data can not provide completely accurate 

information as to whether shifts of attention occurred on an individual level, the learning 

effect result can be used to provide a rough guide for determining whether a specific 

subject shifted their attention to the target ad as the subject completed the processing task. 

Specifically, if a subject made more errors in the During section versus the Before section 

of the processing task, then one could argue that this result would imply that the subject 

shifted their attention away from the processing task while the ad passed in the subject's 

periphery, for the learning effect theory would predict that given constant attention to the 

processing task, more errors would be found in the Before section versus During section 
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of the processing task. In fact, recall that as a group, the subjects did make more errors in 

the Before section versus the During section of the processing task. 

Thus, to investigate shifts of attention on an individual level using the error rate 

data, the subjects were divided into two groups. The first group is composed of those 

subjects who made more errors in the During section versus the Before section of the 

processing task. This group represents those who shifted their attention to the target ad. 

The second group is composed of those subjects who made fewer errors in the During 

section versus Before section of the processing task. This group represents those subjects 

who had minimal or no attentional shift to the target ad. Hence, a dichotomous variable 

"Attend" was created with a code of 1 indicating attention to the target ad and a code of2 

indicating no (or minimal) attention to the target ad. This dichotomous variable was then 

regressed against the priming measures in a similar fashion as the recognition measures. 

Again, none of the covariates were found to be significant. The results are depicted in 

Table 14. Results are consistent with the recognition measure in that attention does not 

appear to affect the priming measures. 

Table 14 
Logistic Regression with Attend Variable Regressed Against the Priming Measures 

Dependent Independent 
Variable Variable Coefficient Wald Statistic* 12 n 

Stem Completion Attend Desk 0.387 .929 .335 29 
Picture Fragment Attend Desk 0.346 .217 .642 23 

Stem Completion Attend Carrot -4.319 .012 .912 26 
Picture Fragment Attend Carrot -4.215 .008 .929 25 

* The Wald statistic used in logistic regression is interpreted like the For t values used for 
significance testing of linear regression coefficients. 
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Because no priming was found when attention was taken into account, it is 

possible that the null effects are attributable either to the priming measures not being valid 

indicators of priming, or to the priming manipulation itself. The following discussion will 

first focus on the nature of the priming measures. Next the success (or lack there of) of 

the priming manipulation will then be discussed in terms of (1) the nature of the stimuli 

and (2) the nature of the processing task in terms of (a) hemispheric compatibility and (b) 

availability of processing capacity. 

Study 1 - The Nature of the Priming Measures 

A possible explanation for the null results for the priming measures is that the 

measures were more difficult to complete than expected. Specifically, the overall baseline 

completion rate for the stem completion measure for Carrot was 3.4% (n=29) and the 

overall baseline completion rate for the picture fragment measures for Carrot and Desk 

were 0.0% (n=23) and 4.0% (n=25) respectively. It is possible that if the propensity to 

complete a priming measure with the correct target word/picture is very low, it would be 

more difficult for priming to influence the measure. 

In terms of the stem completion measures, Bowers and Schacter (1990) suggest 

using words which occur with medium frequency (93 occurrences per million words) in 

the American English language when using stem completion measures. In support of this, 

Jacoby and Dallas (1981) demonstrate that perceptual identification (an implicit memory 

test) is higher for high frequency versus low frequency words. However, the target word 

Carrot is a low frequency word for it occurs very infrequently (1 occurrence per million 

words) in the American English Language (Kucera and Francis 1967). The fact that the 

word stem CAR __ was only completed to form the word CARROT by 1 out of29 

subjects supports the notion that it is a low versus medium frequency word. Therefore, 
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there might not have been priming found with this word stem completion measure because 

the target word was not amenable to a word stem completion test. However, the lack of 

priming on the stem completion test for Desk casts some doubt on this theory for the 

word "Desk" has a word frequency count of 65 occurrences per million (Kucera and 

Francis 1967) which is close to the 93 occurrences per million suggested by Bowers and 

Schacter (1990). It is suggested that further research be conducted to examine the word 

frequency - priming relationship. 

A similar argument can be made about the picture fragment measures. The picture 

fragments used in this study were taken from Snodgrass and Corwin (1988). In their 

study, multiple picture fragments were developed for each target object ranging in levels 

of completion from level 1 (most fragmented) to level 8 (complete picture). Their study 

suggests that experiments which utilize a single level of a fragmented image for an implicit 

memory tests (in their case perceptual identification) should use picture fragments at that 

level of completion in which 35% of the subjects could correctly identifY the object. 

Snodgrass and Corwin found a 35% completion rate at level 4 for Desk and level 2 for 

Carrot. Therefore, these levels of picture fragments were used for Desk and Carrot in 

Study 1. 

However, as noted previously, the baseline rates for the picture fragments used in 

this study were much lower than 35%. Differences in identification rates between 

Snodgrass and Corwin's study and this study can be attributed to two factors. First, the 

subjects in Snodgrass and Corwin's study were well practiced before the experiment 

began. Second, subjects in their study saw the lower fragment levels (i.e., levels 1-3 for 

Desk and level 1 for Carrot) prior to seeing the levels that were used in this study. It is 

possible that seeing the prior levels made object identification easier at later levels. It is 

believed that for these reasons, the picture fragment tests used in Study 1 were too 
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preattentive processing. 
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Another possible explanation for the null effects is that the target products may not 

have been primed in memory. One reason why this might have occurred has to do with the 

nature of the stimuli that were to be primed. 

Study 1 - The Nature of the Stimuli 

Characteristics of the stimuli themselves may account for why nuII results were 

found for the priming measures. One prediction made when H4 was discussed in Chapter 

3 is that lateral masking would decrease the likelihood that verbal versus pictorial stimuli 

would be processed in an preattentive manner for lateral masking has more of an effect on 

verbal versus pictorial information. Lateral masking refers to one peripherally placed 

object (e.g., the first letter of a word) interfering with the perception of another peripheral 

object horizontally aligned with the first (e.g., the second letter of a word). This 

prediction is not made because preattentive processing is thought to be more difficult for 

verbal versus pictorial information per se, but rather because it is more difficult to perceive 

verbal versus pictorial information if the information is in the periphery (Rayner 1984). 

Therefore, this outcome is a manifestation of how preattentive processing was 

operationalized. 

To test whether lateral masking accounts for the lack of priming with the stem 

completion measure, one would have to devise a procedure wherein the subject is looking 

directly at the verbal advertisement but is not attending to it. Because lateral masking 

would not be operative in this situation, one would expect to find priming with the stem 

completion measures ifin fact lateral masking is what accounts for the null results of this 

study. 
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It is possible that lateral masking may also account for the null effects on the 

picture fragment priming measures, however two points of fact cast some doubt on this. 

First, as was stated previously, lateral masking is not as prominent with pictorial versus 

verbal information. Second, a study by Shapiro and MacInnis (1992) operationalized 

preattentive processing by using peripheral placement and found priming on a dot 

completion task which was similar in many respects to the picture fragment measures used 

in this study. Therefore, while lateral masking may account for why priming was not 

found with the stem completion measures, it is unlikely that it accounts for why no 

priming was found with the picture fragment measures. It is possible that some aspect of 

the processing task itself interfered with the priming of the target products, which in tum 

would lead to the null effects that were found for the priming measures. 

Study 1 - The Nature of the Processing Task 

Hemispheric Compatibility. A previous study by Janiszewski (1988) provides 

evidence which suggests that priming is more likely to occur if the stimulus to be 

processed is compatible with the processing style of the hemisphere in which it is initially 

sent. Specifically it was found that priming, as indicated by a change in attitude, was found 

when the advertisement to be processed was pictorial in nature and placed in the left visual 

field and thus initially sent to the right hemisphere for processing. Similarly, priming was 

also found when the advertisement was verbal in nature and placed in the right visual field 

and thus initially sent to the left hemisphere for processing. In both cases, no priming was 

found when the nature of the advertisement was not compatible with the processing style 

of the hemisphere in which it was initially sent (no priming was found in the right 

placement/pictorial condition or left placement/verbal condition). 

Because Study 1 utilized both pictorial and verbal advertisements which were 
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placed either in the left or right visual field (counter balanced), it is possible that similar 

effects are operating in this study. To investigate this, the study's conditions were divided 

into two groups - those which are hemispherically compatible (pictoriallleft placement and 

verbaVright placement conditions) and those which are not hemispherically compatible 

(pictoriaVright placement and verbaIlleft placement conditions). The results which 

examine performance on the priming measures for the hemispherically compatible and 

incompatible conditions can be seen in Table 15. No priming is evident in either the 

hemispheric ally compatible or incompatible conditions. Thus, it is unlikely that 

hemispheric compatibility accounts for the overall null effects found in the priming 

measures. However, it is possible that the processing task was so involving that little to 

no processing capacity of either hemisphere of the brain was available to process other 

information even on a preattentive level. 

Availability of Processing Capacity. The processing task utilized in this study was 

designed to involve the processing capacity of both hemispheres of the brain in order to 

reduce placement effects. To this end, the attended task was composed of both a reading 

comprehension task (left hemisphere compatible) and a hand-eye coordination task (right 

hemisphere compatible). Hemispheric resource theory posits that the ability of the 

hemisphere to process a stimulus is a function of the number of distinct meaningful stimuli 

being represented within a hemisphere. As the number of stimuli increases, the ability to 

process anyone stimulus decreases (Friedman et al. 1982). For this reason it is suggested 

that an attended task which occupies left (right) hemisphere resources will interfere with 

the activation of verbal (pictorial) unattended material which is initial sent to the left 

(right) hemisphere for processing (Janiszewski and Anand 1991 working paper). If this is 

true, then this would suggest that little to no processing capacity was available to process 

the unattended advertisements during the processing task, even on a preattentive level. 



Table 15 
Priming Measures by Hemispherically Compatible and Incompatible Conditions 

Hemis~herically Com~atible Hemis~herically Incom~atible 

Experimental Baseline E~rimental vs Baseline Experimental Baseline Experimental vs Baseline 
Grou~ Grou~ Chi-sguare -1L Grou~ Grou~ Chi-gJuare -I! 

Picture Fragment Measure 

Carrot 0% 0% 8.3% 0% 
(n=13) (n=1O) .000 1.000 (n=12) (n=13) 1.128 .288 

Desk 10.0% 7.7% 7.7% 0% 
(n=1O) (n=13) .038 .846 (n=13) (n=12) .961 .327 

Stem Com~letion Measure 

Carrot 0% 0% 7.7% 6.7% 
(n=13) (n=14) .000 1.000 (n=13) (n=15) .Oll .961 

Desk 35.7% 38.5% 33.3% 23.1% 
(n=14) (n=13) .022 .883 (n=15) (n=13) .359 .549 

-W 
0\ 
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This theory could account for why no effects were found with the priming measures. 

One way to test this theory would be to repeat the study with half of the subjects 

performing the reading comprehension task and the other half performing the cursor 

moving, hand-eye coordination task. It would be predicted that priming would be found 

with the picture fragment measures but not the stem completion measures for those 

performing the reading comprehension task and visa versa for those completing the cursor 

moving task. This result would support the hemisphere resource theory and provide a 

valid explanation for why the products depicted in the unattended ads were not primed in 

memory and thus why the null results were found in Study 1 of the main experiment. 

The only piece of evidence that casts doubt on the idea that the processing task 

interferes with the priming of the unattended products is that the pilot study, which 

utilized almost the exact same processing task, seemed to work quite well. As is depicted 

in the conceptual model (see Figure 3), priming of the target product is thought to mediate 

the link between unattended ad exposure and consideration set formation. Thus, it is 

believed that priming of the products had to have occurred for the pilot study to work. An 

alternative argument can, however, be made. 

Recall that the baseline figures in the pilot study were collected from subjects who 

did not complete the processing task. Because of this, the differences found on the 

consideration set measures between the experimental and baseline groups in the pilot study 

could be due to something inherent in the processing task and not to unattended ad 

exposure. Thus, the target products may not have been primed in memory as was 

originally thought. The procedure used in the main experiment eliminated this problem by 

having each subject perform the processing task and contribute data to both the 

experimental and baseline conditions. 
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Hence, it would be interesting to examine the same conditions in Study 2 as were 

used in the pilot study. If effects are found in these conditions for Study 2 it would imply 

that priming did occur despite the fact that the priming measures were not able to capture 

this effect. Therefore, comparisons were made between the experimental and baseline 

groups for the Ad HoclPictoriaIlLeft Placement conditions for Desk and Carrot. 

The results are very consistent to what was found in the pilot study. A greater 

percentage of subjects in the experimental versus baseline group included a Carrot in the 

memory-based food related buying situation (p =.05; see Figure 16b). Further, directional 

support is provided which indicates that unattended ad exposure leads to an increased 

likelihood of including the product depicted in the ad in a stimulus-based consideration set 

(p < .15 for Desk and p < .25 for Carrot; see Figures 17a,b). The small sample size may 

account for only finding directional support for these measures (n = 10 or less in both 

instances). No priming, however, was found with the memory-based furniture related 

buying situation (p > .51; see Figure 16a). Therefore, although independent evidence for 

priming was not found in Study 1, these results provide mixed support for hypothesis 2 

and clear directional support for hypothesis 3. It is unclear how the consideration set 

measures could have been affected in Study 2 if the products were not primed in memory, 

for a change in the consideration set measures relies on the activation of the product in 

memory. 

To conclude, this section examined many different reasons for why HI may not 

have been supported. Attention was not found to affect performance on the priming 

measures and therefore attention was ruled out as a possible explanation for the null 

results. Aspects relating to the nature of the stimuli and to the processing task itself were 

investigated as possible reasons for why the products may not have been primed in 

memory. Both these explanations, however, are inconsistent with fact that the 
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consideration set measures were affected by the processing manipulation in both the pilot 

study and under similar conditions in Study 2, for priming would have had to occur for 

these measures to be affected. Hence, the most reasonable explanation for why HI was 

not supported is that the priming measures used in Study 1 were not valid indicators of 

priming. As previous discussion suggested, it is thought that the problem with the stem 

completion measure might be the fact that subjects are very rarely predisposed to 

complete the word stems with the target words. Previous discussion also suggested that 

priming might not have been found with the picture fragment measures because they were 

too difficult to complete. It is suggested that future research use stem completion 

measures with a greater likelihood of target word completion and picture fragment 

measures use pictures that are more complete, and thus easier to identifY. 

Figures 16a,b 
The Effect of Unattended Processing on the Memol)'-Based Consideration Set 

in the Pictorial!Left Placement! Ad Hoc Condition 
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Figures 17a,b 
The Effect of Unattended Processing on the Stimulus-Based Consideration Set 

in the PictoriallLeft Placement! Ad Hoc Condition 
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STUDY 2 

Study 2 was designed to test the hypotheses dealing with the consideration set 

measures (H2-HS). The analyses conducted in Chapter S provide little statistical support 

for the hypotheses. However, as was just discussed, an examination ofthe results under 

the hypothesized ideal conditions (i.e., a pictorial product depiction placed in the left 

visual field and provided with an ad hoc buying situation at retrieval) suggests that 

exposure to an unattended ad can increase the likelihood of including the product depicted 

in the ad in a memory-based and stimulus-based consideration set. It is possible that 

other factors such as attention and hemispheric compatibility may also influence the 

priming effect. To examine this possibility, analyses similar to those conducted when 

examining these factors for the priming measures in Study 1 were conducted with the 

consideration set measures used in Study 2. 
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Study 2 - The Effect of Attention 

Attention on a Group Level. Recall that error rate data suggested that attentive 

versus unattentive priming could be compared by examining the results of the 

consideration set measures in the right versus left placement condition. Pooling tests 

indicate that the Desk and Carrot conditions .can be pooled for the stimulus-based measure 

(piS in the left and right placement condition both> .05), but can not be pooled for the 

memory-based measure. The results can be seen in Table 16. If the left placement 

condition represents unattended priming and the right placement condition represents 

attentive priming, then at first glance the pattern of results appears to indicate that 

unattended priming facilitates inclusion in a consideration set whereas attentive priming 

does not. This indeed would be a very interesting finding. However, upon further 

examination it can be seen that there is a tremendous amount of variability in the baseline 

figures across the left and right placement condition. In fact the baseline percentages are 

greater in every case in the right versus left placement condition making it more difficult to 

find differences between the experimental and baseline groups in the right placement 

condition. 

A conservative test to determine if unattended priming (i.e., exposure to the 

unattended ad) did facilitate inclusion of the depicted product in a consideration set would 

be to compare the experimental percentages from the left placement condition with the 

baseline percentages from the right placement condition. When this comparison is made 

for the Carrot and Desk memory-based measure and the pooled stimulus-based measure, 

the results indicate that the experimental percentage is no greater than the baseline 

percentage (all piS> .3). Thus, because of the variability in the baseline data, the evidence 

is inconclusive as to whether attention (or inattention) affects the consideration set 

measures. 



Memory-Based Measures 

Carrot 

Desk 

Stimulus-Based Measure 

Pooled (Carrot & Desk) 

Table 16 
Results of the Consideration Set Measures: Left versus Right Placement 

Left Placement Right Placement 
Experimental Baseline E~rimental vs Baseline Experimental Baseline Experimental vs Baseline 

GrouQ GrouQ Chi-sguare -1L GrouQ GrouQ Chi-~uare -I! 

27.8% 10.5% 10.8% 18.2% 
(n=36) (n=38) 3.59 .058 (n=37) (n=33) .77 .379 

42.1% 41.7% 45.5% 54.1% 
(n=38) (n=36) .00 .969 (n=33) (n=37) .52 .472 

46.6% 28.8% 31.4% 38.6% 
(n=73) (n=73) 4.93 .027 (n=70) (n=70) .78 .381 

~ 

.f>,. 
tv 
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Additionally, a discussion as to why the baseline percentages may vary across the 

two placement conditions is warranted. Previous analyses conducted in Chapter 5 indicate 

that no subject differences exist between the left and right placement conditions in terms 

of style of processing, video game experience, handedness, or gender (see pg 103). More 

detailed analyses examine whether differences in these factors exist between the baseline 

groups for Carrot and Desk in the right versus left placement condition. Results indicate 

that no differences in the Carrot baseline group exist between those subject in the right 

versus left placement conditions in terms of visual and verbal processing style (F = .25, p> 

.80; F = .88, p> .38), video game experience (F = 1.12, p> .27), handedness (chi-square 

= .49, p> .78) or gender (chi-square = .40, p> .52). Similarly, no differences in the Desk 

baseline group exist between those subjects in the right versus left placement conditions in 

terms of visual and verbal processing style (F = 1.63, p> .10; F = 1.75; p> .08), video 

game experience (F = 1.56, P > .12), handedness (chi-square = 3.25, P > .19) or gender 

(chi-square = .12, P = .724). Thus, none of these variables can account for why the 

baseline figures would vary across placement conditions. Further, because no differences 

exist between the baseline subjects in the right versus left placement conditions, no 

differences exist between the experimental subjects in these two conditions either. As will 

be discussed in a later section of this chapter, it is believed that the choice of what 

product alternatives to include in a consideration set varies greatly from individual to 

individual making it difficult to make valid comparisons between baseline and experimental 

percentages if they are collected from independent groups of subjects. For this reason, the 

effect of attention will be examined on a more individual versus group level. 

Attention on an Individual Level. The recognition and error rate measures which 

were used to examine attention on an individual level for Study 1 will also be used to 

examine the effects of attention on the consideration set measures. For this reason, the 
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description and theory behind the measures will not be reiterated, only the results will be 

presented. The only covariate measure that was significant in any of the logistic 

regressions was gender when it was regressed against the stimulus-based measure for 

Carrot. This gender effect is explained by more women including a Carrot in their 

stimulus-based established consideration set than men. However, because there was an 

equal percentage of women in the experimental and baseline groups (44.7% and 55.3% 

respectively, p > .48) this can not account for any differences that may be found. 

There is no evidence to suggest that attention affects the consideration set 

measures when recognition (yes/no) is used as an indicator of attention (see Table 17). 

This result is consistent (all p'S are greater than .4) even when the analyses are confined to 

those who were fairly confident in their recognition response (i.e., those giving a rating 

greater than 4 on the 1 to 7 point confidence scale). The same conclusion is found when 

the error rate data is used to divide the sample into those who did versus did not attend to 

the target ads (see Table 18). Thus attention does not seem to affect performance on the 

consideration set measures. 

In summary, no evidence exists on either an aggregate or individual level that 

attention affects priming on the consideration set measures. Performance on the 

consideration set measures did not differ between placement conditions and was not 

affected by performance on the recognition measure or processing task. It must be noted, 

however, that these measures of attention do not necessarily indicate that the target 

products were consciously encoded. Such evidence would only be provided by a 

recognition test administered seconds after being exposed to the target ad in the 

processing task. However, because three measures of attention were used, it can be stated 

with some degree of confidence (1) that some minimal level of attention was given to the 

target product by some of the subjects, (2) that this level of attention left little to no 
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conscious memory trace for the target product and (3) that this minimal level of attention 

does not affect performance on the consideration set measures. 

Table 17 
Logistic Regression with Recognition Regressed Against the Consideration Set Measures 

Dependent Independent 
Variable Variable Coefficient Wald Statistic* n 

Memory-Based 
Carrot Recogn Carrot 0.311 0.574 .449 73 
Desk RecognDesk -0.144 0.231 .631 70 

Stimulus-Based 
Carrot Recogn Carrot -0.052 0.023 .878 72 

Sex 0.630 4.477 .034 
Desk RecognDesk 0.108 0.129 .719 70 

* The Wald statistic used in logistic regression is interpreted like the F or t values used for 
significance testing of linear regression coefficients. 

Table 18 
Logistic Regression with Attend Variable Regressed Against the Priming Measures 

Dependent Independent 
Variable Variable Coefficient Wald Statistic* 12 n 

Memory-Based 
Carrot Attend Carrot -0.245 0.342 .559 73 
Desk Attend Desk -0.271 1.046 .306 71 

Stimulus-Based 
Carrot Attend Carrot -0.187 0.255 .614 73 

Sex 0.639 4.581 .032 
Desk Attend Desk -0.294 1.291 .256 71 

* The Wald statistic used in logistic regression is interpreted like the F or t values used for 
significance testing of linear regression coefficients. 
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Study 2 - Hemispheric Compatibility 

The conditions in Study 2 were divided into hemispherically compatible and 

incompatible groups as was done in Study 1 in order to examine the effect of this factor on 

the consideration set measures. The pattern of results does not suggest that hemispheric 

compatibility has any affect on the consideration set measures (see Table 19). This 

finding, however, is not surprising given the amount of variability that exists in the 

baseline data. For example,·in the memory~based measure the baseline figure for Carrot 

(Desk) is 8.6% (62.2%) in the hemispherically compatible condition and 19.4% (33.3%) 

in the hemispherically incompatible condition. Even when the sample size is fairly high, 

the baseline percentages vary considerably (the baseline figures varied by 10% across the 

left (n=73) and right (n=70) placement conditions; see the pooled stimulus-based measure 

in Table 16). Because this seems to be a pervasive problem, separate discussion ofit is 

needed. 

Study 2 - Variation in Group Data 

Theoretically, there should be no difference between the baseline percentages 

across any of the conditions for a given target product and buying situation. As noted in 

the last two sections, however, there is a significant amount of variation in the baseline 

percentages across various conditions. This problem is magnified when we consider the 

experimental percentages, for there is no reason to assume that the same amount of 

variability does not exist across conditions with the experimental data. This being so, it is 

difficult to determine if any differences found across experimental conditions are due to 

the experimental manipulation or to individual differences which may exist across 

conditions. Because a tremendous amount of variation is present in both the experimental 

and baseline groups, there is no good basis for comparison on a group level. This fact 



Table 19 
Consideration Set Measures by Hemispherically Compatible and Incompatible Conditions 

Hemisnherically Comnatible Hemisnherically Incomnatible 
Experimental Baseline Ex~rimental vs Baseline Experimental Baseline Experimental vs Baseline 

Groun Groun Chi-gjuare -1L GrouQ GrouQ Chi-gjuare -n 
MemoIT-Based Measure 

Carrot 13.5% 8.6% 25.0% 19.4% 
(n=37) (n=35) .445 .505 (n=36) (n=36) .321 .571 

Desk 48.6% 62.2% 38.9% 33.3% 
(n=35) (n=37) 1.345 .246 (n=36) (n=36) .241 .624 

Stimulus-Based Measure 
Carrot 24.3% 22.9% 25.7% 36.1% 

(n=37) (n=35) .021 .884 (n=35) (n=36) .897 .344 

Desk 51.4% 43.2% 55.6% 31.4% 
(n=35) (n=37) .484 .487 (n=36) (n=35) 4.199 .040 

MemoIT-Based / Pictorial 
Carrot 22.2% 55.3% 16.7% 23.5% 

(n=18) (n=19) 2.275 .132 (n=18) (n=17) .257 .612 

Desk 47.4% 55.6% 41.2% 38.94% 
(n=18) (n=19) .248 .618 (n=17) (n=18) .019 .890 

MemoIT-Based / Verbal 
Carrot 5.3% 12.5% 33.3% 15.8% 

(n=19) (n=16) .580 .446 (n=18) (n=19) 1.545 .214 

Desk 50.0% 68.4% 36.8% 27.8% 
(n=16) (n=19) 1.228 .268 (n=19) (n=18) .347 .556 ...... 

~ 
~ 



Table 19 Continued 
Consideration Set Measures by Hemispherically Compatible and Incompatible Conditions 

HemisQherically ComQatible Hemi~herically IncomQatible 
Experimental Baseline Ex~rimental vs Baseline Experimental Baseline Experimental vs Baseline 

Grauo Grauo Chi-SQuare --1L GrauQ GrauQ Chi-square ....n 

Stimulus-Based I Pictorial 
Carrot 44.4% 21.1% 22.2% 41.2% 

(n=18) (n=19) 2.308 .129 (n=18) (n=17) 1.457 .227 

Desk 57.9% 38.9% 58.8% 38.9% 
(n=19) (n=18) 1.337 .248 (n=17) (n=18) 1.391 .238 

Stimulus-Based I Verbal 
Carrot 5.3% 25.0% 29.4% 31.6% 

(n=19) (n=16) 2.763 .096 (n=17) (n=19) 0.019 .888 

Desk 43.8% 47.4% 52.6% 23.5% 
(n=16) (n=19) 0.046 .830 (n=19) (n=17) 3.197 .074 

MemoIT-Based I Established 
Carrot 10.5% 16.7% 27.8% 29.4 

(n=19) (n=18) 0.298 .585 (n=18) (n=17) 0.011 .915 

Desk 72.2% 78.9% 52.9% 50.0% 
(n=18) (n=19) 0.227 .634 (n=17) (n=18) 0.030 .862 

MemoIT-Based I Ad Hoc 
Carrot 16.7% 0.0% 22.2% 10.5% 

(n=18) (n=17) 3.099 .078 (n=18) (n=19) 0.931 .335 
...... 

Desk 23.5% 44.4% 26.3% 16.7% 
~ 
00 

(n=17) (n=18) 1.697 .193 (n=19) (n=18) .508 .476 



Table 19 Continued 
Consideration Set Measures by Hemispherically Compatible and Incompatible Conditions 

Hemispherically Compatible Hemispherically Incompatible 
Experimental Baseline Experimental vs Baseline Experimental Baseline Experimental vs Baseline 

Group Group Chi-square -IL Group Group Chi-square -I! 

Stimulus-Based I Established 
Carrot 26.3% 27.8% 35.3% 58.8% 

(n=19) (n=18) 0.010 .920 (n=17) (n=17) 1.889 .169 

Desk 72.2% 57.9% 64.7% 41.2% 
(n=18) (n=19) 0.833 .362 (n=17) (n=17) 1.889 .169 

Stimulus-Based I Ad Hoc 
Carrot 22.2% 17.6% 16.7% 15.8% 

(n=18) (n=17) 0.114 .753 (n=18) (n=19) 0.005 .942 

Desk 29.4% 27.8% 47.4% 22.2% 
(n=17) (n=18) 0.011 .915 (n=19) (n=18) 2.565 .109 

..... 

.f:>. 
\0 
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alone could account for why many of the hypotheses were not supported. 

One solution to this problem is to re-design the experiment so that the baseline and 

experimental conditions are a within subject factor. A within subject design is useful when 

there is a lot of variation in the dependent measure across subjects and the comparison of 

interest is a measure of the dependent variable at two points in time [once before the 

manipulation (Time 1) and once after the manipulation (Time 2)]. This design would also 

have to take into account the effect of completing the dependent measure at time 1 on the 

completion of the dependent measure at time 2. Specifically, completing the consideration 

set measures at time 1 may increase the likelihood of stating the target product when 

completing the consideration set measures at time 2. A two-group, before-after design is 

suggested to eliminate this problem. This design is depicted in Table 20. 

Table 20 
Experimental Design with the Baseline and Experimental Conditions a Within Subject 

Factor 

Time 1 Time 2 

Experimental Group Dl D2 

Control Group D3 D4 

Dl,D2,D3,D4 = Dependent Measures taken (i.e.,completion of the consideration set 
measures) 

The effect of completing the consideration set measure at time 1 on the 

consideration set measure at time 2 is given by D4-D3. For example, if 10% of the 

subjects in the control group mention the target product at time D3 and 15% mention the 

target product at time D4, then the impact of the former on the later is 5%. The impact of 
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processing unattended advertising information on consideration sets would then be given 

by (D2-Dl) - (D4-D3). The results would still be interpreted on a group level for each 

condition, however, a priori differences in product alternative preferences would be 

removed from the data. This would provide cleaner data and a stronger test ofthe theory. 
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Chapter 7 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, it is obvious when examining the conditions used in the pilot study 

that unattended processing is having some effect on the choice of consideration set 

alternatives in both a memory-based and stimulus-based buying context. Specifically, 

statistical support was found for the memory-based buying condition and directional 

support was found for the stimulus-based buying condition which suggests that exposure 

to an unattended ad does lead to an increased likelihood of including a pictorially depicted 

product in a consideration set when faced with an ad hoc buying situation. Additionally, 

the recognition measure provides evidence that subjects do not consciously recall having 

seen the ad which affected their choice of consideration set alternatives. 

This study not only extends advertising research by examining the effects of 

advertising under a preattentive, nonconscious viewing behavior, but also by examining 

the effects of advertisements on consideration sets. Little or no research investigating the 

effects of advertising had previously focused on how advertisements can affect the make

up of consideration sets. This statement is true even for those studies investigating 

advertisements viewed in an attentive, conscious manner. Given that inclusion in a 

consideration set is a necessary condition in many purchase decisions, it seems that it 

would be a very valuable topic to investigate. 

This study also helps to delineate the boundaries in which the effects of unattended 

processing are operative, at least in a consideration set context. Specifically, this study 

suggests that the effects found are quite subtle and very sensitive to the modality and 

placement of the stimulus to be processed. The subtleties of the effects, however, do not 
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necessarily undennine the importance of the findings, for in certain industries even small 

percentage changes in market share can translate into millions of dollars in sales. 

Additional research, however, is warranted to ascertain the strength and duration of the 

preattentive processing effect before any managerially useful recommendations can be 

made about whether and how to develop advertising effectiveness measures which capture 

the effects of unattended advertisements on purchase behavior. 

Not only does this study help to delineate the boundaries of the preattentive 

processing literature, but it also provides insight into the areas that will be important to 

investigate in any future research conducted in this domain of study. Perhaps the area 

which merits the first research priority is research which focuses on the methodology used 

in the preattentive processing literature. Without a methodology which provides clear 

evidence that the target ads are unattended, it is difficult to attribute any findings to 

unattended versus attentive processing. 

As was discussed in this paper, previous research relied on recognition measures to 

provide evidence that no attentive resources were used to process the target ad. As was 

argued, however, these measures are insufficient because the results could be explained by 

simple forgetting and not inattention. This study proposed using a computerized 

methodology to provide additional, "on-line" evidence that the target ads were 

unattended. While this method is intuitively appealing, further research is needed to 

clearly indicate its validity. 

As was discussed in Chapter 5, collecting baseline error rate figures without the 

target ads present in the processing task in conjunction with collecting recognition 

measures immediately after exposure to the target ads, when the ads are present in the 

processing task, could provide additional support for the validity of the proposed 

methodology. A comparison of the baseline error rate figures with the experimental error 
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rate figures would more clearly tease apart errors due to the learning effect from errors 

due to attentional shifts. Additionally, recognition of the target ad seconds after exposure 

could more clearly indicate that an increase in error rate is attributable to shifts in attention 

to the target ad, and thus conscious processing of the ad. Further, a lack of recognition 

seconds after exposure in conjunction with error rates no different from baseline would 

provide stronger evidence that attentive processing of the target ad did not occur. 

Another research priority involves finding a solution to the problem of individual 

differences creating too much variability in the data, which in tum makes it impossible to 

make valid comparisons on a group level. The two-group, before-after design suggested 

in Chapter 6 may be one way to get around this problem. However, this design will need 

to be tested to determine (1) the magnitude of the effect of completing the dependent 

measures at time 1 on the completion of the same measures at time 2 and (2) how much 

time needs to elapse between when the dependent measures are taken at time 1 and when 

they are taken again at time 2. 

Future research should also investigate how stimulus related factors might affect 

pre attentive processing and consideration set formation. One such factor is familiarity 

with the stimulus depicted in the ad. Specifically, it may be found that it is easier to 

preattentively process and ad that depicts a familiar logo (i.e., a logo with a low 

recognition threshold) such as the McDonald's Golden Arches versus some other less 

familiar logo. This finding would suggest that once awareness and thus familiarity with a 

logo is achieved, an ad depicting the logo can affect priming and the likelihood of 

inclusion in a consideration set even if the ad depicting the logo is unattended. On the 

other hand, it may be found that an ad depicting a logo having a low versus high 

recognition threshold increases the probability that a person will shift their attention to the 

ad after having preattentively processed it. Recall that one goal of the preattentive 
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processing mechanism is to make a person shift their attention toward, and thus become 

consciously aware of, those items that are pertinent to them. Familiarity, and thus 

recognition threshold, is thought to moderate this effect with a person being more likely to 

shift their attention after preattentively processing a stimulus with a low versus high 

recognition threshold (Treisman 1960). If this is found to be true, then this would suggest 

that familiarity with a item (e.g., a logo) depicted in ad might be a critical factor in 

determining whether a person shifts their attention to, and thus consciously processes, an 

ad that they would otherwise have overlooked. 

Related to the above, another stimulus related factor that should be explored in 

future research is the quality of the stimulus depiction. The quality of the depiction may 

affect the recognition threshold of the product/logo depicted in the ad and thus affect the 

ease in which the depiction can be preattentively processed and/or the likelihood that a 

person would shift their attention to the depiction after preattentively processing it. 

Specifically, the product depictions used in this thesis were simple line drawings. It is 

possible that the use of more realistic depictions containing color and other contextual 

cues may facilitate recognition on a preattentive level (i.e., may lower the recognition 

threshold of the productllogo depicted in the ad). In fact, evidence from the perception 

literature suggests that recognition of a peripherally placed object relies heavily on the 

presence of other contextual cues (Metzger and Antes 1983). Given that this thesis 

operationalized preattentive processing by placing the ad in the subjects' periphery, one 

reason why many of the hypotheses may not have been supported is that the product 

depicted in the ad was depicted with a simple line drawing in the absents of any contextual 

cues. 

An additional research priority is to examine the effects of preattentive processing 

in other media beyond print. Evidence does exists which suggests that auditory 
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information can be processed on a preattentive level much the same way as visual 

information (Treisman 1960). This being so, it would be interesting to examine how 

preattentively processing radio and television advertisements affect consideration set 

formation. One interesting aspect of this research would be to study the relationship 

between modality of the primary task (visual vs auditory) and modality of the secondary 

(Le., the stimulus to be preattentively processed) information (visual vs auditory). It is 

possible that preattentive processing would be facilitated if the primary task and secondary 

information were mis-matched in terms of modality. Specifically, it may be easier to 

preattentively process an auditory message (e.g., an advertisement heard over the radio) if 

the primary task the subject is engaged is visual (e.g., driving a car) versus auditory (e.g., 

carrying on a conversation). 

Other possible future extensions that could be conducted in conjunction with the 

above mentioned ideas include (1) examining whether unattended priming of a product 

subsequently causes the brand leader in that product class to be primed in memory, (2) 

determining whether the product and/or subsequent brand priming can last for several days 

or weeks, (3) more clearly investigating the effects of repetition on the priming effect and 

(4) examining the effects of interference on the priming effect. 
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Appendix 1 
Buying Situations Used in the Initial Pretest 

Buying Situations Initially Thought to be Established 

1. A product you would buy to furnish your bedroom. 

2. Food you would buy to eat for a snack one hour before dinner. 

3. A product you would buy to furnish your family room. 

4. Food you would buy to eat if you were on a diet. 

5. A product you would buy to use in your office. 

6. A non-food kitchen related product you would buy if living in an apartment. 

7. A non-food kitchen related product you would buy to use to cook breakfast. 

Buying Situations Initially Thought to be Ad Hoc 

1. Furniture you would buy for a mend whose house was destroyed in a fire. 

2. Food you would buy to eat an hour before going parachute jumping. 

3. A product you would buy to furnish a Hollywood set for a television series about Ross 
Perot's childhood. 

4. Food you would buy to serve to men from mars if they landed in your back yard. 

5. A product you would buy if working for the Peace Corp in a small African village to 
start a school. 

6. A non-food kitchen related product you would buy if temporarily living in an 
apartment for 2 months overseas. 

7. A non-food kitchen related product you would buy for a mend whose house was 
destroyed in a fire. 

8. A non-food kitchen related product you would buy to bring with you to an island in 
the South Pacific while serving with the Peace Corp. 
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Appendix 2 
Survey Used to Collect Product Alternatives for the Buying Situations in the Initial Pretest 

The purpose of this study is to examine what products you might consider purchasing 
depending upon the particular buying situation. The study is divided into two sections. 

Section 1 
In the first section I am going to state a total of 15 different buying situations. After I 
mention each buying situation, your task is to state out loud those products you would 
consider buying for the particular situation. 

For example, if! mentioned the following situation "A gift you would buy for mothers 
day", you might respond with the following: flowers, a necklace, chocolate candy, 
perfume, etc. 

You will be given approximately one minute to respond to each buying situation. If you 
can not think of any other products you would buy for a particular buying situation before 
the 1 minute is up, say so and we will move on. 

There are 3 important things to remember when giving your responses: 

I)We are interested in what products you personally would actually consider 
buying in each of these situations. We are NOT interested in what products 
you feel might be appropriate in each situation if you personally would not 
consider purchasing them. 

2)Please do not state any brand names. We are only interested in what 
product(s) you would buy and not particular brands. Additionally, when 
stating the product name please be as specific as possible. For example, 
recall in our previous example that a necklace was mentioned instead of the 
more general term jewelry. 

3)Please state each product you would buy for the particular buying situation 
immediately as each comes to mind. 
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Appendix 2 Continued 
Survey Used to Collect Product Alternatives for the Buying Situations in the Initial Pretest 

Are there any questions? 

Let us try one for an example: "A product you would buy for your father on fathers day" 

I am going to tape record your responses so that you can give your answers as soon as 
they come to mind without having to worry about me keeping up and writing each 
product down. 

1. A product you would buy to furnish your bedroom 

2. A product you would buy if working for the Peace Corp in a small African village to 
start a school. 

3. Food you would buy to eat for a snack one hour before dinner. 

4. A non-food kitchen related product you would buy if temporarily living in an apartment 
for 2 months overseas. 

5. A product you would buy to furnish your family room. 

6. Food you would buy to serve to men from mars if they landed in your back yard. 

7. A non-food kitchen related product you would buy for a friend whose house was 
destroyed in a fire. 

8. Food you would buy to eat if you were on a diet. 

9. A non-food kitchen related product you would buy to bring with you to an island in the 
South Pacific while serving with the Peace Corp. 

10. A non-food kitchen related product you would buy if living in an apartment. 

11. Furniture you would buy for a friend whose house was destroyed in a fire. 

12. A non-food kitchen related product you would buy to use to cook breakfast. 

13. A product you would buy to furnish a Hollywood set for a television series about Ross 
Perot's childhood. 

14. Food you would buy to eat an hour before going parachute jumping. 

15. A product you would buy to use in your office. 

Note: This page was read to the subjects. Subjects did not have this page available for them to read. 
Responses were tape recorded. 
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Appendix 3 
Survey Used to Collect the Self Report Measures 

of Product Exemplar Accessibility in the Initial Pretest 
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Your task in this section is to read each of the scenarios you heard in the first phase of this 
study and rate each of them on all three scales provided. Each scenario is underlined and 
printed above the three scales you are to rate it on. 

A product you would buy to furnish your bedroom 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this 
particular circumstance? 

Very 
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Frequently 



Appendix 3 Continued 
Survey Used to Collect the Self Report Measures 

of Product Exemplar Accessibility in the Initial Pretest 
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A product you would buy if working for the Peace Corp in a small African village to start 
a school. 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this 
particular circumstance? 

Very 
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Frequently 

Food you would buy to eat for a snack one hour before dinner. 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this 
particular circumstance? 

Very 
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Frequently 
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Survey Used to Collect the Self Report Measures 

of Product Exemplar Accessibility in the Initial Pretest 
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A non-food kitchen related product you would buy if temporarily living in an apartment 
for 2 months overseas. 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this 
particular circumstance? 

Very 
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Frequently 

A product you would buy to furnish your family room. 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this 
particular circumstance? 

Very 
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Frequently 



Appendix 3 Continued 
Survey Used to Collect the Self Report Measures 

of Pro duct Exemplar Accessibility in the Initial Pretest 

Food you would buy to serve to men from mars if they landed in your back yard. 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very . 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this 
particular circumstance? 

Very 
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Frequently 

A non-food kitchen related product you would buy for a friend whose house was 
destroyed in a fire. 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this 
particular circumstance? 

Very 
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Frequently 
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Appendix 3 Continued 
Survey Used to Collect the Self Report Measures 

of Product Exemplar Accessibility in the Initial Pretest 

Food you would buy to eat if you were on a diet. 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this 
particular circumstance? 

Very 
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Frequently 

A non-food kitchen related product you would buy to bring with you to an island in the 
South Pacific while serving with the Peace Corp. 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this 
particular circumstance? 

Very 
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Frequently 
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Survey Used to Collect the Self Report Measures 

of Product Exemplar Accessibility in the Initial Pretest 

A non-food kitchen related product you would buy ifliving in an apartment. 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this 
particular circumstance? 

Very 
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Frequently 

Furniture you would buy for a friend whose house was destroyed in a fire. 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this 
particular circumstance? 

Very 
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Frequently 
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Survey Used to Collect the Self Report Measures 

of Pro duct Exemplar Accessibility in the Initial Pretest 

A non-food kitchen related product you would buy to use to cook breakfast 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this 
particular circumstance? 

Very 
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Frequently 

A product you would buy to furnish a Hollywood set for a television series about Ross 
Perot's childhood. 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this 
particular circumstance? . 

Very 
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Frequently 
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Appendix 3 Continued 
Survey Used to Collect the Self Report Measures 

of Product Exemplar Accessibility in the Initial Pretest 

Food you would buy to eat an hour before going parachute jumping. 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this 
particular circumstance? 

Very 
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Frequently 

A product you would buy to use in your office. 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this 
particular circumstance? 

Very 
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Frequently 
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Appendix 4 
Product Alternatives Stated in the Initial Pretest for the Target Buying Situations 

Established Furniture Related Buying Situation: 

A PRODUCT YOU WOULD BUY TO FURNISH YOUR BEDROOM. 

Number of Subjects Number of Subjects 
Products Stated Mentioning Product Products Stated Mentioning Product 
Lamp 13 Candles 1 
Bed 12 Lamp Stand 1 
Dresser 9 A V Equipment 1 
Pictures 8 TV Stand 1 
Drapes/Shades 6 Makeup Stand 1 
Desk 5 Jewelry Stand 1 
Mirror 5 Plants 1 
Stereo 5 Futon 1 
Chair 5 Fan 1 
Night Stand 4 Crates 1 
TV 4 Vase 1 
Comforter 4 VCR 1 
Pillows 4 Basket 1 
Telephone 3 Mattress 1 
Bookshelves 3 Box Spring 1 
Chest 2 Fish Tank 1 
Table 2 Answering Machine 1 
Hangers 2 Speakers 1 
Rug 2 Sheets 1 
Picture Frames 2 Track Lighting 1 
Computer 2 BeanBag 1 
Clock 2 Wallpaper 1 
Carpet 2 Bathroom Supplies 1 
Flowers 1 Shower Curtain 1 
Armoire 1 Bulletin Board 1 
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Appendix 4 Continued 
Product Alternatives Stated in the Initial Pretest for the Target Buying Situations 

Ad Hoc Furniture Related Buying Situation: 

FURNITURE YOU WOULD BUY FOR A FRIEND WHOSE HOUSE WAS DESlROYED 1N A FIRE 

Number of Subjects Number of Subjects 
Products Stated Mentioning Product Products Stated Mentioning Product 
Couch 17 Pictures 2 
Bed 13 Blankets 1 
Chair 13 Bar Stools 1 
Lamp 11 Futon 1 
TV 8 Mini Bar 1 
Dresser 5 Pool Table 1 
Kitchen Table 5 Plants 1 
Coffee Table 5 Washing Machine 1 
Rugs 5 Dryer 1 
Night Stand 5 VCR 1 
Desk 4 Box Spring 1 
Stereo 4 Mattress 1 
Dinner Table 3 Paint 1 
End Table 3 Sculptures 1 
Pillows 3 TV Stand 1 
Entertainment Center 3 Bookcase 1 
Telephone 2 Dinning Set 1 
Carpet 2 Kitchen Set 1 
BeanBag 2 
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Appendix 4 Continued 
Product Alternatives Stated in the Initial Pretest for the Target Buying Situations 

Established Food Related Buying Situation: 

FOOD YOU WOULD BUY TO EAT FOR A SNACK ONE HOUR BEFORE DINNER. 

Number of Subjects Number of Subjects 
Products Stated Mentioning Product Products Stated Mentioning Product 
Chips 11 Yogurt 1 
Apples 8 Jell-O 1 
Crackers 8 PopsicIe 1 
Cheese 8 Juice 1 
Fruit 7 Nectarine 1 
Bananas 6 Pineapple 1 
Pretzel 5 Grapes 1 
Vegetables 4 Chicken Fajita 1 
Candy Bar 4 Rice Cakes 1 
Granola Bar 4 Peanuts 1 
Peaches 3 Sausage 1 
Popcorn 3 Broccoli 1 
Carrot 2 Cauliflower 1 
Bread 2 Chicken Wings 1 
Dip 2 French Fries 1 
Cereal 2 Mushrooms 1 
Cake 2 Zucchini 1 
Bagel 2 Potato 1 
Soda 2 Grapefiuit 1 
Orange 2 Salad 1 
Celery 2 Ice Cream 1 
Strawberries 1 Muffin 1 
Cherry 1 Meat 1 
Wine 1 Cookies 1 
Shrimp Cocktail 1 Leftovers 1 
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Appendix 4 Continued 
Product Alternatives Stated in the Initial Pretest for the Target Buying Situations 

Ad Hoc Food Related Buying Situation: 

FOOD YOU WOULD BUY TO EAT AN HOUR BEFORE GOING PARACHUTE JUMPING. 

Number of Subjects Number of Subjects 
Products Stated Mentioning Product Products Stated Mentioning Product 
Candy Bar 6 Chicken 1 
Fruit 6 Fast Food 1 
Orange 5 Burgers 1 
Juice 4 French Fries 1 
Water 4 Hot-dog 1 
Soda 4 Nuts 1 
Bread 3 Tuna Fish 1 
Potato 3 Peanut Butter & Jelly 1 
Granola Bar 3 Jelly 1 
Popcorn 3 Popsicle 1 
Chips 3 Soup 1 
Apples 3 Snack 1 
Carrot 2 Beer 1 
Crackers 2 Wafiles 1 
Salad 2 Bagel 1 
Cereal 2 Cream Cheese 1 
Banana 2 Eggs 1 
Nothing 2 Bacon 1 
Pancakes 2 Sausage 1 
Sandwich 2 Milkshake 1 
Pasta 1 Coffee 1 
Rice 1 French Toast 1 
Spaghetti 1 Pizza 1 
Broccoli 1 Steak 1 
Lettuce 1 Lemonade 1 
Green Pepper 1 Melon 1 
Radish 1 Ice Cream 1 
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Appendix 5 
Data Collection Instrument Used in the Pilot Study: Distractor Task 

Please think back to the article you were presented with in the experimental portion (i.e., 
not the practice portion) of the computerized magazine and answer the following 
questions to the best of your ability. 

1) Please briefly describe what the article was about. Therefore, write down 
what the central idea of the article was and what event(s) were described in 
the article. 

2) Please list the names of all the characters in the article and who they were. 
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Appendix 5 Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in the Pilot Study: Distractor Task 

Version # S~.S~.# ________________ _ 

The questions below are designed to assess the style or manner you use when carrying out different mental 
tasks. Your answers to each question should reflect the manner in which you typically engage in each of 
the tasks mentioned below. There are no right or wrong answers. We ask only that you provide honest 
and accurate responses. 

Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

1. I enjoy doing work that requires 
the use of words. 1 2 3 4 5 

2. There are some special times in my 
life that I like to relive by mentally 2 3 4 5 
"picturing" just how everthing looked 

3. I can never seem to find the right 1 2 3 4 5 
word when I need it. 

4. I do a lot of reading. 2 3 4 5 

5. When I am trying to learn something 
new, I'd rather watch a demonstration 2 3 4 5 
than read how to do it. 

6. I think I often use words in the 2 3 4 5 
wrong way. 

7. I enjoy learning new words. 2 3 4 5 

8. I like to picture how I could fix up 
my apartment or room if I could buy 2 3 4 5 
anything I wanted. 

9. I often make written notes to myself. 2 3 4 5 

10. I like to daydream. 2 3 4 5 

11. I generally prefer to use a diagram 
rather than a written set of 2 3 4 5 
instructions. 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 5 Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in the Pilot Study: Distractor Task 

12. I like to "doodle". 1 2 3 4 5 

13. I find it helps to think in tenns of 
mental pictures when doing many things. 2 3 4 5 

14. After I meet someone for the first 
time, I can usually remember what 2 3 4 5 
they look like, but not much about 
them. 

15. I like to think of synonyms for words. 2 3 4 5 

16. When I have forgotten something, I 
frequently try to fonn a mental 2 3 4 5 
"picture" to remember it. 

17. I like to learn new words. 2 3 4 5 

18. I prefer to read instructions about 
how to do something, rather than 2 3 4 5 
have someone show me. 

19. I prefer activities that don't 2 3 4 5 
require a lot of reading. 

20. I seldom daydream. 1 2 3 4 5 

21. I spend very little time attempting 
to increase my vocabulary. 2 3 4 5 

22. My thinking often consists of mental 
"pictures" or images. 2 3 4 5 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 5 Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in the Pilot Study: Memory-Based Measure 

Social Sec # ----

This study is divided into two sections. The purpose for the first section is to examine 
what products you might consider purchasing depending upon the particular buying 
situation. After reading the first buying situation your task is to write down eight products 
you would consider buying for the particular situation. 

For example, if the following situation was given: "A gift you would buy for mothers dai' 
you might respond with the following: 

1. Flowers 
2. Necklace 
3. Chocolate candy 
4. Perfhme 
5. Earrings 
6. Wine 
7. A card 
8. A watch 

You will be given approximately one minute to give your responses to each buying 
situation. 

There are 3 important things to remember when giving your responses: 

1) We are interested in what products you personally would consider buying in 
each of these situations. We are NOT interested in what products you feel 
might be appropriate in each situation if you personally would not consider 
purchasing them. 

2) Please do not write down any brand names. We are only interested in what 
products you would buy and not particular brands. Additionally, when giving 
the product name please be as specific as possible. For example, notice that in 
the example above that a necklace was mentioned instead of the more general 
term jewelry. 

3) Please try as hard as you can to come up with 8 products. 

If there al'e no questions, please turn the page and 
write down your responses to the first buying situation. 



Appendix 5 Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in the Pilot Study: Memory Measure for Desk 

Buying Situation: Furniture you would buy for a friend whose house 
was destroyed in a fire. 

1. ______________ __ 

2. ______________ __ 

3. ______________ __ 

4. ______________ __ 

5. ______________ __ 

6. ______________ __ 

7. ______________ __ 

8. ______________ __ 

STOP!! PLEASE DO NOT TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE 
TOLD TO DO SO. 
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Appendix 5 Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in the Pilot Study: Stimulus-Based Measure 

Twenty products are depicted on the following two pages. Your task is to indicate eight 
of these products you would consider purchasing for a particular buying situation. To do 
this, first look at all 20 products that are offered in the following two pages. After you 
have seen all your alternatives, please place a check mark on the space provided next to 
the eight products you personally would consider purchasing for the particular buying 
situations. Please choose exactly eight products. Again, you will be given approximately 
1 minute to perform this task. 

The first buying situation is: 

Food you would buy to eat an hour before going parachute jumping. 

PLEASE EXAMINE THE FOLLOWING TWO PAGES AND MARK YOUR 8 
PRODUCT CHOICES. 
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Appendix 5 Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in the Pilot Study: Stimulus-Based Measure 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in the Pilot Study: Stimulus-Based Measure 
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Appendix 5 Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in the Pilot Study: Stimulus-Based Measure 

Again, please examine the product choices given in the following two pages and indicate 
with a check mark eight products you personally would consider purchasing given the 
following buying situation: 

Furniture you would buy for a friend whose house 
was destroyed in a fire. 

PLEASE EXAMINE THE FOLLOWING TWO PAGES AND MARK YOUR 8 
PRODUCT CHOICES. 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in the Pilot Study: Stimulus-Based Measure 
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Appendix 5 Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in the Pilot Study: Stimulus-Based Measure 
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Appendix 5 Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in the Pilot Study: Test Awareness Questions 

Please answer the following questions as honestly as possible in regard to the buying 
situation questions you just completed. 

I)What do you think was the purpose of both buying situation tasks that you just 
completed? 

2)What was your general strategy in completing these tasks? 

3)While doing the buying situation tasks, did you notice any relation between 
the computerized magazine game you participated in earlier and the products 
you indicated you would purchase in the buying situation tasks? NOTE, WE 
ARE NOT INTERESTED IF YOU NOTICE A RELATION NOW, ONLY IF 
YOU NOTICED ONE WHILE DOING THE BUYING SITUATION TASKS. 

A. Yes 
B. No 

4)While doing the buying situation tasks, did you notice whether you indicated 
any products that were present in the computerized magazine game you 
participated in earlier? NOTE AGAIN, WE ARE NOT INTERESTED IF 
YOU NOTICE THIS NOW, ONLY IF YOU NOTICED IT WHILE DOING 
THE BUYING SITUATION TASKS. 

A. Yes 
B. No 

If yes, where in the computerized magazine game did the 
product(s) appear? ______________ _ 



Appendix 5 Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in the Pilot Study: Recognition Measure 

Four advertisements are presented below. One of these 
advertisements was present in the computerized magazine game you 
participated in earlier. Your task is to think back to t;"e 
computerized magazine and try to recall which one of the four ads 
given below appeared in the computerized magazine. 

Please write the letter of the advertisement you believe was 
present in the computerized magazine on the space provided at the 
bottom of the page. Also please indicate how confident you are 
that the ad you choose was. the one present in the computerized 
game.. If you have no idea which ad was present, please make a 
guess. 

A 

ByNature . 

Organically grown for 
delicious, safe eating. 

c 

By RoyaJ 

The best Potato you 
will ever eat. From Idaho. 

Not at all 
Confident 

Ad letter 1 2 J 4 5 6 

B 

By Stills 

A flavorful way to 
get your vitamins. 

D 

By Tempter 

Deep rich chocolate 
flavor in every bite. 

7 8 

Very 
Confident 

9 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 5 Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in the Pilot Study: Recognition Measure 

Four advertisements are presented below. One of these 
advertisements was present in the computerized magazine game you 
participated in earlier. '[our task is to think back to the 
computerized magazine and try to recall which one of the four ads 
given below appeared in the computerized magazine. 

Please write the letter of the advertisement you believe was 
present in the computerized magazine on the space provided at the 
bottom of the page. Also please indicate how confident you are 
that the ad you choose was, the one present in ,the computerized 
game. If you have no idea which ad was present, please make a 
guess. 

A 

By Stevens 

Top quality comfort 
at an affordable price. 

c 

By Strong 

Fumirure you can bank 
on. Crafted with care. 

Not at all 
Confident 

Ad letter 1 2 3 4 ' 5 

B 

By Select 

Timeless and built to 
last. Valued Fumirure, 

o 

/ /' 

c::=:J B 
~~ 
G:!J [!:3 

6 

By Design 

Furniture built for the 
discriminating shopper. 

7 8 

very 
Confident 

9 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 5 Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in the Pilot Study: Covariates 

The rest of this survey is for classification purposes only. 

1. Gender 
A) Male 
B) Female 

2. Age ___ _ 

3. Handedness 
A) Right Handed 
B) Left Handed 
C) Ambidextrous 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 5 Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in the Pilot Study: Debriefing 

Debriefing 

One goal of an advertisement is to attract a person's attention to it. However, given the 
enormous number of advertisements one is faced with every day, many advertisements go 
unnoticed. The purpose of this study is to determine whether ads "viewed" in this fashion 
can still have an effect on one's purchase decisions. As you were performing the 
computerized magazine game, several advertisements scrolled by on the screen next to the 
article you were focusing your attention on. This study is interested in examining whether 
an ad viewed in this manner can lead a person to include the product depicted in the ad in 
a subsequent buying choice decision. Evidence exists which suggests that this may occur 
even if the person does not recall having seen the ad. 

The success of this experiment relies on participants not being aware of the true purpose 
of this study. For this reason, part of the requirement for receiving experimental credit for 
your participation involves your promising not to talk to anyone about this study. Your 
cooperation with this is GREATLY appreciated!! 
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Appendix 6 
Criteria Used to Detennine Whether Data Can be Pooled Across Conditions Containing 

Baseline and Experimental Groups 

Let 8 I = the population proportion of those in the experimental group of Condition I 
Let 82 = the population proportion of those in the experimental group of Condition 2 
Let 83 = the population proportion of those in the baseline group of Condition I 
Let 84 = the population proportion of those in the baseline group of Condition 1 

Let PI, P2, P3 and P4 be estimators of81, 82, 83, 84 
Let nl, n2, n3, n4 = the sample size in each experimental or baseline condition. 

Hypothesis Test: Ho: (81-83) - (82-84) = ° 
Ha: (81-83) - (82-84) ~ ° 

Where the point estimator of (81-83) = (PI-P3) 
and the point estimator of (82-84) = (P2-P 4) 

The estimate of (J' = s 
S = sqrt [PI(1-PI)/nl + P2(I-P2)/n2 + P3(1-P3)/n3 + P4(1-P4)/n4] 

Decision rule*: If the interval [(PI-P3) - (P2-P 4)] +/- 1.96(s) includes 0, then Ho 
can not be rejected and therefore it is concluded that the data can 
be pooled across conditions. 

If the interval [(PI-P3) - (P2-P4)] +/- 1.96(s) does not include 0, 
then Ho can be rejected and therefore it is concluded that the data 
can not be pooled across conditions. 

* This assumes that nIP}' nl(I-PI), n2P2, n2(1-P2), n3P3, n3(1-P3) and n4P4, n4(1-P4) 
are all equal to or greater than 5. If any of these factors are less than 5 then the 
distribution of (PI-P3) - (P2-P 4) is unknown and therefore the pooling test can not be 
conducted. 
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Appendix 7a 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Distractor Task 

Please think back to the article you were presented with in the experimental portion (i.e., 
not the practice portion) of the computerized magazine and answer the following 
questions to the best of your ability. 

1) Please briefly describe what the article was about. Therefore, write down 
what the central idea of the article was and what event(s) were described in 
the article. 

2) Please list the names of all the characters in the article and who they were. 
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Appendix 7a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Distractor Task 

Version # Soc. Sec. # 

The questions below are designed to assess the style or manner you use when carrying out different mental 
tasks. Your answers to each question should reflect the manner in which you typically engage in each of 
the tasks mentioned below. There are no right or wrong answers. We ask only that you provide honest 
and accurate responses. 

Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

1. I enjoy doing work that requires 
the use of words. 1 2 3 4 5 

2. There are some special times in my 
life that I like to relive by mentally 2 3 4 5 
"picturing" just how everthing looked 

3. I can never seem to find the right 1 2 3 4 5 
WOld when I need it. 

4. I do a lot of reading. 1 2 3 4 5 

5. When I am trying to learn something 
new, I'd rather watch a demonstration 1 2 3 4 5 
than read how to do it. 

6. I think I often use words in the 1 2 3 4 5 
wrong way. 

7. I enjoy learning new words. 2 3 4 5 

8. I like to picture how I could fix up 
my apartment or room if I could buy 2 3 4 5 
anything I wanted. 

9. I often make written notes to myself. 2 3 4 5 

10. I like to daydream. 2 3 4 5 

11. I generally prefer to use a diagram 
rather tI1an a written set of 2 3 4 5 
instructions. 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 7a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Distractor Task 

12. I like to "doodle". 1 2 3 4 5 

13. I find it helps to think in terms of 
mental pictures when doing many things. 2 3 4 5 

14. After I meet so~~ne for the first 
time, I can usually remember what 1 2 3 4 5 
they look like, but not much about 
them. 

15. I like to think of synonyms for words. 2 3 4 5 

16. When I have forgotten something, I 
frequently try to form a mental 2 3 4 5 
"picture" to remember it. 

17. I like to learn new words. 2 3 4 5 

18. I prefer to read instructions about 
how to do something, rather than 2 3 4 5 
have someone show me. 

19. I prefer activities that don't 2 3 4 5 
require a lot of reading. 

20. I seldom daydream. 2 3 4 5 

21. I spend very little time attempting 
to increase my vocabulary. 1 2 3 4 5 

22. My thinking often consists of mental 
"pictures" or images. 1 2 3 4 5 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 7a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Pictorial Condition 

Version # Social Sec. # --- -----

Your first task in this study is to identifY various objects. The objects will not be 
completely drawn. Your task is to try to identifY the object which is incompletely drawn. 
F or example, if the following incomplete drawing was given: 

-r 

OBJECT: _____ _ 

You might guess that the object is a BUS. You would then write the word BUS on the 
space provided. If you are not sure what the object is, please make a guess. If you have 
absolutely no idea, please leave the space blank and move on to the next page. 

You will be given about 1 minute to identify 5 objects (one per page). Therefore, move 
fairly quickly through this task trying not to spend more than 12-15 seconds on anyone 
object. Please attempt each object identification in the order they are given. Therefore, if 
you can not identity an object make a guess before you turn to the next page for you are 
not allowed to turn back once you have gone to the next object. 



Appendix 7a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Pictorial Condition 

PLEASE DO NOT DRAW OR WRITE ON THIS PAGE EXCEPT TO 
WRITE THE OBJECT NAME ON THE SPACE PROVIDED. 

I" ... ----

OBJECT: 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 7a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Pictorial Condition 

PLEASE DO NOT DRAW OR WRITE ON THIS PAGE EXCEPT TO 
WRITE THE OBJECT NAME ON THE SPACE PROVIDED • 

.... 
J 

OBJECT: 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 7a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Pictorial Condition 

PLEASE DO NOT DRAW OR WRITE ON THIS PAGE EXCEPT TO 
WRITE THE OBJECT NAME ON THE SPACE PROVIDED • 

. If 

\~ \ I 

OBJECT: 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 7a Continued 
Data Collection 1,strument Used in Study 1: Pictorial Condition 

PLEASE DO NOT DRAW OR WRITE ON THIS PAGE EXCEPT TO 
WRITE THE OBJECT NAME ON THE SPACE PROVIDED. 

, 

OBJECT: 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 7a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Pictorial Condition 

PLEASE DO NOT DRAW OR WRITE ON THIS PAGE EXCEPT TO 
WRITE THE OBJECT NAME ON THE SPACE PROVIDED • 

OBJECT: 

,JI4' 

::~/': ' .. 
'. ' ...• 

... 

~~ 
/. 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 7 a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Pictorial Condition 

STOP!!! 

PLEASE PUT YOUR PENCILIPEN DOWN, CLOSE THIS SURVEY BOOKLET 
AND WAIT QUIETLY FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
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Appendix 7 a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Recognition Task 

Your task in this section is to think back to the computerized magazine task you 
performed at the beginning of this experimental session and try to recall any 
advertisements you might have seen in the magazine. Some advertisements may have been 
present in the computerized magazine which you read through. Please examine the packet 
labeled "Ad Recognition"· and for each ad in the packet indicate on the scales below 
whether you recognize the ad as being in the computerized magazine and how confident 
you are In your answer. 

For example, if you recognize Ad 1 as being in the computerized magazine (either in the 
practice portion or the experimental portion) then you would circle Y for "yes". If you 
do not recognize having seen Ad 1 anywhere in the computerized magazine then you 
would circle N for "no". In either case, you then would indicate how confident you are 
that you do in fact recognize or not recognize the ad on the scales associated with Ad 1. 

Please do this for each of the 9 ads in the ad recognition packet. Also, PLEASE GIVE 
YOUR RESPONSE TO EACH AD IN THE ORDER IN WIDCH THEY ARE 
PRESENTED AND DO NOT CHANGE YOUR ANSWER ONCE YOU HAVE 
TURNED TO THE NEXT AD. 

Not at all Very 
Recognize Ad? Confident Confident 

AD #1 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #2 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #3 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #4 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #5 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #6 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #7 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #8 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #9 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

WHEN YOU HAVE COMPLETED THIS TASK PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT 
PAGE 
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Appendix 7a Continued 
Data CoUection Instrument Used in Study 1: Recognition Task 

AD RECOGNITION 

PLEASE DO NOT WRITE ON THESE PAGES 
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Appendix 7a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Recognition Task - Pictorial Condition 

By stevens 

Top Quality Comfort 
at an affordable price. 
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Appendix 7a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Recognition Task - Pictorial Condition 

By Impact 

Beautiful and strong. 
Goes like the wind. 
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Appendix 7a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Recognition Task - Pictorial Condition 

By Select 

Timeless and built to 
last. Valued furniture. 
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Appendix 7a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Recognition Task - Pictorial Condition 

By Design 

Tpols built to outlast 
their owner. 
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Appendix 7a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Recognition Task - Pictorial Condition 

L?--~J 
By Tempter 

Deep rich chocolate 
flavor in every bite. 
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Appendix 7a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Recognition Task - Pictorial Condition 

By Nature 

organically grown for 
delicious, safe eating. 
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Appendix 7a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Recognition Task - Pictorial Condition 

By strong 

Furniture you can bank 
on. Crafted with care. 
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Appendix 7a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Recognition Task - Pictorial Condition 

By stills 

Lightweight and durable. 
Every style imaginable. 
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Appendix 7a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Recognition Task - Pictorial Condition 

By Royal 

The Best Potato you will 
ever eat. From Idaho. 
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Appendix 7a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Test Awareness Questions 

Please answer the following questions as honestly as possible. 

1) Did you notice a relationship between the computerized magazine task you performed 
in the first study and the object identification task you completed at the beginning of 
this second study? 

A) Yes 
B) No 

(If Yes), What was the relationship between the two? 

(If Yes), At what point in time did you become aware of this relationship? 

A) While completing the object identification task 
B) Shortly after completing the object identification task 
C) During the ad recognition task 
D) Just now 

2) Please indicate which statement best characterizes the strategy you used while 
completing the object identification task 

A) While completing the object identification task you purposefully thought back to 
the computerized magazine in an attempt to complete the object identification 
task with something that you saw in the computerized magazine. 

B) While completing the object identification task you were not thinking about the 
computerized magazine task at all. 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 



Appendix 7 a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Covariates 

The rest of this survey is for classification purposes only. 

1. Gender 
A) 
B) 

Male 
Female 

2. Age ___ _ 

3. Handedness 
A) Right Handed 
B) Left Handed 
C) Ambidextrous 

4a. How many times have you played a video game in the last month? __ _ 

4b. How many times have you played a video game in the last year? __ _ 
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Appendix 7a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Debriefing 

Debriefing 

One goal of an advertisement is to attract a person's attention to it. However, given the 
enormous number of advertisements one is faced with every day, many advertisements go 
unnoticed. The purpose of this study is to determine whether ads "viewed" in this fashion 
can still have an effect on one's purchase decisions. As you were performing the 
computerized magazine game, several advertisements scrolled by on the screen next to the 
article you were focusing your attention on. This study is interested in examining whether 
an ad viewed in this manner can leave a "nonconscious" memory trace for the product 
depicted within the ad. Some of the tasks you performed have been designed to indicate 
whether you do in fact have a memory trace for the product depicted in the ad even if you 
do not consciously recall having seen the ad. It is thought that these memory traces may 
then affect future buying behavior. 

The success of this experiment relies on participants not being aware of the true purpose 
of this study. For this reason, part of the requirement for receiving experimental credit for 
your participation involves your promising not to talk to anyone about this study. Your 
cooperation with this is GREATLY appreciated!! 
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Appendix 7b 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Distractor Task 

Please think back to the article you were presented with in the experimental portion (i.e., 
not the practice portion) of the computerized magazine and answer the following 
questions to the best of your ability. 

1) Please briefly describe what the article was about. Therefore, write down 
what the central idea of the article was and what event(s) were described in 
the article. 

2) Please list the names of all the characters in the article and who they were. 
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Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Distractor Task 

Version # Soc. Sec. # 

The questions below are designed to assess the style or manner you use when carrying out different mental 
tasks. Your answers to each question should reflect the manner in which you typically engage in each of 
the tasks mentioned below. There are no right or wrong answers. We ask only that you provide honest 
and accurate responses. 

Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

1. I enjoy doing work that requires 
the use of words. 2 3 4 5 

2. There are some special times in my 
life that I like to relive by mentally 2 3 4 5 
"picturing" just how everthing looked 

3. I can never seem to find the right 2 3 4 5 
word when I need it. 

4. I do a lot of reading. 2 3 4 5 

5. When I am trying to learn something 
new, I'd rather watch a demonstration 2 3 4 5 
than read how to do it. 

6. I think I often use words in the 2 3 4 5 
wrong way. 

7. I enjoy learning new words. 2 3 4 5 

8. I like to picture how I could fix up 
my apartment or room if I could buy 2 3 4 5 
anything I wanted. 

9. I often make written notes to myself. 2 3 4 5 

10. I like to daydream. 2 3 4 5 

II. I generally prefer to usc a diagram 
rather than a written set of 2 3 4 5 
instructions. 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Distractor Task 

12. I like to "doodle". 1 2 3 4 5 

13. I find it helps to think in terms of 
mental pictures when doing many things. 2 3 4 5 

14. After I meet someone for the first 
time, I can usually remember what 2 3 4 5 
they look like, but not much about 
them. 

15. I like to think of synonyms for words. 2 3 4 5 

16. When I have forgotten something, I 
frequently try to form a mental 1 2 3 4 5 
"picture" to remember it. 

17. I like to learn new words. 2 3 4 5 

18. I prefer to read instructions about 
how to do something, rather than 1 2 3 4 5 
have someone show me. 

19. I prefer activities that don't 1 2 3 4 5 
require a lot of reading. 

20. I seldom daydream. 1 2 3 4 5 

21. I spend very little time attempting 
to increase my vocabulary. 1 2 3 4 5 

22. My thinking often consists of mental 
"pictures" or images. 2 3 4 5 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Verbal Condition 

Version # Social Sec. # --- ----

Your first task in this study is to complete several word stems with the first word that 
comes to mind. For example, if the word stem CHA is given, you could 
complete it with a T to form the word CHAL-, RT to form the word CHAR-==.T __ 
NNEL to form the word CHANNEL ,or any other possible ending that first comes to 
mind to complete the word. 

Please complete each of the word stems on the following five pages. You will be given 
about 1 minute to complete this task. When you have finished, please DO NOT tum back 
to change your answers, just sit quietly until everyone is done. 

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE AND BEGIN 
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Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Verbal Condition 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING WORD STEM WITH THE FIRST WORD THAT 
COMES TO MIND: 

CAR __ 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Verbal Condition 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING WORD STEM WITH THE FIRST WORD THAT 
COMES TO MIND: 

DES __ 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Verbal Condition 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING WORD STEM WITH THE FIRST WORD THAT 
COMES TO MIND: 

su, __ 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Verbal Condition 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING WORD STEM WITH THE FIRST WORD THAT 
COMES TO MIND: 

GLA __ 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Verbal Condition 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING WORD STEM WITH THE FIRST WORD THAT 
COMES TO MIND: 

HAM __ 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Verbal Condition 

STOP!!! 

PLEASE PUT YOUR PENCILIPEN DOWN, CLOSE TIDS SURVEY BOOKLET 
AND WAIT QUIETLY FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
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Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Recognition Task 

Your task in this section is to think back to the computerized magazine task you 
performed at the beginning of this experimental session and try to recall any 
advertisements you might have seen in the magazine. Some advertisements may have been 
present in the computerized magazine which you read through. Please examine the packet 
labeled IIAd Recognitionll and for each ad in the packet indicate on the scales below 
whether you recognize the ad as being in the computerized magazine and how confident 
you are in your answer. 

For example, if you recognize Ad 1 as being in the computerized magazine (either in the 
practice portion or the experimental portion) then you would circle Y for lIyesll . If you 
do not recognize having seen Ad 1 anywhere in the computerized magazine then you 
would circle N for IInoll. In either case, you then would indicate how confident you are 
that you do in fact recognize or not recognize the ad on the scales associated with Ad 1. 

Please do this for each of the 9 ads in the ad recognition packet. Also, PLEASE GIVE 
YOUR RESPONSE TO EACH AD IN THE ORDER IN WIDCH THEY ARE 
PRESENTED AND DO NOT CHANGE YOUR ANSWER ONCE YOU HAVE 
TURNED TO THE NEXT AD. 

Not at all Very 
Recognize Ad? Confident Confident 

AD #1 YIN 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #2 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #3 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #4 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #5 YIN 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #6 YIN 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #7 YIN 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #8 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #9 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

WHEN YOU HAVE COMPLETED THIS TASK PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT 
PAGE 
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Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Recognition Task 

AD RECOGNITION 

PLEASE DO NOT WRITE ON THESE PAGES 
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Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Recognition Task - Verbal Condition 

COUCH 
By stevens 

Top Quality Comfort 
at an affordable price. 
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Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Recognition Task - Verbal Condition 

BOAT 
By Impact 

Beautiful and strong. 
Goes like the wind. 
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Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Recognition Task - Verbal Condition 

DESK 
By Select 

Timeless and built to 
last. Valued furniture. 
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Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Recognition Task - Verbal Condition 

HAMMER 
By Design 

Tools built to outlast 
their owner. 
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Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Recognition Task - Verbal Condition 

CANDY BAR 
By Tempter 

Deep rich chocolate 
flavor in every bite. 
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Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Recognition Task - Verbal Condition 

CARROT 
By Nature 

Organically grown for 
delicious, safe eating. 
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Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Recognition Task - Verbal Condition 

CHAIR 
By strong 

Furniture you can bank 
on. Crafted with care. 
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Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Recognition Task - Verbal Condition 

GLASSES 
By stills 

Lightweight and durable. 
Every style imaginable. 
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Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Recognition Task - Verbal Condition 

POTATO 
By Royal 

The Best Potato you will 
ever eat. From Idaho. 
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Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Test Awareness Questions 

Please answer the following questions as honestly as possible. 

1) Did you notice a relationship between the computerized magazine task you performed 
in the first study and the word stem completion task you completed at the beginning of 
this second study? 

A) Yes 
B) No 

(If Yes), What was the relationship between the two? 

(If Yes), At what point in time did you become aware of this relationship? 

A) While completing the stem completion task 
B) Shortly after completing the stem completion task 
C) During the ad recognition task 
D) Just now 

2) Please indicate which statement best characterizes the strategy you used while 
completing the stem completion task 

A) While completing the stem completion task you purposefully thought back to the 
computerized magazine in an attempt to complete the object identification task 
with something that you saw in the computerized magazine. 

B) While completing the stem completion task you were not thinking about the 
computerized magazine task at all. 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 



Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Covariates 

The rest of this survey is for classification purposes only. 

1. Gender 
A) 
B) 

Male 
Female 

2. Age ___ _ 

3. Handedness 
A) Right Handed 
B) Left Handed 
C) Ambidextrous 

4a. How many times have you played a video game in the last month? __ _ 

4b. How many times have you played a video game in the last year? __ _ 
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Appendix 7b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 1: Debriefing 

Debriefing 

One goal of an advertisement is to attract a person's attention to it. However, given the 
enormous number of advertisements one is faced with every day, many advertisements go 
unnoticed. The purpose of this study is to determine whether ads "viewed" in this fashion 
can still have an effect on one's purchase decisions. As you were performing the 
computerized magazine game, several advertisements scrolled by on the screen next to the 
article you were focusing your attention on. This study is interested in examining whether 
an ad viewed in this manner can leave a "nonconscious" memory trace for the product 
depicted within the ad. Some of the tasks you performed have been designed to indicate 
whether you do in fact have a memory trace for the product depicted in the ad even if you 
do not consciously recall having seen the ad. It is thought that these memory traces may 
then affect future buying behavior. 

The success ofthis experiment relies on participants not being aware of the true purpose 
of this study. For this reason, part of the requirement for receiving experimental credit for 
your participation involves your promising not to talk to anyone about this study. Your 
cooperation with this is GREATLY appreciated!! 
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Appendix Sa 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 

Please think back to the article you were presented with in the experimental portion (i.e., 
not the practice portion) of the computerized magazine and answer the following 
questions to the best of your ability. 

1) Please briefly describe what the article was about. Therefore, write down 
what the central idea of the article was and what event(s) were described in 
the article. 

2) Please list the names of all the characters in the article and who they were. 
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Appendix 8a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 

Version # Soc. Sec. # ________ _ 

The questions below are designed to assess the style or manner you use when carrying out different mental 
tasks. Your answers to each question should reflect the manner in which you typically engage in each of 
the tasks mentioned below. There are no right or wrong answers. We ask only that you provide honest 
and accurate responses. 

Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

1. I enjoy doing work that requires 
the use of words. 2 3 4 5 

2. There are some special times in my 
life that I like to relive by mentally 2 3 4 5 
"picturing" just how everthing looked 

3. I can never seem to find the right 2 3 4 5 
word when I need it. 

4. I do a lot of reading. 2 3 4 5 

5. When I am trying to learn something 
new, I'd rather watch a demonstration 2 3 4 5 
than read how to do it. 

6. I think I often use words in the 2 3 4 5 
wrong way. 

7. I enjoy learning new words. 2 3 4 5 

8. I like to picture how I could fix up 
my apartment or room if I could buy 2 3 4 5 
anything I wanted. 

9. I often make written notes to myself. 2 3 4 5 

10. I like to daydream. 2 3 4 5 

11. I generally prefer to use a diagram 
rather than a written set of 2 3 4 5 
instructions. 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix Sa Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 

12. I like to "doodle". 1 2 3 4 5 

13. I find it helps to think in terms of 
mental pictures when doing many things. 2 3 4 5 

14. After I meet someone for the first 
time, I- can usually remember what 2 3 4 5 
they look like, but not much about 
them. 

15. I like to think of synonyms for words. 2 3 4 5 

16. When I have forgotten something, I 
frequently try to form a mental 2 3 4 5 
"picture" to remember it. 

17. I like to learn new words. 2 3 4 5 

18. I prefer to read instructions about 
how to do something, rather than 2 3 4 5 
have someone show me. 

19. I prefer activities that don't 2 3 4 5 
require a lot of reading. 

20. I seldom daydream. 2 3 4 5 

21. I spend very little time attempting 
to increase my vocabulary. 2 3 4 5 

22. My thinking often consists of mental 
"pictures" or images. 2 3 4 5 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 8a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: Pictorial/Established Buying Situation 

Social Sec # ___ _ 

This study is divided into two sections. The purpose for the first section is to examine 
what products you might consider purchasing depending upon the particular buying 
situation. After reading the first buying situation your task is to write down eight products 
you would consider buying for the particular situation. 

For example, if the following situation was given: "A gift you would buy for mothers day" 
you might respond with the following: 

1. Flowers 
2. Necklace 
3. Chocolate candy 
4. Perfume 
5. Earrings 
6. Wine 
7. A card 
8. A watch 

You will be given approximately one minute to give your responses to each buying 
situation. 

There are 3 important things to remember when giving your responses: 

1) We are interested in what products you personally would consider buying in 
each of these situations. We are NOT interested in what products you feel 
might be appropriate in each situation if you personally would not consider 
purchasing them. 

2) Please do not write down any brand names. We are only interested in what 
products you would buy and not particular brands. Additionally, when giving 
the product name please be as specific as possible. For example, notice that in 
the example above that a necklace was mentioned instead of the more general 
term jewelry. 

3) Please try as hard as you can to come up with 8 products. 

If there are no questions, please turn the page and 
write down your responses to the first buying situation. 
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Appendix 8a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 

Buying Situation: Food you would buy to eat for a snack one hour before dinner. 

1. ______________ __ 

2. ______________ __ 

3. ______________ __ 

4. ______________ __ 

5. _____________ _ 

6. _____________ _ 

7. _____________ _ 

8. _____________ _ 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND WRITE DOWN YOUR RESPONSES 
TO THE NEXT BUYING SITUATION. 



Appendix Sa Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: Pictoria1lEstablished Buying Situation 

Buying Situation: A product you would buy to furnish your bedroom .. 

1. ______________ __ 

2. ______________ _ 

3. __ ~------------

4. ______________ _ 

5. ______________ _ 

6. ______________ __ 

7. ______________ __ 

S. ______________ _ 

STOP!! PLEASE DO NOT TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE 
TOLD TO DO SO. 
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Appendix 8a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 

Twenty products are depicted on the following two pages. Your task is to indicate eight 
of these products you would consider purchasing for a particular buying situation. To do 
this, first look at all 20 products that are offered in the following two pages. After you 
have seen all your alternatives, please place a check mark on the space provided next to 
the eight products you personally would consider purchasing for the particular buying 
situations. Please choose exactly eight products. Again, you will be given approximately 
1 minute to perform this task. 

The first buying situation is: 

Food you would buy to eat for a snack one hour before dinner. 

PLEASE EXAMINE THE FOLLOWING TWO PAGES AND MARK YOUR 8 
PRODUCT CHOICES. 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in Srudy 2: PictoriaIlEstabiished Buying Situation 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 

Again, please examine the product choices given in the following two pages and indicate 
with a check mark eight products you personally would consider purchasing given the 
following buying situation: 

A product you would buy to furnish your bedroom. 

PLEASE EXAMINE THE FOLLOWING TWO PAGES AND MARK YOUR 8 
PRODUCT CHOICES. 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 
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Appendix 8a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 

The last two buying situation questions you answered required you to examine the 
alternatives and check eight products you would consider purchasing given a specific 
buying situation. At this time please turn back to these buying situations and for each of 
the two please rank the 8 products you checked on a scale from 1 to 8 with 1 meaning that 
this product would be the product you would most prefer to buy given the particular 
buying situation and 8 meaning that of the 8 you chose, this would be the last product you 
would buy for the particular buying situation. 

Simply put the numbers 1-8 next to your check marks. Please do this for both of the two 
buying situations you just completed where the alternatives were presented for you to 
examme. 

NOTE, DO NOT CHANGE ANY OF YOUR PREVIOUS CHECK MARK 
RESPONSES. 

WHEN YOU HAVE COMPLETED THIS TASK PLEASE TAKE THE 
QUESTIONNAIRE OUT OF THE MANILA FOLDER AND COMPLETE IT AT 

YOUR OWN PACE. 
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Appendix 8a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 

Your task in tins section is to think back to the computerized magazine task you 
performed at the beginning of this experimental session and try to recall any 
advertisements you might have seen in the magazine. Some advertisements may have been 
present in the computerized magazine which you read through. Please examine the packet 
labeled "Ad Recognition" and for each ad in the packet indicate on the scales below 
whether you recognize the ad as being in the computerized magazine and how confident 
you are In your answer. 

For example, if you recognize Ad 1 as being in the computerized magazine (either in the 
practice portion or the experimental portion) then you would circle Y for "yes". If you 
do not recognize having seen Ad 1 anywhere in the computerized magazine then you 
would circle N for "no". In either case, you then would indicate how confident you are 
that you do in fact recognize or not recognize the ad on the scales associated with Ad 1. 

Please do this for each of the 9 ads in the ad recognition packet. Also, PLEASE GIVE 
YOUR RESPONSE TO EACH AD IN THE ORDER IN WmCH THEY ARE 
PRESENTED AND DO NOT CHANGE YOUR ANSWER ONCE YOU HAVE 
TURNED TO THE NEXT AD. 

Not at all Very 
Recognize Ad? Confident Confident 

AD #1 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #2 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #3 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #4 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #5 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #6 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #7 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #8 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #9 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

WHEN YOU HAVE COMPLETED THIS TASK PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT 
PAGE 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 

AD RECOGNITION 

PLEASE DO NOT WRITE ON THESE PAGES 
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Appendix 8a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 

By stevens 

Top Quality Comfort 
at an affordable price. 
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Appendix Sa Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 

By Impact 

Beautiful and strong. 
Goes like the wind. 
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Appendix 8a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriaIlEstablished Buying Situation 

By Select 

Timeless and built to 
last. Valued furniture. 
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Appendix Sa Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 

By Design 

Tools built to outlast 
their owner. 
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Appendix 8a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 

By Tempter 

Deep rich chocolate 
flavor in every bite. 
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Appendix 8a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstabiished Buying Situation 

By Nature 

organically grown for 
delicious, safe eating. 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 

By strong 

Furniture you can bank 
on. Crafted with care. 
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Appendix 8a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 

By stills 

Lightweight and durable. 
Every style imaginable. 
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Appendix 8a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 

By Royal 

The Best Potato you will 
ever eat. From Idaho. 
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Appendix 8a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 

Please answer the following questions as honestly as possible. 

1) Did you notice a relationship between the computerized magazine task you performed 
in the first study and the buying situation task you completed at the beginning of this 
second study? 

A) Yes 
B) No 

(If Yes), What was the relationship between the two? 

(If Yes), At what point in time did you become aware of this relationship? 

A) While completing the buying situation task 
B) Shortly after completing the buying situation task 
C) During the ad recognition task 
D) Just now 

2) Please indicate which statement best characterizes the strategy you used while 
completing the stem completion task 

A) While completing the buying situation task you purposefully thought back to the 
computerized magazine in an attempt to complete the buying situation task with 
something that you saw in the computerized magazine. 

B) While completing the buying situation task you were not thinking about the 
computerized magazine task at all. 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 8a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 

In this section of the study we would like you to read each of the following buying situations and rate each 
of them on all three scales provided. Each buying situation is underlined and printed above the three 
scales you are to rate it on. 

A product you would buy to furnish your bedroom. 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this particular 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

Food you would buy to eat an hour before going parachute jumping. 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this particular 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 

Furniture you would buy for a friend whose house was destroyed in a fire. 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this particular 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

Food you would buy to eat for a snack one hour before dinner. 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this particular 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 8a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 

The rest of this survey is for classification purposes only. 

1. Gender 
A) 
B) 

Male 
Female 

2. Age ___ _ 

3. Handedness 
A) Right Handed 
B) Left Handed 
C) Ambidextrous 

4a. How many times have you played a video game in the last month? __ _ 

4b. How many times have you played a video game in the last year? __ _ 
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Appendix 8a Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: PictoriallEstablished Buying Situation 

Debriefing 

One goal of an advertisement is to attract a person's attention to it. However, given the 
enormous number of advertisements one is faced with every day, many advertisements go 
unnoticed. The purpose of this study is to determine whether ads "viewed" in this fashion 
can still have an effect on one's purchase decisions. As you were performing the 
computerized magazine game, several advertisements scrolled by on the screen next to the 
article you were focusing your attention on. This study is interested in examining whether 
an ad viewed in this manner can lead a person to include the product depicted in the ad in 
a subsequent buying choice decision. Evidence exists which suggests that this may occur 
even if the person does not recall having seen the ad. 

The success of this experiment relies on participants not being aware of the true purpose 
of this study. For this reason, part of the requirement for receiving experimental credit for 
your participation involves your promising not to talk to anyone about this study. Your 
cooperation with this is GREATLY appreciated!! 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: VerbaVAd Hoc Buying Situation 

Please think back to the article you were presented with in the experimental portion (i.e., 
not the practice portion) of the computerized magazine and answer the following 
questions to the best of your ability. 

1) Please briefly describe what the article was about. Therefore, write down 
what the central idea of the article was and what event(s) were described in 
the article. 

2) Please list the names of all the characters in the article and who they were. 
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Appendix 8b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: Verbal/Ad Hoc Buying Situation 

Version # Soc.S~.# ________________ _ 

The questions below are designed to assess the style or manner you use when carrying out different mental 
tasks. Your answers to each question should reflect the manner in which you typically engage in each of 
the tasks mentioned below. There are no right or wrong answers. We ask only that you provide honest 
and accurate responses. 

Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

1. I enjoy doing work that requires 
the use of words. 1 2 3 4 5 

2. There are some special times in my 
life that I like to relive by mentally 2 3 4 5 
"picturing" just how everthing looked 

3. I can never seem to find the right 2 3 4 5 
word when I need it. 

4. I do a lot of reading. 2 3 4 5 

5. When I am trying to learn something 
new, I'd rather watch a demonstration 1 2 3 4 5 
than read how to do it. 

6. I think I often use words in the 1 2 3 4 5 
wrong way. 

7. I enjoy learning new words. 2 3 4 5 

8. I like to picture how I could fix up 
my apartment or room if I could buy 2 3 4 5 
anything I wanted. 

9. I often make written notes to myself. 2 3 4 5 

10. I like to daydream. 2 3 4 5 

11. I generally prefer to use a diagram 
rather than a written set of 2 3 4 5 
instructions. 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 8b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: Verbal/Ad Hoc Buying Situation 

12. I like to "doodle". 2 3 4 5 

13. I find it helps to think in tenns of 
mental pictures when doing many things. 2 3 4 5 

14. After I meet someone for the first 
time, I can usually remember what 2 3 4 5 
they look like, but not much about 
them. 

15. I like to think of synonyms for words. 1 2 3 4 5 

16. When I have forgotten something, I 
frequently try to fonn a mental 1 2 3 4 5 
"picture" to remember it. 

17. I like to learn new words. 2 3 4 5 

18. I prefer to read instructions about 
how to do something, rather than 2 3 4 5 
have someone show me. 

19. I prefer activities that don't 2 3 4 5 
require a lot of reading. 

20. I seldom daydream. 1 2 3 4 5 

21. I spend very little time attempting 
to increase my vocabulary. 2 3 4 5 

22. My thinking often consists of mental 
"pictures" or images. 2 3 4 5 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: Verbal/Ad Hoc Buying Situation 

Social Sec # ----
This study is divided into two sections. The purpose for the first section is to examine 
what products you might consider purchasing depending upon the particular buying 
situation. After reading the first buying situation your task is to write down eight products 
you would consider buying for the particular situation. 

For example, if the following situation was given: "A gift you would buy for mothers day" 
you might respond with the following: 

1. Flowers 
2. Necklace 
3. Chocolate candy 
4. Perfume 
5. Earrings 
6. Wine 
7. A card 
8. A watch 

You will be given approximately one minute to give your responses to each buying 
situation. 

There are 3 important things to remember when giving your responses: 

1) We are interested in what products you personally would consider buying in 
each of these situations. We are NOT interested in what products you feel 
might be appropriate in each situation if you personally would not consider 
purchasing them. 

2) Please do not write down any brand names. We are only interested in what 
products you would buy and not particular brands. Additionally, when giving 
the product name please be as specific as possible. For example, notice that in 
the example above that a necklace was mentioned instead of the more general 
term jewelry. 

3) Please try as hard as you can to come up with 8 products. 

If there are no questions, please turn the page and 
write down your responses to the first buying situation. 
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Appendix 8b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: Verbal/Ad Hoc Buying Situation 

Buying Situation: Food you would buy to eat an hour before going parachute jumping. 

1. _______ _ 

2. _______ _ 

3. _______ _ 

4. _______ _ 

5. __________ _ 

6. ______________ _ 

7. ______________ __ 

8. ______________ _ 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND WRITE DOWN YOUR RESPONSES 
TO THE NEXT BUYING SITUATION. 



Appendix 8b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: Verbal/Ad Hoc Buying Situation 

Buying Situation: Furniture you would buy for a friend whose house was destroyed 
in a fire. 

1. ______________ __ 

2. ______________ __ 

3. ______________ __ 

4. ______________ __ 

5. ______________ __ 

6. ______________ __ 

7. ______________ __ 

8. ______________ __ 

STOP!! PLEASE DO NOT TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE UNTll.. YOU ARE 
TOLD TO DO SO. 
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Appendix 8b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: VerbaVAd Hoc Buying Situation 

Twenty products are depicted on the following two pages. Your task is to indicate eight 
of these products you would consider purchasing for a particular buying situation. To do 
this, first look at all 20 products that are offered in the following two pages. After you 
have seen all your alternatives, please place a check mark on the space provided next to 
the eight products you personally would consider purchasing for the particular buying 
situations. Please choose exactly eight products. Again, you will be given approximately 
1 minute to perform this task. 

The first buying situation is: 

Food you would buy to eat an hour before going parachute jumping. 

PLEASE EXAMINE THE FOLLOWING TWO PAGES AND MARK YOUR 8 
PRODUCT CHOICES. 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: Verbal/Ad Hoc Buying Situation 
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Appendix 8b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: VerbaVAd Hoc Buying Situation 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: Verbal/Ad Hoc Buying Situation 

Again, please examine the product choices given in the following two pages and indicate 
with a check mark eight products you personally would consider purchasing given the 
following buying situation: 

Furniture you would buy for a friend whose house was destroyed in a fire. 

PLEASE EXAMINE THE FOLLOWING TWO PAGES AND MARK YOUR 8 
PRODUCT CHOICES. 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: Verbal/Ad Hoc Buying Situation 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: VerbaVAd Hoc Buying Situation 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: VerbaVAd Hoc Buying Situation 

The last two buying situation questions you answered required you to examine the 
alternatives and check eight products you would consider purchasing given a specific 
buying situation. At this time please turn back to these buying situations and for each of 
the two please rank the 8 products you checked on a scale from 1 to 8 with 1 meaning that 
this product would be the product you would most prefer to buy given the particular 
buying situation and 8 meaning that of the 8 you chose, this would be the last product you 
would buy for the particular buying situation. 

Simply put the numbers 1-8 next to your check marks. Please do this for both of the two 
buying situations you just completed where the alternatives were presented for you to 
examine. 

NOTE, DO NOT CHANGE ANY OF YOUR PREVIOUS CHECK MARK 
RESPONSES. 

WHEN YOU HAVE COMPLETED THIS TASK PLEASE TAKE THE 
QUESTIONNAIRE OUT OF THE MANILA FOLDER AND COMPLETE IT AT 

YOUR OWN PACE. 
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Appendix 8b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: Verbal/Ad Hoc Buying Situation 

Your task in this section is to think back to the computerized magazine task you 
performed at the beginning of this experimental session and try to recall any 
advertisements you might have seen in the magazine. Some advertisements may have been 
present in the computerized magazine which you read through. Please examine the packet 
labeled "Ad Recognition" and for each ad in the packet indicate on the scales below 
whether you recognize the ad as being in the computerized magazine and how confident 
you are in your answer. 

For example, if you recognize Ad 1 as being in the computerized magazine (either in the 
practice portion or the experimental portion) then you would circle Y for "yes". If you 
do not recognize having seen Ad 1 anywhere in the computerized magazine then you 
would circle N for "no". In either case, you then would indicate how confident you are 
that you do in fact recognize or not recognize the ad on the scales associated with Ad 1. 

Please do this for each of the 9 ads in the ad recognition packet. Also, PLEASE GIVE 
YOUR RESPONSE TO EACH AD IN THE ORDER IN WHICH THEY ARE 
PRESENTED AND DO NOT CHANGE YOUR ANSWER ONCE YOU HAVE 
TURNED TO THE NEXT AD. 

Not at all Very 
Recognize Ad? Confident Confident 

AD #1 YIN 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #2 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #3 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #4 YIN 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #5 YIN 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #6 YIN 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #7 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #8 YIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AD #9 YIN 2 3 4 5 6 7 

WHEN YOU HAVE COMPLETED THIS TASK PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT 
PAGE 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: Verbal/Ad Hoc Buying Situation 

AD RECOGNITION 

PLEASE DO NOT WRITE ON THESE PAGES 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: VerbaVAd Hoc Buying Situation 

COUCH 
By stevens 

Top Quality Comfort 
at an affordable price. 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: Verbal/Ad Hoc Buying Situation 

BOAT 
By Impact 

Beautiful and strong. 
Goes like the wind. 
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Appendix 8b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: Verbal/Ad Hoc Buying Situation 

DESK 
By Select 

Timeless and built to 
last. Valued furniture. 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: Verbal/Ad Hoc Buying Situation 

HAMMER 
By Design 

Tools built to outlast 
their owner. 
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Appendix 8b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: VerbaVAd Hoc Buying Situation 

CANDY BAR 
By Tempter 

Deep rich chocolate 
flavor in every bite. 
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Appendix 8b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: Verbal/Ad Hoc Buying Situation 

CARROT 
By Nature 

Organically grown for 
delicious, safe eating. 
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Appendix 8b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: VerbaVAd Hoc Buying Situation 

CHAIR 
By strong 

Furniture you can bank 
on. Crafted with care. 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: VerbaVAd Hoc Buying Situation 

GLASSES 
By stills 

Lightweight and durable. 
Every style imaginable. 
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Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: Verbal/Ad Hoc Buying Situation 

POTATO 
By Royal 

The Best Potato you will 
ever eat. From Idaho. 
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Appendix 8b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: Verbal/Ad Hoc Buying Situation 

Please answer the following questions as honestly as possible. 

1) Did you notice a relationship between the computerized magazine task you perfonned 
in the first study and the buying situation task you completed at the beginning of this 
second study? 

A) Yes 
B) No 

(If Yes), What was the relationship between the two? 

(If Yes), At what point in time did you become aware of this relationship? 

A) While completing the buying situation task 
B) Shortly after completing the buying situation task 
C) During the ad recognition task 
D) Just now 

2) Please indicate which statement best characterizes the strategy you used while 
completing the stem completion task 

A) While completing the buying situation task you purposefully thought back to the 
computerized magazine in an attempt to complete the buying situation task with 
something that you saw in the computerized magazine. 

B) While completing the buying situation task you were not thinking about the 
computerized magazine task at all. 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 8b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: Verba1JAd Hoc Buying Situation 

In this section of the study we would like you to read each of the following buying situations and rate each 
of them on all three scales provided. Each buying situation is underlined and printed above the three 
scales you are to rate it on. 

A product you would buy to furnish your bedroom. 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you ,vith purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this particular 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

Food you would buy to eat an hour before going parachute jumping. 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this particular 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 



Appendix 8b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: VerbaVAd Hoc Buying Situation 

Furniture you would buy for a friend whose house was destroyed in a fire. 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this particular 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

Food vou would buy to eat for a snack one hour before dinner. 

1. How familiar do you think people in general are with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

2. How familiar are you with purchasing products for this circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

3. How frequently have you seen or heard of products that have been bought for this particular 
circumstance? 

Not at all Very 
Familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Familiar 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Appendix 8b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: VerbaVAd Hoc Buying Situation 

The rest of this survey is for classification purposes only. 

1. Gender 
A) 
B) 

Male 
Female 

2. Age ___ _ 

3. Handedness 
A) Right Handed 
B) Left Handed 
C) Ambidextrous 

4a. How many times have you played a video game in the last month? __ _ 

4b. How many times have you played a video game in the last year? __ _ 
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Appendix 8b Continued 
Data Collection Instrument Used in Study 2: Verbal/Ad Hoc Buying Situation 

Debriefing 

One goal of an advertisement is to attract a person's attention to it. However, given the 
enormous number of advertisements one is faced with every day, many advertisements go 
unnoticed. The purpose of this study is to determine whether ads "viewed" in this fashion 
can still have an effect on one's purchase decisions. As you were performing the 
computerized magazine game, several advertisements scrolled by on the screen next to the 
article you were focusing your attention on. This study is interested in examining whether 
an ad viewed in this manner can lead a person to include the product depicted in the ad in 
a subsequent buying choice decision. Evidence exists which suggests that this may occur 
even if the p~rson does not recall having seen the ad. 

The success of this experiment relies on participants not being aware of the true purpose 
of this study. For this reason, part of the requirement for receiving experimental credit for 
your participation involves your promising not to talk to anyone about this study. Your 
cooperation with this is GREATLY appreciated!! 
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Appendix 9 
Mean Number of Errors Made in the Processing Task 

Section of the Processing Task 
Relative to the Target Ad** 

Total* Before During After 
Desk 19.87 2.08 2.02 1.45 
Carrot 17.69 1.97 1.68 1.35 
Left Placement 16.50 1.85 1.42 1.14 
Right Placement 21.17 2.21 2.30 1.67 
Pictorial 18.99 2.07 1.87 1.50 
Verbal 18.58 1.98 1.83 1.30 
DesklLeft Placement 17.90 1.93 1.64 1.12 
DesklRight Placement 21.97 2.25 2.41 1.79 
CarrotILeft Placement 15.08 1.77 1.20 1.15 
CarrotlRight Placement 20.39 2.17 2.19 1.55 
DeskIPictorial 19.63 2.05 2.02 1.49 
DeskIV erbal 20.09 2.12 2.02 1.40 
CarrotlPictorial 18.37 2.09 1.72 1.51 
CarrotN erbal 17.02 1.85 1.65 1.18 
Left PlacementIPictorial 16.49 1.78 1.43 1.31 
Left PlacementN erbal 16.50 1.91 1.40 0.97 
Right PlacementlPictorial 21.57 2.37 2.32 1.70 
Right PlacementIV erbal 20.78 2.06 2.28 1.64 
DeskILeft PlacementIPictorial 17.56 1.84 1.66 1.34 
DeskILeft PlacementN erbal 18.20 2.00 1.62 0.91 
DesklRight PlacementIPictorial 21.77 2.26 2.39 1.65 
DesklRight PlacementIV erbal 22.16 2.25 2.44 1.94 
CarrotlLeft PlacementIPictorial 15.45 1.73 1.21 1.27 
CarrotfLeft PlacementN erbal 14.70 1.82 1.18 1.03 
CarrotlRight PlacementIPictorial 21.38 2.47 2.25 1.75 
CarrotlRight PlacementN erbal 19.41 1.88 2.13 1.34 

* The maximum number of total errors = 53.0 
* * The maximum number or errors in each section = 5.0 
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